Section 6 Authority and Appeal :
A The establishment or the Court,
and the derivallon or its aulhonty. are
contingent upon statutory restrictions or
the Commonwealth or Kentucky, and
delegation or power Crom the Board or
Regents and the President or the
University
B. By Kentucky Revised Statutes. any
decision or the Cour t is a
recommendation to and may be
modified by the appropriate University
~:eeeourt may recommend any
~ '"';.hlch 1t considers fair and
equitable to the sppropriate University
illee.
Decisions resulting Crom the
mmendation or the Student Court
may be appealed lo the appropriate
University appeals commillee.
Section 7. General Provisions:
A. A Justice will be disqualified in any
case in which proof or conflict or intettSt
is established In the preliminary

m

motions.

B. Any Justice may freely disquallfy
himself Crom voling on a case in which
he feels he cannot, without preJudice,
pass Judgment
C. A disqualified Justice may allend
Court hearings He may not discuss the
case and caMol vote. A decision IS
)( reached by a maJority or Jusllces voting
on the case.
D The President or the Student
Association 1s required

to pubhc11e

through student publications that
positions on the Court are open to
applicants
E Lower Courts may be developed by
the Student Congress as they are
deemed necessary. with the approval of
the Student L,te Commlllce and the
Boa
r'ifolRegents
Section 8. Advisor:
A. The advlsor"orthe Student Court
shall be the Dean of Students or his
dele al
v
all have
de

rn

i!~~t~~f:]@:~~~t~~~isw
~~~~:if
er

advanc~e

mall

Court
heariiigi' .
Secllon 9 Meeting Time
A The Court shall meet at least twice
a month and al limes when a need
arises
B The Chier Justice shall have the
power lo call special meetings.
providing a twenty-four (24l hour nollce
or all such meetings be given to all
oCCicials of the Court
Section 10 Hearings
A The Chier Justice shall have the
power to call special hearings The
Defendant. Chier Defense Counsel,
Allorney General. Assistant Attorney
General, Clerk or Court, Advisor, and all
Justices must be notified or such
meetings Corty-e,ght 1481 hours in
ad\lance.

B. For regular hearings, the following
procedure wi II be observed
I. Call of Cases on Dorkrt
2 Opening
statements
from
Prosecution and Defense Counsels

3 Pre~entallon
of
Case
for
Prosecution. including evidence and
w,tnessi-s through direct examination
4 ('ross exam,nallon for the Defense
s Any re direct. or re-cross

exammations
6 After prosecu11on rests ,ts case,
Defense w,11 pursue ,ts case on the same

order
7. Summation by Prosecution.
8 Summation b) Defense.
9 Verdict or Court.

Section 11 Enumerated Rights or the
Defendant
A A person appear111g before the
Court ,s to be advised of the following
rights which he enJoys as an American
c,liu,n, and as a full-lime student or
Morehead Stale University
I. He may act as his own Counsel,
utilize the assistance or the Chief
Defense Counsel's office, or have
counsel of his own choice Such Counsel
must be a full-lime student al Morehead >(
State University
2 He may have witnesses 10 testify in
his behalf
3 He must be informed or the charges
brought aga,nsl him
4 He may not be forced 10 testify
against himself. or be forced to
olherwase incnmmale himsetr
5 He may change his plea

6. He may request an open or closed

hearing
7 He has the right to request or the
Court thal the courtroom be cleared or
spectators The Chief Justice reserves
the right lo clear the courtroom or
spectators who violate the dignity or the
Court by unruly action during the
proceed, ngs
ARTICLE VII
s,udenl Initiative. Referendum.
and Reeall
Section I. Initiative: Any election
deemed appropriate may be initiated by
a resolution approved by a majority or
the Congress al a regular meeting or by
a petition directed to the Congress
staling the proposed mailer in Cull and
signed by al least Len I 101 percent of the
Student Assoc1allon
Section 2 Referendum · The Congress
shall, within fifteen I 15) days or receipt.
verify the inillat1ve, and shall refer Lhe
referendum lo Lhe President or the

Association to begin ratification within

twenty-four 1241 hours of its verification.
Ratification shall be accomplished in the
following maMer
A. The President of the Student
Association shall. within sixty. (601 days
and not less than fifteen (15) days Crom
the date or receipt. cause a special
election to be held. wherein the Student
Association shall be entilled to vote on
the mailer submilled.
B. The eiecllon will be held, provided
that notice of such election setting forth
the proposed referendum in full , be
made public by the Reporter not less
than six 161 daya prior lo the dale set for
the election.

C. IC the referendum is approved by a
majority of thOM voting, it shall be
binding upon all branches or the Student
Association.
Seet,on 3. Recall : IC by a petition of no
less than twenty-five (251 percent plus
one or the official's constituency; the
qualification, record, or loyalty of the
elected official is disputed, Congress
shall call a special election demanding a
majority vole of the total constituency,
lo declare a vacancy m thal office. IC a
vacancy is declared it shall be filled by
special election or as otherwise staled ,n
Section 4. Article V or this con,tituhon

otherwise stated an LhlS Constltuhon. 1s
to be no longer than twelve months and

no less than ten months after
onstallahon
D All elecleo , epresentat,ves or the
Student Association are subJecl to the
qualifications, fullflilment or vacancies,
recall, and respons1b1lit1es as set for
members or Congress
E In such cases where the President
or the Student Association ,s a nonKentucky resident, a special elecllon
will be held to elect n student
representative to the Board of Regents
His term of oChce shall be concurrent
with that or lhe President or the Studenl

TIIE CO~STITUTIO:\ Of TIIE MOREIIEAD STATE
U ' IVERSITY TU DENT ASSOClA TION

Assocmt1on

ARTICLE VIII
Elections and Tums or Offi<t
Secuon t Executive Branch·
A. All members of the Executive
Branch shall be elected by the Student
Association after mid-term on the spring
semester of the academic year
B All dates, procedures, and rules
pertaining to elections and lnstalla110ns
will be established by an Elechon
Comm,nee created by Congress All
dates. procedures and rules proposed by
the Election Comm1llee are subJecl to
final approval of rongress
C All newly elected officials shall be
installed before the end or the spring
semester at a lime and in a fashion set
by Congress. The term or office, unless
otherwise stated ,n this Constilut,on, is
to be no longer than twelve months and
no less than ten months after
installahon
Section 2 Congress·
A All members or Congress listed m
Article V, Sechon I, Subsections B, C. D,
and E shall be elected Crom their
respective constituencies during the
hrst ft\'e weeks on the fall semester of
the academic year
t:,._ B. All dates. procedures, and rules
pertaining to elections and installauons
will be established by an Election
Committee created by Congress All
dates. procudures and rules proposed by
the ~:lection Comm11lee are subject to
final approval of Congress
C All newly elected representatives
shall be installed" ,thin a week aCler the
election date at a time and on a fashion
set by Congress The term of office.
unless otherwise stated in lh1s
Conslllut1on. ,s not lo extend beyond the
closing of the spring semester
Section 3 Miscellaneous Student
Elecl1011s ·
A All other elected representatives of
the Student Association, created by the
Sludent Assoc,at,on or the University.
shall be elecled by the Sludrnt
Assoc1at1on.

B All dates, procedures. and rules
pertaining to clccllons and ,nstallat,ons
will be established by an El<'Ct1on
Committee created by Congre,,s All
dates. procedures, and rules proposed
by the li:!ection Comm111ee are subiect to
final approval or Congress.
C. All newly elected officials shall be
installed al a lime and in a fashion set by
Congress The term or oChce, unless

ARTl('LEIX
Succession

Section I Order or Succession: The
order of succession to the Presidency
shall be Vice President; Secretary,
Treasurer . and an elected member or
Congress, respectively 11 shall require a
two-thirds 12-31 vote or Congress and a
wrilten lcller of vacancy by the outgoing
President to declare a vacancy m the
Presidency If for some reason a teller
cannot be obtained. a second vote or
Congress will serve to declare the
vacancy Upon the fullfillmenl of the
office or President, the vacated pos1llon
may be ftlled by appointment or the
President, and the approval of Congress
ARTl('LEX
Impeachment

Section
I Derin1t1on
of
Impeachment Any member or the
Student Congress. excluding the
Executive Comm1llee, may be
impeached by a maiorily vole of
Congress for any act which Is
detrimental to the best interests or the
Student Association and-or the
University A trial shall be held by
Congress not later than onel I l week. but
not more than three 13) weeks, from the
act or impeachment If a defendant 1s
found guilty by a two-thirds 12·31 vote or
all the voting members of the Congress,
the position shall be declared vacant,
and a new election called, unless
otherwise stated m thts Consl1lullon
ARTICLE XI

Meetings
Section 1. Schedule or Meetings:
Congress shall meet weekly during the
regular academic year. al a Lime, place,
and date set by a majority or its
members

PREAMBLE
We, the students or Morehead State
University, cognizant of our nghts and
responsib1lilies as citizens of the
University community, do hereby
establish a system of self-government
whereby our convictions and actions
may be fully represented in forum. our
rights protected by adjudic.al,on, and
our desires executed Into reahty, in the
constitution or the Morehead Stale
University Student Association.

ARTICLE II

BranchN or Government

ARTICLE XII
Amendmeatl

Section I Procedun,: Amendments
and changes to lh1s Constitution may be
proposed by a ma,ority vote or Congress
or by a pelihon signed by not less than
ten I to) percent or the Student
Association An amendment shall
become effective when ratified by a twothirds 12-31 majority of those voling in a
campus-wide election. and when
approved by the Student Life Committee
and the Board of Regents

ARTICLE I
The Studenl Auoclatioa

Section I. Defmlllon Any person
enrolled as a £uli-time student of
Morehead State Umvers1ly ,s a member
of the Student Association and is enhtled
to all the privileges and protections
granted within this constitu1ion

Se<:tt0n I Delegatlon or P~wers · The
Student Assoc13lion or Morehead State
Vn1vers11y shall be rioverned by three
branches executive, leg,slauve. and
judicial These branches sha II be
separate, but mterrelated
Section 2. Title or Branches: These
aforemenhoned branches shall have the
powers or student self government. They
shall be named . The Executive Branch,
The Student Congress. and the Student
Court, respecllvely

ARTICLE Ill
Billo! JUJ(hls
Section l Rights of ~tudents: The
rights of the students of the Morehead
State University Student Association as
citizens of the United States of America
and the University shall not b<> infringed
upon by any person, organization,
association, or group affecting this
University.
Section 2 lnahcnable Rights: All men
are by nature, free and equal. and have
certain inherent and inalienable rights.
among which are:
I\ The right of enjoying and defending

their privilegrs and liberties granted in
the Constitution of the Umted Stales.
B. The right of lhe students lo freely
communicate their thoughts and
opinions

C. The right of the students lo
assemble together in a peaceable
manner for their common good, and to
upply to those invested with the power of
government for redress of grievances or
other just causes by petition, address, or
remonstrance.
O . The right of the students to be
protected from discrimination because
of sex, race, nationality. birthplace. or
association.

E . The right of the students to free
elections. Students appointed to office
a re to be appointed by freely elected
officials.
F The right of the students to alter,
reform, or abolish their government.
conditioned by the Board of Regents
G The right of students to a speedy
juchcial remedy Protection from double
jeopardy, sell-incrimination and
excessive or cruel punishment, shall be
guaranteed.
Section 3. University Reserved Right:
The administration may, in those cases
where there is a strong indication that a
student's misconduct will be repeated or
continue or where the admi.nistraLlon

believes chsc1phnary action is necessary
to permit the University to carry on ,ts
(unctions, impose immediate suspension

with resultant loss of all student rights
and privileges, pending hearing. if the
student desires. before the Student
Appeals Committee The student has a
right to a speedy hearing on the lim1ted
question of whether suspension should
remain in effect until the regular
hearing is completed.
ARTICLE IV
The ExttuU\fe Branch

Section 1. Officers: The Executive
Branch shoU consist of a committee
composed of P re,ndent, Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer. Reporter. and
Programs Director. These elected
officials constitute the Execu tive
Committee. All administrative functions
of the Student Association shall be
ves/.ed in lhi.s Branch.
Section 2. Qualifications:
A. An)( candidate for the Executive
Branch must :
I. Be a member of the Student
Association

z

Have a z.o cumulative average.
3. Not be on academic probation
4 . Not be on social probation.
B. Any member of the Executive

Branch must

t Be a

member of the Student

Assoc,atlor,
:! Not be on academic probation.
3. Not be on social probation.

Section 3. Executive Committee
Respons1bil1ties : The Executive
Committee shall be responsible for the
admini.slrat,oo of all congressional acts.
It shall assist the President ; advise the
President on his selection of chairmen
for the standing committees. meet prior
to each general congressional session to
set an agenda ; meet in emergency
sessions: se:ect members of the clerical
staff: and perform all duties granted it
by the Student Congress.
Section 4 Advisory Staff· An advisory
Staff may be appointed by the President
and may be dissolved by the President at
his discretion
Section 5 . Duties of Officers·
A Th~ President of the Student
Association is the Chief Officer of the
Executive Branch.
t. His major duties are as follows: to

make all appointments granted the
Executive Branch: to preside at all
meetings of Congress; to preside at all
Executive Committee meetings: lo be
the
Association's
off1c1al
representative, to call special meetings
of Congress and of the Executive
Committee. to perform such other
duties as are necessary to serve the
Students of the /\ssociatloo to the best of
his ability
2. H,s presidenhal-leg,slative power
shall be limited to: introduction of
legislation, debate as granted in the
latest edition of Roberts Rules of Order:
messages ; and power to initiate
impeachment charges.
3 His presidential-Judicial power
shall be limited lo the authority to bring
charges against violators of laws set by
the Student Association. and lo appoint.
with the approval of Congress, Judges to
the Court
B The Vice President shall be vested
with the powers of the President in the
absence of or at the request of the
President. He shall be an exofficio
member
of
all
congressional
committees He is charged with
reporting their progress to the
President. The Vice President shall
preside during the impeachment and-0r
removal proceedings of the Chief Justice
of the Student Court.
C. The Secreatry shall be responsible
for all clerical assistance and the
maintenance of all records of
congressional meetings and Executive
Committee meetings. He shall handle all
correspondence and send written
notification of Congressional meetings
at least three days in advance of the
respective meet Ing dates. The Secretary
shall have a copy of the Constitution,
standing
rules,
the book
of
parliamentary procedure, and a list of
all members of Congress at all

Congressional meeungs or upon request
of the President. He shall file an official
copy of the Congressional minutes with
the Dean of Students and whomever the
Congress designates, within three days
after the Congressional meetings
D The Treasurer shall have the
power to conduct all financial
transactions of the Association He 1s

entrusted with the keeping of all
financial records and the collection and
distribution of all monies as directed by
Congress and-or the President when
granted the power oy Congress All
monies must be kep: in accordance with
the policies o! >,forehead State
University.
E . The Reporter shall be responsible
for the public affr.,rs of the Congress. He
shall act as t~e oublic relations chrector
of the Student t,ongress and shall direct
all notificatlr .Ls and announcements of
Student Congress sponsored events to
the Student Assoc,ation lie shall keep a
record of all Student Association
activities in a scrap book designated for
that purpose,
F . The Programs Director shall be
responsible for the administration of the
Community Service Commission, the

Job Placement Bureau and any other
programs created and established by

Congress.

Section
2 Qualifications:
All
representatives must be full-lim e
students and m good social and
academic stanchng with a 2 0 overall
academic standing on a 4 O scale. A
repreS<'ntative must be a member of the
class that he represents during the first
semester of his term of office or a
member or the student segment that he
represents for the entire term of his
office Quahflcallons of all candidates
shall be verified and recordoo by the
Secretary of the Student Congress before
uames will be placed on the ballot
Section 3 Parliamentary Procedure:
The Congress shall determine the rules
or ,ts proceedings Roberts Rules of
Order, latest edition, shall govern the
p ,rliamentary procedure, when not in
conn,ct with the Const1tut1on or rules
e,tablished by Congress
~-•ction 4 Vacancies If a vacancy
0<·c1•rs ,n the Congress and the term lo
Ix· filed is less than one-half <', l
termma,ed, a new elect,on shall be
called to £,II the position However 1f
ov,·r one-half , ', l of the term has
expired, a ne,1,.· Rcpre::;entaLJ\'e rrom the
same constituency shall be appointed bi
the President of thP Student Association
An r'!·Ppt1on to the above shall be that
Residt,nn" l-lall President vacancies will

ARTICLEV
The Student C'ongrtss

Section
I. Membership:
The
membership of the Congress of the
University Student Association shall be
composed or:
A. The Executive Committee.
8 . The Class Representatives,
numbering approximately twenty, will
be elected from the following
classifications: freshmen; sophomore.
junior; senior; and graduate. The
number of representatives elected from
each classincatlon wlll be determined on
the same ratio to twenty as each class's
full-time enrollment at the beglMi'!K of
the last spring term to the total full-time
University enrollment. It will be
rounded off lo the nearest whole
number In cases where the fraction is
exactly half way between integers. it
will be rounded to the nearest even
number Re-apportionment of this
legislative representation for the next
session of Congress shall be enacted in
the spring term of each year and shall be
based on each class's full-time
enrollment figure at the beginning uf the
spring term of that present school year.
C A Residence Hall President shall
be elected from each of the residence
halls and w,11 represent his specWc
residence hall
0 . Two
Married
Student
Representatives shall be elected from
that constituency. Married students are
defined as only those students hving in
University married housing.
E Two Commuter Representatives
shall be elected from that constituency
Commuters are defined as students not
living in University housing

he r,11"<1 by the \'it•e Prrs,denl of the
resid, n< e ha II
Sect,on 5 /\ppmntments The Student
Congn= shall by a muionty vote rat1iy
all appointments made by lhe !'resident,
unlPss otherwise provided for in this

Conshtut,on Any person appointed by
the President shall be entitled Id
exercise all powers of the appointed
o[fice upon ratification by the Student
Congres.~
S ~ 6 A~1s0~ The Advisor of the
Stud,•nt Congress s all he the Dean of
Students
or
his
delegated
r~presentallve
lie shall have
dehberallve power but no voting power
m Congress He must be nohf1ed m
advance b) the Secretary of the Student
Congress of all congrPSS1onal sessions
Section 7 Journal. The Congress
must keep a journal of its proceedings.
The yeas and MYS of the members on
any question must be entered in the
J ournal at the desire of one-fifth <l·S> of
those present.
Section 8 C'om11111tecs All special
and standing committee,; of the Student
/\ssocintion shall be established,
regulated and terminated by the
President uron con~ress1onal approval
or by Congress Cornm,ttees shall be
g,ven direction through purposes and
guidelines when established by
Congress
Section 9 Quorum A maiority of the
voting members of the Student Congress
shall form a quorum for the transaction
of busrness
Section 10 Committee Reports
Committee representatives may be
asked to report periodically on the action
of their respective committees

Section I I. Committee Recall·
Student representativP.S on University
committees may be subject to recall by
the Congress upon the approval of the
Faculty Committee on Committees
ARTICI.EVI
The Student C'ourt
Section I Authority and Purpose The
Student Court establishc'(( by the Student
/\ssoc1ation and approved by the Student
Life Committee receives its authority
from the Board of Regents through the
President of Ml.ltehead Stale University.
Tb.e .fillldent Court wjll hear cases of
members of the Student Association and
student organizations charged by the
Attorney General of the Student Court.
wi'th violatin rovis,ons or the Student
Association
Constilut1on.
1~1ation's election procedures, 2r,.

o_thcr sta:ed~ ~c:;of the Association
and w11J t.__ J]'lJJd actmo to the
a~ er1ate Un1ver.s,\y CRmm,ttcc
hon 2 Composition and Duties:
A Composition
I. The Student Court shall consist of a
Chief Justice and four Associate
Justices.
2 There shall be an Allorney General
3 There shall be an Assistant
Attorney General
4 There shall be a Chief Oefenst
Counsel
5. There shall be a Clerk of Court
B. Duties
I Chief Justice
a He ,s to preside over all hearinl!,S
and meetings.
b He shall call special hearings and
meetings.
c. He may discuss each case.
d He will cast a vote only in case of a

5 Chief Defense Counsel

a. He shall gather evidence relevant
to the case. and shall have access to the
information of the Attorney General
concerning the case.

b He shall conduct the defense for the
case unless the defendant requests other
counsel !Refer to Article VI, Section
111\tl

6 Clerk of Court
a He ,hall keep transcripts of all
hearings for the Court
b. Heshall fprward each decision and
a CODY of tbs Lranscriol of all
roceedin s to the President f the

Stu ent Associa1ton and the Oean of

~
Section 3 ~lethod of Selection. Terms
of Office, and Vacancies
I\ Method of Sele<-1 ,on
1 The President of the Student
As~ociat1on with thl' approval of

Congress, shall appo1111 Justices to the
Court and d~s•!(nate a Chief Justice No
Justice mav be a member of Congress
while he H•( sernng on the Court
2 The Allorne, Gt!neral. Assistant

Attornev General Chief llef•nse
Counsel: and Clerk u[ Court shall be
appointed by the President of the
Student Assoc,allon with the approval of
Congress They may not be members of
Congress during their rPspec11ve tPrms

of service
B Terms of OfflcP All J11st1ces the
/\ttornev General, the Assistant
Attorne>· General. the Chief Defense
Counsel. and the Clerk of Court shall
serve from the date of their approval by
Congress until the close of the spring
semester, unless otherwise stated in this

a Each Associate Jus t ice may
discuss each case
b. Each Associate Justice may cast

Constitution All Court officers must be
fulH,me students w1lh a minimum of
twenty-seven (27> credit hours and must
not be on social or academic probation at
the time of appomlmenl or during the
term of office
c; Vacancies In the event of
vacancies, the President of the Student
Association. with the approval of
Congress. shall appoint officers to serve

one vote on all is.sues

the remainder of lhe term.

tie vote.

• In cases in which the Chief Justice
IS unable to , •side, an Acting Chief
Justice shall
selc>cted bv lot from the
Associate Justices
2 Associate JuStices

3. Allomey General
a He is to act as prosecutor for the
Court
b He ,s to gather all pertinent and
relevant mformat1on concerning the
ca~e
c He shall serve writs of summons on

indh11dupls or ch,e( executive olt1cers of
wganizaltons, ordering them to appear
\]Sfore the Court
4 Assistant Attorney Genral
a He ,s to assist the Attorney General
as prosecutor for the Court
b He ,s :o assist the Attorney General
in gathering all relevant information
concerning the case.

c He shall ass,st the Allorney
General m serving writs o( summons

d In cases in which the Attorney
General feels he cannot prosecute a case
fairly, he may disqualify himself and the
Assistant Attorney General will assume
the Prosecutton of the case

Section

4 Impeachments

and

Pumshments ·

A The Chief Justice, four Associate
Justices, Attorney General. Assistant
Attorney Genera l, Ch,ef Defense
Counsel. or Clerk of Court may be
removed from office through the
procedure defined in Article X, Section
I.
B. l\.!)y me'llber of the Student
Association who does not appear al a
court

proceediE! when

summons has

a

writ

of

en served, shall be

subiect to contempt ol cour t measures al
U,e discretion ol the Court.
Seclion 5 Jur1sdichon:
A Any member of the Student
Assoc1at1on or any student organization
charged by the Attorney General may be
subJecl to the jurisdiction of the Court
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SGA OFFICERS
Office

Name

Address

Phone No,

President

Tim Wilson

521 Alumni Tower

4423

Vice President

Jon Stanley

706 Cartmell Hall

3428

Secretary

Pam Cupp

601 Nunn Hall

3440

Treasurer

Don Whitehead

521 Alumni Tower

4423

Reporter

Mary Meyers

506 Nunn Hall

3925

Program Director

Liz Everman

306 Nunn Hall

3905

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Student Representative
to the Board of Regents

Debbie Poore

306 Nunn Hall

3905

\

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE'
( July 2, 197 5 ) /
Fall 1975 SGA Elections
(1) Cheerleader Selection
Signups - Monday, 8-18-75 to Tuesday, 8-26-75, 4 p.m. - SGA Office
Meeting - Tuesday, 8-26-75, 5 p.m. - East Room-ADUC*
Tryouts - Thursday, 8-28-75, 4:30 p.m. - Laughlin Multipurpose Room-South"'
(2) Student Government Representatives Election
and
(3) Student Representatives to University Senate Election
Signups - Monday, 8-18-75 to Tuesday, 8-26-75, 4 p.m. - SGA Office
Meeting -, Tuesday, 8-26-75, 5:30 p.m. - West Rooms A & B-ADUC"'
Election - Wednesday, 9-3-75, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. - ADUC and Baird
Residence Hall Council Elections - Tuesday, 9-9-75, times posted~ Residence Halls
(4) Homecoming Queen Election
Nominations - Wednesday, 9-17-75 to Friday, 9-26-75, 4 p.m. - 301
Bldg.
Primary - Thrusday, 10-1-75 , 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. - ADUC-and Baird
Final - Wednesday, 10-8-75, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. - ADUC and Baird
(5) Who's Who Election

Administration

I

.

Nominations - Monday, _9-29-75 to Friday, 10-10-'75 - 4 p.m. - 301 Administration
Bldg.
Elections - Thrusday, ·10-16-75, 10 a.m. to 5 p.l)l. - ADUC and Baird

"'Facility reserved

Mon .
9 : 10

J on
Ka t he

Tues .
Ker ry

Wed.

Thur.

Jon
Kerry
Ka t he

Kerry

Fr i. (M ,W) I'
Ke rry

I

Fr i. (T, Th)
Jon

i
I

I

I

I

II
I

10:20

Pam
Don

Liz
Mary

Pam
Don

Liz
Pam
Mar y

Pam
Don
'

I
11 : 30

Pam

Liz
Don

Liz
Kathe

Liz
Don

Pam
'M ary

i
I

I

Liz
Pam
Ma ry
Kathe
Liz
Pam
Mary

I

I

'

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

!

12:40

1:50

3:00

Ke r ry
Don
Ma ry
Jon
- Don

Liz
J on
Ka the
Pam

Jon
Kat he

Ker ry
Don
Mary

J on
Ka t he

J on
Ker ry
Kat he
Ma ry
Don

Jon
Ker ry
Don

Jon
Kerry
Ma r y
Kathe
Don

Liz
Kerry
Kat he
Mary

Liz
Jon
Ke r ry
Kathe
Pam

Liz
Kathe
Mary

Jon
Nary

I
'

Ke r ry
Don

I
I

I
l

I

i

6 : 30 t o 8:30 Wednes day Night star t i ng 9- 3- 7:
first Wednesday of every month Ka t he & Don
s econd Wednesday of every month Pa m
third Wednesday of every month Ke r ry & Mary
four t h Wednesday of eve r y mon th J on & Liz

'

STUDENT RECE IrT
filed his

This is to certify that
app l ication on _ ___________

and it was r eceived by

>',Witness

------------------Witness
--------------- - ---

*First witness mus t be a member of the Leg islative Action or Executive
Committee .
There will be a me eting o f al l candidates on Thur sday , March 25, 1976 , at
5 : 00 p . m. , in Wes t Room A of th e Adron Doran University Cente r .

3/76

3/76
Spring , 1976
Studen t Fi 1 ing Form
for El ection
Student Government Association Executive Committee
Candidate ' s Name_____________________ (a s you wish it to appear
on the ba llot)
Candidate ' s Signature

---- -- -- - - - -- -- -- - - - - -- -

Campus Mailing Add r ess

- - - -- - ------- - ------- - -

Dormitory and Room or Morehead Addres s

---------------=---=-=-----,-----

Local Phone Number

- --- -------------

Cl assification
Office you

- - -- - - --------- - -- are seeking
·- ----- - - - -- -- - ------- - -

Are you on Academic or Socia l Probation? YES _____ NO_____ _ (answer must be
" no " to be el i gib l e )
Are you a full - time student? YES
NO
(
answer
mu s t be " yes " to be
----- ----elig ible)
Grade Point Average_____ ________ _ __ _ _ (must be 2.0 overall)
Car :

License Numbe r and/or Sticker Number

- -------------- -----

Camp a i gn Manager

--------------- - -- ----------- - - ---

Camp a i g n Nanager ' s phone number

-------- ----

Thi s certifies that I , - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r e c e i v e d
(Nember of Legislative Action o r Executive Committee)
application on
(Candidate ' s Name )

(Date)
,;,Wi tness

- - - -- - -- -- - ---------

Witne ss

---------------- - - - -

>'< First witness 111ust be a member
Committee .

o[

the Leg is l at ive Act i on or Exec11tive

;

I

July 3, 197'

Mr. Tim Wilson, President

Student Govera11ent A11ociation
1JPO Bez 1331

Morehead State Univereity
Morehead, KY 40351
.Dear Tim:
At a recent meeting of the Athletic Ccmmitt••• • recommendation
relative to the reduction of the cheerleader squad for the 1975-76
academic year wa• di1cua1ed. The Athletic COllllllittee h pre1ently
considering a propo1&1 which vould reduce the cheerleader squad from
12 cheerleader• and 2 alternate• to 6 chHrleadera and 2 alternate•
effective Augu1t, 1975,• (See attached addendum.)
After much dtecueeion, it••• smned that Dean Wilaon and the Bureau
of Student Affair• be requested to petition the Student Government
Aseociation regardins their reaction to thi• proposal.

I aa requeetina you to di■cu•• thia vith your executive caaittee
and provide the Athletic Comaittee vith • reaction to the propo1al,
ancl any other auggutiooa that you and your couaittee deaire to make
regarding the propoPl now being conaidered by the Athletic Committee.
Your reaction• ad 1ugge1tiona should be addr•••ed directly to
Dr. Roacoe Playforth, Chai~n of the Athletic Comaittee.
Of cour•••
time i• of the eaeence •• ve will need to have thia deciaion made
prior to the selection of the cheerleader• in Auauet.
¥CN1'e truly,

Roger L. Wil1on

Vice Preeident for Stud•nt Affair•
dn

cc :

Dr. Playforth
Mr. Moran
v Dean Crager

Addendum

l

Some of the problems discussed in the Athletic Committee were as follows:

NOTE:

1)

Twelve cheerleaders are too many to transport to away games
in one station wagon.

2)

Cheerleaders need new uniforms and our pres~nt uniform budget
will not be enough for fourteen new outfits.

3)

Twelve cheerleaders do not have enough floor space to perform
at home basketball games,

4)

It was the general feeling that twelve participating cheerleaders
were too many to transport to away games· and the cost of purchasing new uniforms for twelve or fourteen members would exceed the
present budget.
If you should need additional information, please discuss the
problem with Mr. Moran, Athletic Director.

;

'

MO REH EAD STATE
UNIVERSITY

JUL

July 11, 1975

16 I

33

PH 1975

RECEIVED
STU DE NT AFF A/RS'

E MO R A N D U M
-M --------TO:

Dr. Ad r on Doran, President

FROM :

Buford Crager, Dean of Students

RE:

Student Government Office in ADUC

Tim Wilson, President of the Student Government Association, has requested
permission for the SGA to have an additiona l tel ephone number placed in the
Student Government Office as wel l as the adjoining office which is called
t he Program Counci l Office. Presently there is one phone with an extension
in the Student Government Office with the number 783 - 2298 . This office is
used by those students who work for or with the Student Government Association . During the past two years Jack Henson has permitted the President
of the Student Government Association to have his desk in the Program Counci l
Office, and this has helped t his person to carry on his d u t i es without the
continual interrup t ion from those who come in and ou t of the SGA Office .
The Program Council Office is not used daily by Mr . Henson; therefore, the
placing of the SGA President in this office has not interfered with other
activities that Mr . Henson may have in this office . Mr. Henson says that
he has no objection t o t he SGA President having h is desk in the Program
Council Office for the 1975- 76 school year but t hat he has not and does
not want to give the Program Council Office entirely to the SGA.
The Centrex cost for 783-2298 is paid monthly by MSU. Tim wants to have
an additiona l number added to the phone as wel l as the extension in the
SGA Office and also have these two numbers added to the phone which is in
the Program Council Office . The phone that is presently in the Program
Council Office carries the two numbers of the Adron Doran University Center,
783-3344 and 783-3 126. If this request is approved , the numbers 783 - 2298
and the new number would replace these two numbers on the Program Council
Office phone so that any calls coming to the ADUC would only ring at the
main office . The SGA is willing to pay all installation and transfer costs
of this request as well as the monthly cost of the second number .
Mr . Wilson has also requested that the SGA be permitted to have indoorou tdoor carpet installed in the Student Government Office and the Program
Council Office . Mr. Wilson feels that if carpet is installed, this will
add to the decorum of these two offices and possib l y encourage students who

1.

MEMORANDUM

Page 2
July 11, 1975
visi t these offices to be more careful with their soft drinks, snacks,
cigarettes, etc . , so the place may have a cleaner look about it. The
Student Government would pay for the cost of the carpet as well as the
installation of t he carpet .

Mr . Wilson realizes that if these requests are approved that Mr . Keller
would hand l e al l work having to do with phones and that John Graham and
I would see that the correct type of carpet wo uld be selected a nd installed.
I have t a l ked with John Graham concerning these two items and I have a ca ll

placed to Mr . Ke ller concerning the feasibi l ity of the phone request, but
I wil l not do anything beyond this point until I get your response to the

items contained in this memo .

.

jls

cc :

.

~

Dean Wilson

,._..
.,,,,

~~'I
:;,(

~

•

~

Dr. Jack E. Wilson, Chairman
Division of Communications
Telephone (606) 783-2184

Please complete necessary action
Please advise
Please note and return

_x_

For your information
_ _ Fo r your files
Other:

Date:

8 - 7- 75

TO: Dean Crager

Resume of theatre attendance this summer.
You might be particulary interested in I.D.
admissions (737 total)
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1975
Cummulative Summer Report

FANTASTIC KS

by Tom Jones and Harvey Smith

Total House Count:
Total Income:

June 23-27

488

$273,00

I.D. Admission:

232

SEPARATE TABLES

by Terrence Rattigan

Total House Count:

264

July 1,2,3

Total Income: $127 .oo
I.D. Admission: 116
PRISONER OF 2ND AVENUE

by Neil Simon

July 8,/10

Total House Count: 332
Total Income: $106.00
I.D, Admission: 186
A FLEA IN HER EAR

by Georges Feydeau

Total House Count:
Total Income:

July 28-31

325

$178.00

I,D. Admission:

Total 737 Student
the summer) .

203

I.D.

passes (no income from student

I.D.

's during

August 14, 1975

MEMO RA_ ND UM
TO:

Mr. Sherman Arnett

FROM:

Dean Crager

RE:

Student Government Workship Positions

--~

~.)-.!-

The following students: are ,to be placed on a 12-hour workship
through the Student Government Association. These workships
will be handled in the same manner as the University workships
and listed under Code 05. The Student Government Association
will reimburse Morehead State University for the amount of
these workships. The money will come from the Student Government Association's administrative fund.
The students are:
Cupp, Pamela Kay
Everman, Elizabeth Ann
Meyers, Mary June
RI( Stanley, Jonathan Lee
' d'f(Whitehead, Donald Ray

o( Moore,

tM( ,Rouch,

Kerry L. Cook
Kathryn Ann

, j ls

cc:

Dean Roger·L. Wilson
Mr. Elmer Anderson
Mr. Tim Wilson

291-44-3951458-ll-9374
278-58-3059
079-52-4586
404-82-9744
407-64-2349
294-52-8032

w: II

~~ ; -••./~ -

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

August 18, 1975

Welcome, Freshman:
Welcome to what will hopefully be a very pleasurable and informative
orientation to academic and social life here at Morehead State University,
You have made an important decision in choosing Morehead as an institution
for your further education and your participation in the orientation program
makes that transition from high school student to college student all the
easier, Hopefully, you will soon become acquainted with the facilities
and activities that are offered on this campus and will also keep in mind
the opportunities the Student Government Association is able to provide to you.
The Student Government Association (SGA) is the representative body of
students headed by a six member Executive Committee--1.'resident, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Reporter, and l.'rogram Director. Also comprising the
SGA are representatives from each class and the presidents of each residence
hall,
For this coming year, elections will be held to elect six representatives
from the freshman class to the Student Government Association, If you would
like to become a part of this organization, I encourage you to take part in
the election sign-up that begins today (Monday, August 18) and ends on Tuesday,
August 26, at 4 p,m, Sign-ups for Varsity Cheerleaders and the University
Senate will also be held during the same period. Applications for the above111entioned positions can be obtained in the SGA Office,
Also, there will be elections in the freshman residence halls, Sign-ups for
the residence hall councils will be held in each hall early in the semester.
Please watch the bulletin boards in your respective hall for additional
information,
If you have any questions as to how you can become a part of, or just wish to
know more about the services and functions of, the Student Government Association, feel free to contact us at our office on the second floor of the Adron
Doran University Center,
Again, I welcome you to, what I'm sure will be, a very informative and rewarding year at Morehead State,
Respectfully,

'J:Wi t!J/y;;,_f.',7
Tim Wilson
President

August 20, 197 5

MEM OR ANDUM
---------Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Ms.
Ms .

TO:

Mr . Myron Doan
Mrs . Elizabeth Sadler
Coach Bill Mack
Mrs . Glenna Campbel l
Mr . Jerry Gore

FROM:

Mr . Tim Wilson, Pr esident
Student Government Association

Gregg Frank
James Frazier
Roger Weaver
Nancy Trent
Pa tricia Mack

Mr . Clyde I . James
Associate Dean of Students

RE :

Cheerleader Se l ec tion

Cheerleader selection will take place at 4 : 30 p . m. on Thursday,
August 28 , 1975, in Laughlin Health Building Multi purpose Room
South . We would appreciate the judges being at the location
as soon as possible after 4:00 p. m. on t hat day for instruc tions .
We appreciate your willingness to be on the select i on panel for
the 1975-76 MSU cheerleaders. We look forward to working with
you in this very important endeavor .
j ls

cc :

Mrs . Sue Lucke
Dean Buford Crager /
Mr . G. E. Moran
Dean R. H. Playforth

~tuhent
<&nuernment
l\ssnciatinn

UPO Box 1313
Morehead St ate University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Telephone
(606) 783-2298

PRESIDENT
RollPri E iWoodvl Byrd
VICE·PRESIDENT
Donald Zfflnrr
SECRETARY

Pamela Cupp
TREASURER
Tim Wilson
REPORTER

Mr. Buford Crager
Dean of Students
Office of Student Affairs
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Marv Meyers
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Dear Dean Crager:

Freddie Duhn

After discussing the proposed Athletic Connnittee reconnnendation concerning
the number of cheerleaders that will be selected for this coming year,
the executive connnittee of the Student Government Association moved to
support the proposal that wil l reduce the number of cheer leaders selected
this year from twelve plus two alternates to six plus two alternates.
This decision was reached with little opposition after the four problems
in the letter that we received, were discussed and also through the advice
of Mrs . Lucke and other members of the campus community. I might also
add, that initial student reaction was favorable as well .
If we can be of further assistance concerning this matter, please feel
free to contact us at our offices at 783-2298.
Yours truly,

.::S~

"\....) ~

Tim Wil son
President, St udent Government Association

,..

S GA

Congressional Election
Fa ll '75

El ect ions to be held September 3, 1975
Freshma n Representatives
13 signed up
6 co be e l ected
Cotton , Vince
Ingram , Debbie
Johnson , Tim
Kareski , Car la
Lester , Ch ris
Overstreet, Wilnetta
Perkins , Evan
Porter , Kevin
She lton, Michael
Sok, Mark
Stanforth , Vernon
White , Carol
Yenney, Mark

Sophomore Representatives
7 signed up
4 to be elected
Alters, Denn is
Ginn, Kathie " Chism"
Ferguson, El aine
Ho l man , Greg Aron
Leste r, John
Newsome , C . E •
Vawter , Mike

Junior Representatives
5 signed up
4 to be elected
Johnson, John
Nethery , B. J .
Padgett , Ga ry
Sheaffe r, Susan K.
Watson, J eff

2
.<"'

'

r·

Senior Representatives
4 signed up
4 to be elected
Givhan, Ellen
Poore, Debbie
Porter, Colleen
Venettozzi, Louise

Graduate Representatives
1 signed up
1 to be elected
Gabbard, Cathy

Married Representatives
1 signed up
2 to be elected'
McAlister, James

Commuter Representatives

2 signed up
2 to be elected
Oney, Larry Lee
Woodrow, John

August 27, 1975
_,,,,.

~~e~
Univers ity Senate El ec tion
Fa ll ' 75
Elections to be he ld September 3 , 1975
Applied Science and Technology Senate
0 signed up
2 to be elected

Business and Economics Senate
2 signed up
2 to be elected
Frank , Gregg
Whitehead, Dona l d Ray

Education Senate
1 signed up
2 to be elected
Venettozzi, Louise

Humanities Senate
2 signed up
2 to be ele cted
Watson , Jeff
Kazee , Dona l d Keith

Science and Mathematics Senate
0 signed up
2 to be elected

University Senate Elections

Social Sciences Senate

l signed up
2 to be elected
Minning, Walter

Graduate Senate
l signed up
2 to be elected
Gabbard, Cathy

August 27, 1975

2

August 27, 1975
UNIVERSITY CHEERLEADER SELECTION
August 28, 1975
Six (6) Cheerleaders plus two (2) alternates to be selected.
Thirty-six sign ups.
39

Abrunzo, Virginia May

33

Matthews, Nancy Jean

46

Adkins, Vonya L.

43

Overstreet, Wilnetta

14

Albert, Becky Sue

34

Riegel, Debra Gayle

25

Allen, Kathryn Louise

50

Ritchie, Pamela Joyce

36

Allen, Patty Ann

42

Smith, Kandace Duann

13

Allen, Susan Jeanette

37

Tudor, Rebecca Lynn

27

Bailey, Vickie Jane

44

Tussey, Lynn Marie

11

Barber, Theresa Ann

21

Walters, Gay

24

Bendixen, Nancy Ann

22.

Welsh, Janet Sue

32

Bloss, Teresa Ann

47

Wentz, Linda Kay

20

Box, Judy Elizabeth

38

Woodard, Theresa

48

Bradley, Mabel Louise

49

Yenney, Mark Walther

41

Creech, Joel R.

18

Ziebold, Susan Marie

28

Cunningham, Marsha Leigh

19

Floyd, Cathy J.

15

Gifford, Roberta Kaye

17

Givhan, Ellen F.

16

Harrell, Peggy Lynn

26

Jennings, Katherine D.

35

Joseph, Nancy Lynn

31

Lambert, Marla Ray

12

Long, Leslie Chandler

30

McFarland, Kimberly Jo

August 27, 1975
UNIVERSITY CHEERLEADER SELECTION
August 28, 1975

11

Barber, Theresa Ann

35

Joseph, Nancy Lynn

12

Long, Leslie Chandler

36

Allen, Patty Ann

13

Allen, Susan Jeanette

37

Tudor, Rebecca Lynn

14

Albert, Becky Sue

38

Woodard, Theresa

15

Gifford, Roberta Kay

39

Abrunzo, Virginia May

16

Harrell, Peggy Lynn

41

Creech, Joel R.

17

Givhan, Ellen F.

42

Smith, Kandace Duann

18

Ziebold, Susan Marie

43

Overstreet, Wilnetta

19

Floyd, Cathy J.

44

Tussey, Lynn Marie

20

Box, Judy Elizabeth

46

Adkins, Vonya L.

21

Walters, Gay

47

Wentz, Linda Kay

22

Welsh, Janet Sue

48

Bradley, Mabel Louise

24

Bendixen, Nancy Ann

·49

Yenney, Mark Walther

25

Allen, Kathryn Louise

so

Ritchie, Pamela Joyce

26

Jennings, Katherine D.

- 27

Bailey, Vickie Jane

28

Cunningham,. Marsha Leigh

30

McFarland, Kimberly Jo

31

Lambert, Marla Ray

32

Bloss, Teresa Ann

33

Matthews, Nancy Jean

34

Riegel, Debra Gayle

MEMORANDUM

Dr. Adron Doran
Dr. Roscoe Playforth
Mr. G. E. Moran
Mrs. Sue Lucke
Mr. Keith Kappes

TO:

d_n.

FROM:

Mr. Clyde I. James
,{.
Associate Dean of Students

DATE.:

August 29, 1975

SUBJ:

1975-76 Cheerleaders

f'

As per direction from the Athletic Committee, six cheerleaders
and two alternates were selected yesterday afternoon.
I have enclosed a list for your information.
CIJ /clj
cc:

Mr. Roger L. Wilson

l,<Mr• Buford Crager

CHEERLEADERS
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1975-76
Name

Classification

Address

Phone

Hometown

Parents

Virginia Abrunzo

Senior

205 Nunn Hall

3-387 5

Horseheads, NY

Mr. & Mr's. Dominick Abrunzo

Vickie Bailey

Sophomore

209 Nunn Hall

3-3790

Ewing, KY

Mr. & Mrs. S. W. Bailey

Judy Box

Junior

310 Nunn Hall

3-4518

Cynthiana, KY

Mr. & Mr. Lark K. Box

Jean Matthews

Sophomore

206 Nunn Hall

3-3975

Summer Shade, KY

Mr.·-& Mrs. Clifton Matthews

Becky Tudor

Freshman

204 Thompson Hall

3-4938

Stone, KY

Mr. Benjamin Arthur Tudor III

Janet Welsh

Sophomore

210 West Mignon

3-3023

Lebanon, OH

Mr. & Mrs. Paul Weis

Freshman

116 Fields Hall

4-9031

Flemington, NJ"

Mr. & Mrs. Russell K. Riegel

Sophomore

209 Nunn Hall

3-3790

Cynthiana, KY

Mr. & Mrs. Dennis L. Tussey

First Alternate
Debbie Riege 1
Second Alternate
Lynn Tussey

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Cheerleader Selection Committee
Mr. Myron Doan
Mrs. Elizabeth Sadler
Coach Bill Mack
Mrs. Glenna Campbell
Mr. Jerry Gore

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Ms.

Gregg Frank
James Frazier

Roger Weaver
Nancy Trent
Patricia Mack

Cheerleader Selection Statisticians
Dean Anna Mae Riggle
Ms. Mary Meyers
FROM:

r:w•

Mr. Tim Wilson, President
Student Government Associat"ion

\'£'.J. ~ ,

Mr. Clyde I. James
Associate Dean of Students•
DATE:

August 29, 1975

RE:

Cheerleader Selection

0

Your assistance yesterday in selecting our 1975-76 cheerleaders
was greatly appreciated. We're looking forward to a great
athletic year at M.S.U. We're always happy to have you support
our athletic program in such a positive way.
Thank you again for your assistance.
CIJ /clj
cc:

Mrs. Sue Lucke
e,,,ffean Buford Crager
Mr. G. E. Moran
Dean Roscoe Playforth

Student Government Job Placement Program
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
September 1975
Dear Employer,
As you know, the fall term has begun here at M.S.U •• In fact, the
students arrived on August 17. A large percentage of students who will
be attending school here, will need a part-time job to supplement the cost
of their educational and living expenses. In the past, you, the employers
of Morehead, have helped countless students continue their education by
supplying them with part-time jobs. The SGA Job Placement Program greatly
appreciates your cooperation in the past by helping.us in finding jobs
for students. We hope that we can continue to be of service to you this year
by providing students to fill your employment needs.
If you need any part-time help or have any job
contact us by completing the form enclosed and
Govermnent Association, Job Placement Program,
Kentucky 40351, or you may call the SGA office
Thank-you for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely,
/"}

p.

04"'z'~~'-

r>(..

Program Director
Student Govermnent Association

a student could do, please
sending it to the Student
UPO 1331, M.S.U., Morehead,
at 783-2298.

S G A CONG ~ESSIONAL ~LECTION
FALL ' /! 5
Se p tembe r 8 , 19 75

Poll ing
Pla ce

Machine
Number

BAIRD
ADUC

.
\

j

Vi nce
Co t ton

De bbie
Ing r am

I

Tim '
Ca rl a
Tohnson
Ka re ski

33742

9

1

6

33801

34

28

36

33740

FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVES (6 )
Ch ri !Wil ne t La
Evan
Lester
Overs tree 1 Pe r ki ns

1

7

3

5

20

46

25

28

'

---- --- --------- -------- - ---------

D ID

N10 T

u s

E

I

Kev i n
Po r te r

'

s

T H I

Mark
Sok

Mi cha el
Shel ton

Ve r non
Stanfor th

Caro l
White

Mark
Ye nney

Numt
Vo t i

4

3

9

7

3

10

36

33

24

36

22

31

31

176

MA C H I N E

- ------- - --------- ------- -- --------- ---=

TOTALS

Polling

Machine

43*

42*

29

✓

53*

21

Kath i e
"CHI SM"
(;'inn

El a ine
Fe r gus on

SC PHONORE REPRESENTATIVES (4 2
J ohn
Mike
Gr eg Ar on
C. E .
Ho l man
Le s t e r
News ome
Vawte r

Number

BAIRD

33742

6

7

4

4

6

8

ADUC

33801

35

32

31

28

30

30

TOTALS

--------- --------- D
41*

39-1,

✓

,/

I D

35

us

NOT

32

E

T

27

HI

s

.

36*

33*

✓

✓

34

41*

✓

+Numbers voting include both Freshmen and
Sophomores .

Numbe r+
Votini

36

19

176

30

29

+

,

11

MAC H I N E -

45*
✓

✓

Pl ace

33740

37*

33

✓

✓

Denni s
A1 ters

28

--------212

~

>'<WINNERS
I ce rti fy t he above e l ec tion r esu l ts to he correc t an <l t r ue .

-

~~

} .

~1. \...L__,·_ _ _ _ _ _ __
La r ry Lc \ i-n , Chai r man - SC.A El eclion Commit t ee

212

AGENDA
I.
II.
III.
IV.

v.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL

MINUrES
COMMITI'EE REPORT
A. Executive
B. Boo.rd of Regents
C. Open House
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
A. Appointments t o Student Court
B. Appoinments to University Committee
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DISCUSSION
ADJOURNMENT
\

S T UDE NT

C OUR T

. . . . . . . . . •• Steven Hoh~ann
. ... .. .. ..
• Ann Moxwe 11
• • • • • • • • • • • • • Tom Ho.yhurs t

CHIEF JUSTICE . • • • • •

.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE.
II
II
•
ti
II
• • • . • • • • • • • • • • Steve Dungan
II
II
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Mark Turpin

ATTORNEY GENERAL

.

.. .

• Mark Hardy

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL.

• • John Hnrrison

.. . .
.. .

CHIEF DEFENSE COUNCIL
CLERK OF COURT • • • •

SG--A

• Walter Minning
• • Jin Hableib

B. New ¥; u.s~ ess
l, ~ ~ in'--N-\ .,.,. -e-. t \
l,

''

S,G,A •. MINUTES .

Sept8lllber' 10, 1975
l , ..

_., .
'Ilie ·sGA meeting was·· called i:o' order at: 4':37• :pm· by, President Tim
Wilson:
The.
rciie 'i-ias ca.lied
and'· 35' member1Fwei-e
in attendance.
r
:
·
•• ·• - f · ·, •. ·: ·
.. ' '"'
- '
.._.

OFFICER REPORTS

. '·
President: .1. ,· ·spoke on',the' im½;orti:ince 6f ~ll SG4 memlrars attending the·
iegularly'_scheduled nieei:;Lnga: :·•,. '·... ' . ' '·...
'
2. · Mentioned •.i:he:SGA 'i·equ:l.reineni: that all SGA.members serve
on''a committee
·:
.
. ; 3.. . 'Informed' the· hody11 'as- td wiiat happene,tf :1.n:··sGA'' ,th:1.f'sinmner
'.'such 'as' tne'waikway·by the'·footbail field.'be:l.ng 'asphalted
(it·was·voted'by·last'year"s Congreiss· t'o ,:io··so)'f the .
. Fres_hman Registei- was. iaid (IUt and sent in; They .worked
on concerts such.as: · Atne'rica or.'Franlde ·va1ee for the
' first
•,Li:nc)a.
-f~r·H~~0!1U~·
- .. ~eek; ,:carpenters;
';.. ., .,_ . '
.. .
. Rbnstadt
'
- .. .
. .
.. .
'
-.
No_!'.i,e !)f. these 'l'l'ere. pos'sible, · · ··.
··
, · ·,.'.'. .., · ·
. ~;..
We''.~'.l.'l·have
a·c'onceri:'
Blood J,._:.swe11i:'.
and '?ears·,
',• ••<•~
,,-,, • . :
,-,, r· ' wii:h
.. , . . .
.. J '
•
·• •
..', :; . 'and:'David Sancious :£:o':i:September 17..
··
··
: ~.'··Homecoming Election--s·ign•ups w:Lil 'be from Wednesday
· , ·. Sept, 17 until' September 26 at 4 pm. The primary will._.
. be .~_ursda1, Oc,toge_;-. 2. :_Tp,e final .election will be
Wednesday_ Octobe'r 8th· ·.:;: · · · .
. ·
..
6. Who' s. Who::.-Monday .September 29th ~o October 10th ::;i~tions
will be. taken 'at 301 Administration Building. The ·
ele'ction· will·be October':16th.
...
7. The cheerlen.derii.-will'oe·red·uced froin· 12 apd 2 altemates
ti:i . /; and 2 al i:ernates. . ·: · (i ''· . .
."
..
. ,_.
.. .
·.• .
, ..
·:•

•,

',

'

.

0

.

"

Vice-presidEmt: :-. lon -Stanley:, gt\V'e a ·summilry: ·~ f 'each : 0 f,' the · committees;
· ; '·' 'as ':to-:their':•frin~tion, ·an~ makil~up;,. :Each·'member was asked
to sign Up_ to serve,,;on 0t1e of the SGA committees •
7

.· "

• ; '

-

I

• ::

,'

•

•••

"

•,,.

'

•

•

•

•

Doh Wnii:ehead gave· the. financial report •.
T!j.e balances. were: .·, Adminis trai:ive •Fund~-$2189; 19· •. '· . , ,.-.
.campus' ·:tiilprovenientr,1 2429iSL ·
· ·
Scholarship Fund:·-'- 3317,95.:,
.- : ·.. .
..,,... , .:· ,.,. '
Special'Events Fund: 8090.37
" . '
• " '
• ' . .!, • :! '• •
:
, /
:•r•-,,• :_ •: ' •->;, / . ; ; :·,
Mary Meyers ·said -~he has :been- working ·:on ·.elections ,13igns. '
at1d ·concert' signs; >she'.has' always: been'-'WOi"king'.:on ii' -promo
i:iipe for' Blood;- Sweat~ and ·:Tears_;· .. SGA--will ·have: TV ,~how
_on. Thursday- for 15 •n,inutes.· . ··.(md :hopefully,'· SGA w111 · have
two radio·:ilhows,'~--···· .• ·:;,·.:>, -· .. ,·,·.;,i• .... ,:-',.
, .

Treasurer:

I

, Reporter:

.~

~ • I , : ,'.

•

a

~ar

Job Placement:

I,iz -Ev~~-says ,;he'.has• pi~~ed 16 ;tfbbs,~so·
this :year; .
There·· will lle • and have: ·already· ~een, ads ln "the· '.!l:raiiblazer
concerning Job, ·Placement.- •·There.· are· posters; ·about: it in
the stores. downtown" also.
·
·: · :· .. ! • ·:
'
Board of Regents Rep.. .. . · · . .- .
· • ·.
;
· ·,,.. . .
. · .- .
.
·
DebHie:Poore.spoke on her activities as the student
'·· .meinbe·r~-to, the Board of Regents(·:·,.she said:.she'ifelt there :. • ·
were· nine·· intelligent arid.' reasonable men ·•on· .the B'oard, and
she felt· she ·.could--wi:>rk·with ··them for the students. Not ·
- - ·____; ~ - ,_,.{:, -:. _,
. ,, '
; .
,.. ' .
. ·-. ,.

.

. ., . ·- -~: -

.

__

.....:-\

,,,.,_,
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G, A. Financial Statement
September 10, 1975

Administrative Fund

Balance as of 4/30/75

4266,02
280.00

5/1/75

S ,G.A, Banquet

5/2/75

Payroll

5/5/75

Office Supplies

5/5/75

Transfer of funds to Scholarship Fund

5/5/75

S.G,A, Banquet Flowers

21.00

5/6/75

University Playground

40.00

S/9/75

Payroll

81.60

163.20

5/19/75 Dean' s Jewelry

15.12
518.14

170.80

5/27 /75 M.s.u. Print shop

61.60

6/2/75

Office Supplies

38.23

6/2/75

Office supplies

1.15

6/16/75

Battson Drugs

5.55

6/20/75

Payroll

40.80

6/26/75 Office Supplies

4.30

6/27 /75

Office Supplies

6.55

7/3175

Payroll

40.80

7/11/75 Office Supplies

3.10

7 11/75 M.S,U. Print Shop
7/15/75 Office Supplies
7/17/75 Payroll

34.02
5.74
40.80

7 /29/75 Office Supplies

♦

7/30/75 M.s.u, Print Shop

2.45

8/25/75 Payroll

.45

142.80

8/27/75 M.S.U, Print Shop
9/2/75

McDonald Snyder

9/4/75

Payroll

9/5/75

Office Supplies

-9/8/75-

Western"Union

9/9/75

Allen's IGA

9/9/75

Office Supplies

9.25
50.00
265,20
7.00
-,-- _, 7. 75 -- _-=--c
18.32

Disbursals to 9/10/75
Balance as of 9/10/75

1.11
2076.83
Zl89.19

--·-

-

S,G,A, Financial Statement
September 10, 1975
page 2
Campus Improvement
Balance as of 4/30/75
5/2/75
5/5/75

Receipts from Prairie League and
Charlie Daniels Band

2429.81
1280,00

Bill Magnasom Memorial Scholarship Fund

100,00

6/20/75 Theatre Service and Supplies
7/1/75

6,48

Receipts from Theatre Dept. Spring 75

27,12

8/29/75 East Ky, Paving Corp,

312.50

Disbursals to 9/10/75
Receipts to 9/10/75
Balance as of 9/10/75

418,98
1307.12
$3317.95

Scholarship Fund
Balance as of 4/30/75
5/2/75
5/9/75
6/1/75

281,86

Receipts from Pure Prairie League
and Charlie Daniels Band

320.00

Transfer of funds from Administrative
Fund

518.14

Receipts from Theatre Dept, Spring 75

6.78

Receipts as of 9/10/75
Balance as of 9/10/75

844.92
1126.78

Special Events Fund
Balance as of 4/30/75

4443.85

5/1/75

Show of Hands Band

5/2/75

Gate Workers for Concert' 5/1/75

64.00

5/2/75

Stage Crew for Concert 5/1/75

74.00

5/2/75

•tight Crew for Concert 5/1/75

60.00

5/8/75

Keith Huffman

15,00

200,00

1766,00

5/12/75 Receipts April 75
5/21/75 Robbs

1.48

6/20/75 Receipts May 75

2225,00.

7/22/75 Receipts June 75

50,00

8/8/75

20,00

Receipts July 75
Receipt"s as -of 9/10/75 ___ ---:Disbursals as of 9/10/75
Balance as of 9/10/75

-40il,OO ~:..: __ 414.48
8090,37

Respectfully
Donald 'Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

,...

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
ON
UNIVERSITY STANDING COMMITTEES
STUDENT LIFE (10)
One of 10 student
members is the President
of Student Government
As sociation
Roger Weaver
Gregg Frank
Larry Oney
Liz Everman
Jeffrey Watson
Larry Levine
Steve Holman
Steve Dungan
Jon Stanley
Don Whitehead

GRADUATE COUNCIL (2)
Baxanna Arnett
HONORS PROGRAM (3)
John Harrison
Vince Cotton
Nancy Trent
ADMISSIONS (2)
Louise Venettozzi
Chris Haid
CONCERT

&

LECTURE SERIES (?-.)

LIBRARY COMMITTEE (4)
Walter Minning
ATHLETIC COMMITTEE (2)
Mike Mayhew (?)
Sharon Goldsberry
UNDERGRADUATE. CURRICULUM (5)
George Lester
George Osei

Marty Darian
Rebecca Dodson
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL (2)
President of SGA
Senior Member of SGA

/:

,
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,

'
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead, Kentucky

TO:

All Recognized Campus Organizations

FROM:

Roger L, Wilson, Vice President for Student Affairs

DATE:

September 15, 1975

SUBJ:

Who's Who in Ame~ican Universities and Colleges Nominations

Attached is an official nomination blank to be used in nominating candidates
for Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges for 1975-76. Each organi•
zation is permitted to nominate two (2) whom it thinks meet the necessary
qualifications. Your first choice will be placed on the ballot unless he has
been nominated first by another organization, in which case your second choice
will be placed on the ballot. ONLY ONE NOMINATION FROM EACH ORGANIZATION WILL
BE PLACED ON THE BALLOT.
Each organization is urged to pay careful attention to the qualifications
listed on the nomination blank and to assure itself that the nominated
candidates meet the required overall academic standing of 2.5 or above, that
they are not on academic or social probation, and that they are classified
presently as a full-time senior or graduate student. Juniors are not eli•
gible for nomination. Your attention is also drawn to the fact that all
candidates must have been in residence at Morehead State University during
the previous three semesters.
The deadline for filing your nomination blank is 4:00 p.m. on Friday, October 10,
1975. The nomination blank should be filed with Clyde I. James, Associate Dean
of Students, H•M 301.
Please do not nominate students who do not qualify.

THE WHO'S WHO ELECTION WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1975 FROM 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. IN THE ADUC. ONLY THOSE STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS SENIORS AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE. IN THE EVENT THE QUOTA IS NOT REACHED THROUGH
NOMINATIONS, AN ELECTION WILL NOT BE NECESSARY.

clj
Attachment

OFFICIAL NOMINATION BLANK
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLIDES
1975.76
The following qualifications will be considered in placing the candidates
on the Final Ballot:
(1) All candidates will be expected to have an overall 2.5 standing.
(2) All candidates will be expected to be in good standing with the
University. (Not on academic or social probation),
(3)

Participation in extracurricular activities

(4)

Character

(5)

Future promise

(6) All candidates must have been in residence here at Morehead state
University during the three previous semesters,
(7)

Citizenship

(8)

students must be classified as seniors or graduate students and
be full-time students at the time of nomination.

The -,,,---,,...,,----,--,-..------- nominates the following candidates:
Name of Organization
l,

(1st Choice)

2.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {2nd Choice)
Your first choice will be placed on the ballot unless he has been
nominated first by another organization, in which case your second
choice will be placed on the ballot. ONLY ONE NOMJ:NATION from each
organization will be placed on the ballot,

Signed=----------....... - - - - - President of Organization
Advisor of Organization

DEADLINE FOR FILING:

Please file in Dean James's Office, H-M 301, on or
before 4:00 p,m, on Friday, October 10, 1975,

ST.I\TJ2 T:J}>JI~JERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

STUDENT AFFAIRS

MEMORANDUM

TO:

School Deans

FROM:

Roger L. Wilson, Vice President for Student Affairs

DATE:

September 15, 1975

RE:

Who's Who in American Universities·and Colleges Nominations

Attached is an official nomination blank to be used in nominating candidates for Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges for 1975-76.
Each dean is requested to nominate two (2) candidates he thinks meet
the necessary qualifications as outlined on the attached ballot.
Please do not nominate students who do not qualify.
It is requested that you file this nomination blank with Clyde James,
Associate Dean of Students, on or before Friday, October 10, 1975, at
4 p.m. Candidates must be full-time students.
-

THE WHO'S WHO ELECTION WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1975, IN
THE ADUC. ONLY THOSE STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS SENIORS AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE. IN THE EVENT THE QUOTA IS NOT REACHED
THROUGH NOMINATIONS, AN ELECTION WILL NOT BE NECESSARY.
daw
Attachment

OFFICIAL NOMINATION BLANK
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
1975-76
The following qualifications will be considered in placing the candidates
on the Final Ballot:
(1)

All candidates will be expected to have an overall 2.5 standing.

(2)

All candidates will be expected to be in good standing with the
University. (Not on academic or social probation).

(3)

Participation in extracurricular activities

(4)

Character

(5)

Future promise

(6)

All candidates must have been in residence here at Morehead State
University during the three previous semesters.

(7)

Citizenship

(8)

Students must be classified as seniors or graduate students and
be full-time students at the time of nomination.

The------,,--:----:--------- nominates the following candidates:
Name of School
1.

2.

Signed:
Dean of the School
DEADLINE FOR FILING:

Please file in Dean James's Office, HM 301, on or before
4:00 p.m. on Friday, October 10, 1975.

SEr l/ 2 46 PH J975
September 16, 1975

.RECEIVED

STU0:E:1-17 AfflilRS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

FROH:

Dr. Jack Hilson
nr. Davicl Brown
Mr. George Harper
J. E. Duncru1, Dean G?··!:.-JY"/), . ,
School of Humani ti~f /
Honor Nominations

This morning I had a telephone convci·sation with Dean Crager whose rcsp1Jnsi.!Ji li ty it is to nclvise various campus orr,>,nizations as to their cligibili ty
for making nominations for such honors ns Homecoming Queen, mmr.hcrshin in
\,110' s \-/ho, mid other sir.1ilar categories. His question 1-ms whether I th our.ht
it advisable to invite such nominations f:rom "11~ 'l'r':.il Blazer, the Raconteur,
and other siuilar campus organizations.
It is my foelin1; that since the Racontc;.,r and The Trail !Hazer arc dcsi7.nated
specifically as laboratory cxper\enccs :ror spcc1tic acaacmic pro1~rams ,me!
since their organization is strictly for the µurnoso of producing these two
p£,occs of literature, their existence is not the sane type as, let us day,
Theta Alpha Pi ,,hich c;cists as a student organization even though 1:iost if
not all of the students nre participants in the theatre pro~ram. This orpa.-1ization has a social as 1·1011 us an academic relationship and exists not so l!lud1
for the production of plays as for tho proriotion of the idea of thentre and for
- the social companionship of students interested in theatre. This group, it
seems to He, quulifies completely as a group which uiglit mr.ke nominations for
student recognitions t1hereas the laboratory type p;roll!)<!:I:!;. not.
Al though I have recommended to ·noan Crager that 'l:he Trail lllazcr and the Raconteu;·
not be invited to make no::,inations, I would likcfor you men to know of·my action
and if either you or the students so involved would like to <lisctL,s an opposing
viellpoint, we 1·1ould certainly like to hear from you.

,

mal

cc Doan llufor<l Crag?r

-·-"

~~t~I~,,

,,

,,

'

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead, Kentucky

\I

MEMO,RANDUM
II

TO:

All Recognized Student Organizations and Residence Halls

FROM:

Mr. Clyde I. James
ARsociate Dean of Students

DATE:

September 15, 1975

SUBJ:

Homecoming Queen Nominations

Attached is an official nomination blank to be used in nominating candidates
for the 1975 Homecoming Queen. Each organization is permitted to nominate
two (2) whom it thinks meets the necessary qualifications.

'I

ii,!

•
·,'.

Each organization is urged to pay careful attention to the qualifications
listed on the nomination blank and to assure itself that the nominated
candidate meets the requirements.
The deadline for filing your nomination blank is 4:00 p.m. on Friday, September
26, 1975. The nomination blank should be filed with Clyde I. ,James,,, Associate
Dean of Students, H•M 301.
Please do not nominate students who do not qualify.
~he Homecoming Preliminary Election will be held on Thursday, October 2, 1975,
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the ADUC and BAIRD.
The final election for Homecoming Queen will be held on Wednesday, October 8,
1975, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the ADUC and BAIRD.
clj
Attachment

.l

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Morehead, Kentucky
1975
HOMECOMING QUEEN
NOMINATION BALLOT
QUALIFICATIONS:
Candidates must be single, must not have been married , and
must be upperclass women (30 hourR or more) in good
standing with the University.
NOMINATE ONLY TWO (2):
l. ____________________ (lst Choice)
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (~nd r.hoice)
Your first choice will be placed on the ballot unless
she has been nominated first by another organization,
in which case your second choice will be placed on the
ballot. Please get your candidate's approval before
placing her on the ba llot. ONLY ONE NOMINATION FROM EACH
ORGANIZATION WILL BE PLACED ON THE BALLOT.

(Name of Organization)
Signed:
(President)
Signed:
(Advisor)
The earlier your nomination ballot is received by this
office the better the chance that your first choice will be
placed on the ballot.
DEADLINE FOR FILING:

Please file in Dean Jame e; ' Office on or before l!:00 p.m.
on Friday, September i6, 1175 .

AGE~DA
I,
II,

III,
IV,

v.
VI.
VII.
VIII,
IX.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL
MINUTES
COMMITTEE REPORT
A, Executive
B. Board or Regents
C. Open House
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
A. Appointments to Student Court
B, Appointments to University Committee
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DISCUSSION
ADJOURNMENT

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- -- ~

STUDENT
CHIEF JUSTICE. , , • •

• • •

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE,
II

ti

11

II

II

It

•

..
• •

COURT
• Steven Hohr:w.nn

• • • • • •

• Ann Maxwell

• • • ! •

•

.•.

•

• 1

• •
•

Tora Hayhurst
• •
Steve
Dungan
• • • •
• • • • Mark Turpin
•

. .. .

•

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

• • • • • •

•

CHIEF DEFENSE COUNCIL

• •

ATTORNEY GENERAL

,

• • •

•

CLERK OF COURT • • • • •

SG--A

•

• •

•

• Mark Hardy
John Harrison

. . . • Walter Minning

• • • •

, rJin

Hableib

S.G.A. Congress Minutes
September 17
The meeting was called to order at 4:35 pm. The roll was called and there
were 35 members present • It was moved and seconded that wo ouapend with
th.a reading of, the o inut•s. Motion passes.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
Spoke on the positions open in SGA nnd in the Senate.
There are also positions open on certain University Conmittees.
The Blood, Sweat, and Tears concert was cancelled because
David Clayton Thomas, the lead singer, was ill.

President: A.
Tim
Wilson
B.

Vice-president
Jon
A. The committee appointments have been made, and each member
Stanley
received a copy. Any questions or connnents about these can
be made during new business. If anyone wants to change
committee, notify Jon.
Secretary:
Pam
Cupp

A.

Turn any and all material 4Jesides bills) you want typed and
run off into the SGA office before 3pm Wednesday. Place it on
the main desk, somewhere it can be easily found.

Treasurer:
Don
Whitehead

A.

Don Whitehead gave the balancesfor the SGA funds-Campus Improvement_.t$2164.46
Administrati£pe
/
~ 1154.78
Special Events - - - P' 41, 592.37
Scholarship
3427.39

A.There are jobs open for volunteer firemen at $2 a call.
Program
Direction:
Liz Everman
Reporter:
Mary
Meyers

A.Working on the signs for Who's Who el ection and the Homecoming
Election.

Open House:
Jeff
Watson

A.Proposes a survey extending open house hours, and financing it by
a $1 charge per student. Right now the cost for an open house
is $110.40 for men and 170.05 for women's.

OLD BUSINESS
none
Nm(

BUSINESS

Pam Cupp moved to accept the SGA appointments made by Tim Wilson for
Downing Hall--Jerry Spaeth; Married Representative--Al Jordan; GraduateLarry Levine. Motion was seconded and passed.
There was a motion to accept the StudEnt
It was seconded and passed.

Life committee appointments.

There were three separate motions to approve these appointments:
Dan Williams, Athletic Conm; Mary Meyers-Administrative Council;

Student Senate--Diana Runyan, Sidney Jane Bailey, Cindy Peters.
All three of these motion passed.
Don Whitehead moved to accept the SGA internal committee appointments.
The motion was seconded and passed,· .
Jeff Watson ·submitted .a p;roposal to have a standing committ.ee to work on
the SGA By-lm,s. It was seconded ·by John Woodrow. ·Debbie Poore· said she
felt this proposal would hinder more than help. J_on .l!J.tan:ley said he fl;!lt
this fell under the jurisdiction of the Legislative Action Committee.
Jeff Watson withdrew his proposal on by-laws;
Pam Cupp and Jon Stanley propo11ed-a resolution to welcome ex-POW Robert B.
Purcell. The motion passed.
Jeff Watson proposed men"s dormitory lobbies be open all night for tbe.
~ose of studying. .No closing hour was set. TQ1,11 was proposed last year
but never went into effect, Motion p~ssed.
.
. .
"
Larry Oney proposed all proposals be submitted.to the Ag~nda Committee
at least 24 hour~. prior to the meeting, and be placed in the Agenda Committee
box in the SGA office. It was seconded· l,!Ild passed:, .
Jon Stanley moved we allot $50 for e~ch of the .2 ex~cutive committee members
(Stanley and Wilson) to attend the meeting at Westem Kentucky University
this week-end tp try· and establish a stat!) wide student· govemment, The
extra money will be refunded to the·SGA, ~otionwas seconded a~· passed.
The meeting was adjoumed at

:6 :.05

pm,.

Pam Cupp, SGA Secy;

AGENDA
I. Call to Order
II. Roll Call·
III •. Reading of minutes
•IV; Committee·Reports
a. Executive
b. Stall'ling ·
v. Old Business
VI, New Business
1 , Theatre Dept.
2. SGAK
3. Activity Fee
4. Phi Mu Alpha request
VII. Discussion
VIII, Announcements
IX. Adjournment

:

'-,.-

. . :'
..

~

' .·

SGA POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Student Senate
Applied Science and Technology
1. '

2.
Education

1.
Science and Mathematics

1.

University Standing Committees
Library Committee
.1.

2.
3.
Undergraduate Curriculum

1.
2.
3.

Graduate Council

1.
Student Appeals
1.
2.
3.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS,

the National Security Class of the Military Science Department
is hosting, as a lecturer, Colonel Robert B. Purcell, ex-prisoner
of war, released from North Vietnam in 1973 after seven years
and seven months in captivity, and

WHEREAS, noting that these courageous survivors of the recent Aoerican
military involvement in Southeast Asia have been recognized as
national heros, be it therefore
RESOLVED, t:!Mltr:the Student Government Association will extend a hand of
welcome to Colonel Purcell, and will, for the benefit of the
student body, distribute the information of his visit in a manner
that will allow all members of the student association access to
this information.
Submitted by,
Jon Stanley
Pam Cupp

RESOLUTION
there is a need to study after 12:00 a.m. and there is nowhere
for males and females to study together, and

WHEREAS,

there are night clerks in all of the men's dorms

THEREFORE, be it proposed that Morehead State University open the lobbies
of the men's dorms after 12:00 ~.~.

Submitted by,
Jeff Wat:aon

And whereas, at the end of each Congressional term the laws passed by
. -Congress. become invalid, ·
'

each

C

And.whereas, the condition ~ited above results in
l)

A lack of unifoi;mity concerning the SGA laws and regulations
inherent to SGA operations, and

2)

a necessity for the succeeding Congress to reconsider and
redraft previqus .laws and regulations -.... :·.

-. Be it adapted: that a connnittee on permanent by-laws be established,
The committee"s functi0n!'I will be:
l)

to determine guidelines and format for the initiation of a
aet of SGA By-laws

2)

to dete:r:mine what types of laws are to be included in·the set
of by-laws

3) to colate present and future SGA laws and regulations, as they
are_passed by the.Congress, into the by-laws if such
laws fulfill the requirements as set forth in part two (2) of
this bill;
4)

to dete:r:mine what, if any, legal or constitutional, alterations·
may be_neoessary to secure the adoption and use of by-laws.

W. Jeff Watson
_John Woodrow

ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 9/10/75
9/17/75

$2185,35

Morehead State University - supplies
Balance as of 9/17/75

9/3/75

20.89
2164.46

Morehead State University - supplies

3,84

Previously unreported
SCHOLARSHIP 1!!fil2
Balance as of 9/10/75
9/12/75

$1126. 78

Receipts from Theater Dept. Summer 1 75 $27.36
Balance as of 9/17/75

1154. 78

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 9/10/75

•:

$8090,37

9/11/75

Blood, Sweat

9/11/75

David Sancious - concert

9/11/75

Cash Receipts - August

&

I

Tears Concert

I

6675.00
500.00

75 $40,677

Disbursals to 9/17/75

7175.00

Receipts to 9/17/75

40,677.00

Balance as of 9/17/75

$41,592.37

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT !!lliQ
Balance as of 9/10/75
9/12/75

$3311:·95

Receipts from Theater Dept.
Sunnner 1 75
$ 109.44
Balance as of.9/17/75

$3427.39
Respectfully,

~1.$M-~.,,._,/',t,,-+-/.t✓r£/
Donald Whitehead
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Kentucky State Uni\7ersity
FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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MEMORANDUM
Kentucky Colleges and Universities' Student Governments
,
The Student Government Association of Kentucky

TO:
RE:

l.l,--c...---

FROM:

Oscar L. Crawford, President, Student Government Association,
Kentucky State University

It has been made my pleasure to inform you of the recent establishment of the
above named organization, The Student Government Association of Kentucky. This
came·:as a result of a coming together of the various Student Governments throughout the Commonwealth, at Western Kentucky University, specifica~ly for that
,purpose.
The purpose for this organization has been sited as follows:
Purpose:

A.
B.

c.
D.

To provide and promote an open forum for the exchange of ideas,
concerns, problems, and activities of interest to students.
To be involved in and effect decision and.policy tbat is of concern
to students..
To provide on a regional and/or statewide level an interchange of
political. academic, athletic, and social programs and projects in
the area of Eolitics, academics, atRletics, an9 social problems.
To form a central line of communications for all Kentucky coll~ge
students.

To ensure maximum potential for our organization, it is of necessity that as many
schools in the Commonwealth participate as possible. This will alow for a collectivE
sharing of ideas relative to our success as an organized agent and representative
of student interests.
I am pleased also at this time to make known to you, the time, the place, arid the
date for the next meeting of the Student Government Association of Kentucky. It
will be held at Kentucky State University, in Frankfort, Kentucky, October 5th,
at 1:00 p. m., in the Faculty Lounge of Hathaway Hall. Instructions relative to
this location will be enclosed. All college and university Student Governments
are cordially invited to be in attendance at this meeting.
Specifically, we will be dealing with the adoption of by-laws and Lobbying Concerns.
This will constitute our agenda, however, there will be opportunity for discussion
relative to our first meeting, our reaction to it, and the direction in which we
have seen necessity to pursue, and any other interest that needs to be brought to
our attention.

Indeed, we hope that persistent and consistent perserverance will be sited
as one of our attribut·e in order that we might achieve the •Status as a qualified
component in the ·field of education.
Also, for our benefit, we have set aside a focal point of reference in the office
of Student Government at Morehead State University. we·have taken this action
for two reasons, they are as follows:
l.

2.

The receipt of a recommendation to establish said focal point of
reference fr_om a student delegation, just returning from Washington,
D. C., where they were in attendance to the National Student Association
Conference.
The recognition of a necessity to do so within the Commonwealth because
of the differences of the conduct of university student related programs
such as housing, open visitation programs, and substantial financial
support to Student Governments. It will be one of our aims to propose
more equity in these situations for all our schools.

Should you be in attendance at the October meeting of the SGAK, ,we are requesting
that you bring materials as plentiful as possible relative to student services
and functions inherent at your college or university. We would that you bring
such documents as your Student Government Constitutions, copies of your by-laws,
your handbooks, etc., in order to feed our focal point of reference. }!orehead
State University confirmed to us that they would be pleased to handle the focal
point of referenc~ By our""ge'tting all the necessary informiition into them, it
will allow for them and enable them to handle this task smoothly and efficiently.
All information received by the SGAK for the said purpose will be greatly
appreciated.
This is where we stand, with .some presentation of what we're attempting to do
and where we would like to go. We would that your college or university would
willingfully join us in all our endeavors. Should you have needs of additional
information or need to make something known to our office, our number is 1-502564-6533.

ENCLOSURE
For your convenience and our o,m, please find it neccesary
to route your own system of travel to Frankfort; This has been
assumed on our part as the most expedient means of locating our
Capitol City. Explanations for all the colleges and universitres
would be numerous and quite difficult.
For your convenience, we have a map that will assist you in
your location of Kentucky State University.and Hathaway Hall.
I will leave with you this. Once in Frankfort, we will not be
difficult to find at all. All that must be found is East Main Street
at either end of our city. If followed to the center from either end,
Kentucky State University will be·found.
The map will show clearly
how to find our meeting place.

!
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Jackson Hall - John H. Jackson
Ulnzer Llbr:1r)· -

Poul G, mazer

Combs Hall - Bert T. Con1bs
McCulUn IIoll - James L, McCulUn
Huhlcr Hn11- Ann J. Hunter

C.:in·cr Hall - George Washington Carver
Atwood lfatl - n~rus n. Atwood
·
D:nkclb:til Courts

Jot"dan Ucartng Plant - Jomes A. Jordan
Gndcn\·ood mi.II - Elsworth E. Underwood
1ordc~ Scn•kc Dfiilding- nobcrt n. Jordan
Kentucky Uall
lluinc JI.Ill - Edgar E. Hume
Dcll l-h:allh r.nd Ph3,·slcnl EducndOn Building
W, C, Ucll
\\':irchousc Annc,c
C.:l::andlcr IfalJ - MIidred Chandler
Jlill Slu1font Ccnlcr - C:irl M, Hill
lh:lly Wbilc Ilcallh Center

19, Fncully•Slo[f !Iouslng(1) Jomes n. Ingram Aporlmcnls ·
(2) Jomes S, Esllll Apurtmenla
20, President's Homo
~. 21, Hnth11w11.y Hall- James S, Ilatbawoy
2Z, Dr11.dford Hall - DnvJd H, Bradford
23. Alumni Bullding
z.i. Elcictric Subst11.llon
2:i. Tennis Courts
2G. Rosenwald L11borntory SchoolJulius Rosenwnld
27. SI1nuntcc Industrial Aris DuUdingW. Frank Shaunlcc
2s. Jones Field House? - P, W, L, Jones
29. Alumni Field
30. Young Hnll - Whllney M. Young, Jr.
31. Russell Court - Green P. Russell
J:!:, Mcmorinl Alhlctlc Complex

l(e11tucky State U11iversity

one aspect of student entertaillJ!lent is provided by the University
Theater Dspartment,
WHEREAS, there have been numerous budget cuts across the university, and noting
that the· Th'll'.ater DtaP!!lrtment suffered from one of th.e cuts,
WHEREAS, it is one of the main responsibilities of S.G.A. to aid in providing
campus entertaillJ!lent,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the S.G.A .. allott $2,750.00 to the Theater Department per
semester for the 1975-76 school year.
Submitted by
Tim Wilson, s.G.A. President

112
there is a need for better communications between all the student
govermnents between the student governJ11ents in the state,
WHEREAS, there are numerous common problems facing all University and college
student gove=ents throughout the state,
WHEREAS, during the..meeting of the S.G,A. Head statewide on September 20, 1975,
a state wide student gove=ent associati~n was discussed,
WHE!lEAS, tbi9 organization has been deemed the Student Government Association
of Kentucky (S,G.A.K.),
BE IT RESOLVED, that the S,G.A. of Morehead State University pledge its support
to the S,G.A.K., noting that if any issue arisee·or action is to be
>taken by the S.G.A.K. that could be detrimental to this University we
will withdraw our membership immediately.

"~O

Submitted by,
Tim Wilson
Jon Stanley,
l)c,°el;:ttes to S.G.A.K.

!ldL§. :2 !:

!!'1 l

Q !i ##~

there is a present state of inflation facing the entire country,
WHEREAS, there is a proportional rise in the cost of entertainment,
WHEREAS, there is a need for more and better entertainment here at the
University,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the present activity fee of $10,00 per semester for fulltime undergraduate students be raised to $15.00 per semester.
Submitted by,
Jon Stanley; Donald Whitehead, Larry Oney

#4

---- -

-

r~aul~& of the ad would provide good public relations for both the
Student Government Association and the University,
BE-IT-PROPOSED;· that S.G.A. alloca~~ $25.00 t~ -~A-'F~;t;mi~;-for a
page ad in the High School Marching Band Contest program book.
Submitted by,
Mary Meyers
B.G.A. Reporter

•

-~11

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Sept. 24, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 9-17-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll
9-19-75
9-23-75
Tim Wilson - S. G.A.K. Conference
Morehead State University - supplies
9-23-75
Morehead State University - printing
9-23-75

2164.46
285.60
83.05
5.30
47.00
420. 95
1743.51

Disbursals to 9-24-75
Balance as of 9-24-75
CAMPUS OOROVEMENT FUND
Inactive

3427.39

Balance as of 9-24-75
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Inactive
Balance as of 9-!4-75

¼154.14

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND

9-18-75
9-18-75
9-18-75
9-18-75
9-19-75
9-23-75

Balance as of 9-17-75
Blood Sweat &1d Tears - voided check
David Sanci ous - voided check
Kentucky State Treasurer - stage workers
Grant Clough - refund special events ticket
Gary Wilson - refund special events ticket
East Ky. Printing - special events tickets
and B,S & T tickets

41592 . 37
6675.00
500 . 00
42.00
10.00
10.00

Disbursals to 9-24-75
Voided checks
Balonce as of 9-24-75

137.50
7175.00
/.48629 .87
Respectfully,
Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

~
5tfVO
I

75.50

MEMORANDUM

TO :

Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fred Davis
Kenny White
"Sonny" Moran
Jack Scha l ow
Russell Kirk
J ack Rohr
Randy
Reed

b 'cf

FROM :

Mr . Clyde I. James
Associate Dean of Students

DATE:

September 24, 1975

SUBJ:

SGA Concert

;
1

The first SGA Concert of the 1975-76 academic year has been rescheduled
for October 2, 1975 at 8 : 00 p . m. Please make the necessary arrangements
for the concert as you have in the past .
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me by telephone
(783 - 3213) or in my office (301 Howe ll-McDowell Administ r ation Bui l ding) .
CIJ /clj
cc :~ean Crager

MEMORANDUM

TO :

Dr . William Pierce
Mr . Keith Kappes
Mr. Don Young

FROM :

Mr . Cl yde I. James
Associate Dean of Students '

DATE :

September 24 , 1975

SUBJ :

Homecoming 1975

n

e '·~'

This memo will reconfirm my conversations with you earlier today .
The headlining group for the 1975 SGA Homecoming Concert will be The Spinners.
The opening act will be the Dynamic Superiors . The concert will be at 8:00 p . m.
in Wetherby Gym.
Ticke t s will be sold at $4 each . Ticket sales will take place only at the MSU
Business Office during office hours . No tickets will be sold a t Wetherby Gym
on the evening of the performance .
If additional information is needed regarding the SGA Homecoming Concert,
please contact me.
CIJ/clj
cc :

Mr . Ti m Wilson
Dean Crager

TO:

Faculty and Staff Members

FROM:

Liz Everman, SGA Program Director

DATE:

September 24, 1975

RE:

Jobs for Students

The Student Government Job Placement Program is designed to help students
find part-time employment to supplement the cost of their educational and
living expenses, The SGA Job Placement Program greatly appreciates your
cooperation in the past by supplying students with jobs to help them continue their education.
If you need any help, or have any part-time or odd job a student could do,
please contact the SGA office at 783-2298, or write to SGA Job Placement,
c/o Liz Everman, UPO 1331.
Thank you for your time and cooperation,

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
September 24, 1975

l.
II.

_111.

IV.

Call to Order was at 4:34 pm.
The roll was called and a quorum was present.
Secretary Pam Cupp corrected the figures stated as the balances
of the different SGA funds. The house then moved to dispense with
the reading of the minutes . It was seconded and passed.
COMMIITEE REPORTS
EXECUTIVE COMl-UTEE
A~ President--Tim Wilson spoke on the Student Government Association
·.. -of Kentucky. He explained what had gone on at the first meeting
· •
in Bowling .Green Kentucky , and explained there would be another
meeting held at Kentucky State University in Frankfort. Tim
said Morehead openly opposed the issue of statewide lobbying
at the m~eting, and said Morehead would take no part in any such
action.
Tim also talked about the possibility of the UN Room being set
up so it would be possible to tape the meetings.
B.

Vice-President--Jon Stanley said the committees are meeting good,
and as of now there is no need for a meeting of committee
chainne~ at this time.

C.

Treasurer--Don Whitehead gave the totals for the various SGA
funds.
Administrative Fund-----$ 1743.51
Campus Improvement------ 3427.39
Scholarship------------- 1154.14
Special Events----------48,629.87

D.

Repor ·. •~--Mary Meyers announced SGA will have a ·radio show
on WMKY at 9:05pm on Wed nesday night. The signs for
Homeomcing Queen elections are ready. And the signs for the
Who"s Who election are being printed.

E.

Program Director--Liz Evermnn said she sent letters to the faculty
concerning any odd jobs they might have any odd j.obs.
Liz also explained we placed many jobs at Giovanni"s--a new
pizza parlor opening in Morehead.
There will be spots for SGA J ob Placement on WMOR's Swap Shop
twice a week, and a spot on WMKY that will be played the
duration of the year.
SGA ST.ANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS
A.

Campus Improvement--Claude Newsome stated this connnittee met
Wednesday at:4pm in the grill. They discussed putting light
on the side of Thompson Hall. They also discussed a bike
registration system.

B.

Legislative Action committee met at 4 pm in the grill and
discussed workers for the primary Homecoming election.

C.

Open House committee me t and discussed having an open hearing
on open house.

:;::p-: .. ; .·.(1 ·~-·t->"·.. , ~-··;_· .·
Special .Events cO!Dlllitte~ .me,t .. an.d.;discussed the entertainment for the
balance of the year. The committee will be su'f?div:;!.ded into.· four
subgroups--lectures, coffeehouses and mini-.concer.ts. and.,_special •...
events. 'rlie fourth grpup -Wi.11.be- made .up .:·of the. e_nl:ir.e :,cO!Dllli ttee:·· . :
and will. w9rk, on 'majc;,i:. coii~erts., .iilood Sweat:And J~ears_,has •been rescheduled
for:
October
·2· ,...and ,will.
S:tilrt at:B pm.The Homecoming concert will be
,.
•
'r-•
•.
'the. Spinners'· and the CJpenitig act;. will be. the. Dynamic··Siipei::'!,ors. ·'·The
app'roxima:te tcital.-Cosi: ··of '1:tie concert wiil · be '$18,, 000:,:
~
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OLD BUSINESS
.

'.. .
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Ntw liusnmss

·•

. l'

·· ·' Tiin·wuson proj,bsed;··;;n behalf .. of the· Theatre,Dept~. that SGA allot
$2/750 to'·tlie Theatre Dept. each semester durihg the 1975-76 school :
year, It was seconded •. The :reason for the incre1:1se was explained by
.. ii ..budget. ciui: received this. year'.· (the amount giv_en .last year was $2500 a
semester), Bj•·Nethery said other departments, .such as the Trailblazer,
had budget cuts also. The motion passed. · •.:
·, '.
..
- . ·.. . .. - ·. .
.,
- : ., ....
~

;

'. jcht Stanley arid

Tilit Wilson

p~opos.ed\l:iat the SGA join the statewide
student government,. the SGAK. Dean Craier spoke on ~he KSA .(Kentucky'
Student Association), an argartization··the Morehead .SGA. belonged to before
thiit. they.,resigned frpm beci.aae they· did. not feel it. was ·b.eneficiial.
The motion failed; ' ,.:..
'. •. , . . .. .·. . -_. '
.· ... ,.
Proposal number, 'three .was to ·:raise...th~ entertainment fee from $10 to $15
dollars. The proposal failed at Student Life last year., however Pam Cupp
said only t;wo studeii;its. :were present to vo·te· ..ori. the. issue •. ·Dean ,Ceager
explained: tha·~ the _faculty. could nof; see· letting: JlGA raise. fees, when the
rest of •the'· utiiveirsity was .tryi,ng to get by ,orf th~. existing budget.
The mo.t:ion ·passed.
..
.
.
. .
: ••J.,

· There was a motion to. put this motion before a studel'\t. referendum on
'the -O~tober 8th H'bmeccinii.ng Queen election.. Motion pass.es;· , . ,
1
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_'Committee· appointments· were made--Je:rry' Spaeth.,. Campus. Improvement;
Al ·Jordan, Agenda; Larry. Levine, Program Direction.
.. ,. ,
: Th9se. ·appoin;ed, to· University Comrµi.t:tees, !Ire: C_laude ·Newsome and
John Leste-:-;· Undergraduate Curriculum; Gary. Whit'!',,. Gradr,tate,• Council; John
Smith and Jeff Preston, Student Appeals Commi~tee;::and Rick Covington,
Athela:ic Connnittee.
.
•
There.was a motion made to. accept_.these appointinel).ts. •It was. seconded
a,i.d.pasSede

The meeting

.

was

1

•
1

adjourned,

• • ·:

'!.·

•

,~~,~-.'.;:•..

J·.oo
September 25, 1975

TO:

Liz Everman
SGA Program Director

FROM:

Dr, Robert, E, Newton, Director,!'fa'-'
Field Career Experiences

RE:

Field Study Program and SGA "Jobs for Students"

I feel the SGA's current interest in "Jobs for Students" is very timely
and certainly needed, As you may be aware, the University has recently
implemented a program of Cooperative Education. This program is designed
to place students into full-time salaried positions related to a student's
degree major or area. For this assignment academic credit is awarded
toward degree requirements. We are currently thinking in terms of credit-for related part-time jobs.
I feel we each have some common interest and would benefit if we could
arrange a meeting.

pe

September 30 , 1975

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Adron Doran, President

FROM:

Buford Crager, Dean of Students

RE:

Attached Memo of July 11, 1975

In reference to the attached memo of July 11, 1975, I received
a call from Mr. Ke ller yesterday stating that the insta llat ion
of the recommended t e l e phone changes in the Student Government
office of the Adron Doran University Center would cost a pproxi mate l y $45 . The monthly cost of the additional phone l ine in
this office wou l d be approximately $20 per month.
After receiving the call from Mr . Kell er, I t a lked with Tim
Wilson, President of the Student Government Association, and
he is still interested in having the proposed changes made ,
The Student Government Association wi ll pay the insta llation
cost as we ll as the monthly charge for the additional phone
line . As of this date the SGA has $1 ,166.61 in the Administrative Fund . This is the fund from which these proposed
expenses wil l be paid . The SGA will receive approximate l y
$4,600 from Morehead State University to be deposited in the
Administrative Fund for the Fall Semester 1975 and a similar
amount for t h e Spring Semes t er 1976 , depending on the f ul l time enro llment .
Again I recommend that the proposed changes be made with the
understanding that the Student Government Association wi l l
pay a ll cos ts invo l ved ,
j ls

cc:

Dean Wi l son

Attachment

/

S.G.A. CONGRESS MINUTES
October 1, 1975

The meeting was called to order at 4:38 pm. by President
Tim Wilson, The role was called by secretary Pam Cupp, and a
quorum was present. It was moved, seconded, and passed that we
dispense with the reading of the minutes.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
President Tim Wilson--The student government association received
a thank-you note from Miss Kentucky, Marsha Ann Griffith,
for the support she received from this school, her alma mater.
Vice-President--Jon Stanley spoke about the poor attendance at
committee meetings. He wanted to talk to all committee
heeds after the meeting.
Treasurer•-Don Whitehead gave the balances.
Administrative Fund-•--1166.61
Special Events--------38,954.87
Scholarship-------------354.14
Campus Improvement-----3427.39
Reporter--Mary Meyers said the taping of the first radio show
on Friday. The signs for the Spinners are ready.
Program Director--Liz Everman is looking into academic credit
for part time work.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS TIMES:
Agenda--4:15 Tuesday SGA office
Campus Improvement-- 4 pm Wednesday grill
Legislative Action-- 4 pm Wednesday grill
Open house--9:30 Tuesday SGA office
Program Direction-- 3 pm Monday SGA office
Special Events--4:30 Monday SGA office
Student Consensus--4:30 pm Thursday SGA office
The meeting next week tiill be at 5 pm.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 pm.
Call to Order
Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Committee Reports
Old Business
New Business
Discus ion
Announcements
Adjournment

AGENDA

WHEREAS, one aspect of the Student Government Association that receives
much student interest is entertainment,
WHEREAS, 9Cffo of the S.G.A. funds goes into a fund recognized as the Special
Events Fund and thus is of financial importance,
WHEREAS, battt)r .means of attaining entertainment has been achieved through
the knowledge gained from past entertainment conferences,
WHEREAS~- the need is recognized in educating members of the newly formed
Entertainment Committee in matters concerning the booking of acts,
BE IT PROPOSED, that the S.G.A. appropriate $275.00 for four representatives
to attend the Great Lakes Regional Entertainment Conference at
Bowling Green State University which will ta.lee place October the 16th
through October the 19th.
Pam Cupp
Special Events Chairman

AGENDA
-----I.
II.
III.

IV.

v.

VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Committee Reports
Old Business
New Business
a. Proposal for Regional NEC
Discussion
Announcements
Adjournment

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Oct. 1, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 9-24-75
9-25-75 Phi Mu Alpha - ad for band festival program
9-25-75 Morehead State Univer•ity - SGA Executive officers
scholarships
10-1-75 Mgnonald Snyder - setting voiting machines
10-1-75 Morehead State University - supplies
Disbursals to 10-1-75
Balance as of 10-1-75

1743.51
25.00
450.00
100.00
1.90
576.90
1166.61

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 9-24-75
9-25-75 Blood Sweat and Tears - concert
9-25-75 Theatre Program - production fund
10-1-75 Jim Varney - concert
Disbursals to 10-1-75
Balance as of 10-1-75

48629.87
6675.00
2750.00
250.00
9675.00
38954.87

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Balance as of 9-24-75
9-25-75 Morehead State University - student scholarships
Disbursals to 10-1-75
Balance as of 10-1-75

1154.14
800.00
800.00
354.14

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT FUND

INACTIVE
Balance as of 10-1-75

3427.39
Respectfully,
Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer
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SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
I

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1968-75

~

1974-75

1972-73

1970-71

Rufus
Hues Corporation
Jim Stafford
·David Loggins
The Righteous Brothers
Peter Yarrow
Sha Na Na
Tanya Tucker
Stan Kenton
Edmonds and Curley
War
Michael Stanley Band
Charlie Daniels Band
Pure Prairie League
Norman Blake
Keith Berger

Lettermen
B.B, King
The Cag
Guess Who
Dr. Benjamin Spock
Dance
Pegasus
Bad finger
R.E.O. Speedwagon
II Generation
Pure Prairie League
Ace Trucking Company
Rick Nelson
Preservation Hall Jazz Band
Chi Lites
1001 Watts D.C. Band
Stevie Wonder
Blue Oyster Cult
Grass Roots
Kristina
Mac Davis
Seals and Croft
David Olney
Silverman
John D. Loudermilk
Lester Flatt & The Nashville Grass

Richie Havens
Jimmi Andreas Spheeris
McKendree Spring
Mason Profit
The James Gang
Ned
Delfonics
New Christy Minstrels
The Association
Little Anthony & The
Imperials
Edmunds & Curley
Ray Charles

1973-74

1971-72

1969-70

Kenny Rogers & The 1st Edition
John Stewart
Good Creek Symphony
Dr, Hook & The Medicine ·Show
Ray Stevens
~cKendree Spring
Joan Rivers
Eagles
C,ornelius Bros & Sister Rose
F,ufus Thomas

Linda Rondstat
Earl Scruggs Review
Rare Earth
James Cotton Blues Band
Roberta Flack
Young-Holt Unlimited
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Denny Brooks
The Applebutter Band
George Carlin

t,~e Gees

Sea train

T<•wer of Power

Jesus Christ Superstar
Fifth Dimension
Supa
Bill Cosby
Ides of March
Bee Gees
Blood rock
Denny Brooks

Rev. Channing Phillips
The Happenings
Ten Wheel Drive
Don McClean
Gary Puckett & The Union
Gap
B.J. Thomas
David Frye
Harrison Salisbury
John Gray
Roy Orbison
D.ionne Warwick
Martha Reeves & The
Vandellas
The Spiral Staircase

~;i;r~hall Tucker

1968-69
Peaches and Herb
Jay and the Americans
Lettermen
The Happenings
Iron Butterfly

Student Government Minutes.
·o6toi,.er s·, 1975
.,_

.. :

I.

II.
III.

IV.

~

.

.

.

·, -~
';

Call to Order at 5:03 pm, by Jon Stanley;
The roll was called and a quorum was pres~nt. ,.
It was moved and seconded that we dispense with the reading of
the minutes. Motion passed,
COMMITTEE REPORTS
a,

P_resident--Tim Wilson was not. presettt. al the opening. of_ the meeting
h~ca;;se ,~.e •: "w!is count:itig ballots _for Homecoming Q',l<ien.
.

l;i. :·vice-pre~'i'dent~-Jon st~essed the importanc~ .of members ·attending

C=ittee meetings because this, is your elected responsibility.
c,

Treasurer"s report--Don Whitehead infromed Congress that a filing
cabinet had been ordered during the summer, and came in this week.
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND--$ 5618.53
S?P.CTAL EVENTS FUND
15,924.87
S•.'•:Wl-ARSHIP FUiID
€' ' • 4j \..'33, ~ 3
Co\"':'l'liS IMPROVEMENT
4544. 53

a.

R<,<n:rcr.--The radio s:or-w debut will be tonight at 9pl!l on WMKY.
Mary Meyers s::id she had been working on the promo for
the Spinners.

e,

l'ro'?c-'l,ll Director-- l,i.>< Everman said she had been calling businesses
b ,·,::ci-,r to get mo::-c job,;. Tais seems to be b,etter
at getting jobs.

f,

AGV/·;i,.~--This commi~t.e~. ·,c~t Tuesday and there had been no proposals

,

submitted.

g.

Clll1J-:!S lYf'ROVl'MrN'r--'~'.0.is committee discussed ideas such asplayground
equiFJI!entfor m~r~i~1 housing, stamp machines in the Mignon complex,
planting shrubs by Radar, and a bridge across Alurani creek so people
can get to their cars easier. They also discussed garbage cans at
the intramural fields.

h.

Legislative Action--Handled Homecoming elections and are meeting
soon on Who"s who election. Final Homecoming Election today.

i.

Open House--They met last night. The open house bill will be
resubmitted after survey returns determined.

j.

Student Consensus--They are going to work on the survey for open house.
It will be conducted door to door. Dean Crager said that he should
be notified about any survey going from the SGA to the students,
and should-have an opportunity to look over it.

k,

Special Events--Barry Manilow will be here Nov. 13,

1.

Student Consensus--They will meet Tuesday at 4:30 in the SGA office.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Kathy Floyd announced there would be a student court hearing Thursday
at l,, 3Opm in the West Room. Dean Crager said this meeting would not be an
official student court meeting.

Dean Crager announced the crowning of the.Homecoming Queen would be
at the DANCE at 10pm and that the Queen's presentation at the football game
would be pre-game and not half-time,
'

The meeting was adjourned, .

,

/·

Pam Cupp, SGA Secretary
'
There was an ommission
.. in the minutes
of the· October 1st
It• says .w.e .approved
I
•
four delegates going to the NEC ragional conference in Bowling Green Ohio.
ADD: The SGA Congress appropriated $275 for the rfg:!-stration,_hotel, and traveling
expenses --~f these four delega_tes.

PKC

.... '

•

,.

SGA FINANCW. STATEMENT

Oct, 8, 1975

>

ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as o:t; 10-1-75
1166,61
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll
285.60
10-3-75 East Kentucky Printing • posters for special events
. ·-fee increase
.4,50
10-7-75 A,-B-Dick Products of L~xingt9n ~ protective covers
' 7.20
11
125,78
10-7-75 Cardinal Office Supply Co, - file cabinet
10-8-75 Receipts - 107, transfer from Special Events·Fund
4895,00
Disbursals to 10-8-75
Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75

443.08
4895.00
5618.53

SPECW. EVENTS FlJND
Balance as of 10-1-75
10-2-75 East Kentucky Printing • Spinners tickets-and posters
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - stage crew for-concert
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - Light crew for concert
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - gate workars for concert
10-3-75 Electric Sunset Inc - lights for concert
10-3-75 Alpha Sound System Inc, - sound for concert
10-3-75 The Spinners - concert 10-9-75
10-3-75 The Dynamic Superiors - concert 10-9-75
10-6-75 Keith Huffman - Piano tuning concert 10-9-75
10-7-75 Far-Out-Music - Piano and organ rental concert 10-9-75
10-7-75 Transfer 10% to Administrative fund
Disbursals to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75

38954.87
66.00
95.00
40.00
64.00
500,00
1000.00
13600,00
2500,00
20.00
250.00
4895.00
23030.00
"15924.87

Scholarship Fund
Balance as of 10-1-75
10-3-75 Receipts from Blood,Sweat and Tears
10-3-75 Receipts from unrefunded tickets to
and Tears concert 9-17-75
10-3-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman
10-6-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman

1166,CiJ.

concert
228.80
Blood,Sweat
4.00
register 75
21.84
register 74 24.65

Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75

279.29
633,43

Campus Improvement Fund
Balance as of 10-1-75
10-3-75 Receipts from Blood,Sweat and TEars
10-3-75 Receipts from unrefunded tickets to
and Tears concert 9-17-75
10-3-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman
10-6-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman

3427.39
concert
915,20
Blood, Sweat
16,00
register 75
87.36
register 74 98.58

Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75
~spectf,!11:J.Y,

_

w:-

1117.14
4544.53

4

,Ch ,11-:hflR <.,t//c'.~£/

. Donald R, Wliitehead
SGA Treasurer
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SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Oct. 8, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
1166.61
Balance as of 10-1-75
285.60
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll
10-3-75 East Kentucky Printing - posters for special events
fee increase
·
24.50
7,20
10-7-75 ;\-B-Dick Products of Lexington - protective covers
125.78
10-7-75 Cardinal Office Supply Co. - filo cabinet
10-8-75 Receipts - 10% transfer from Special Events Fund
4895.00
443.08
4895.00
5618.53

Disbursals to 10-8-75
Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75
SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 10-1-75
10-2-75 East Kentucky Printing - Spinners tickets and posters
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - stage crew for concert
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - Light crew for concert
10-3-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - gate workers for concert
10-3-75 Electric Sunset Inc - lights for concert
10-3-75 Alpha Sound System Inc. - sound for concert
10-3-75 The Spinners - concert 10-9-75
10-3-75 The Dynamic Superiors - concert 10-9-75
10-6-75 Keith Huffman - Piano tuning concert 10-9-75
10-7-75 Far-Out-Music - Piano and organ rental concert 10-9-75
10-7-75 Transfer 10% to Administrative fund

38954,87
66.00
95.00
40.00
64.00
500.00
1000.00
13600.00
2500.00
20.00
250.00
4895.00
23030.00
"15924.87

Disbursals to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75
Scholarship Fund
Balance as of 10-1-75
10-3-75 Receipts from Blood,Sweat and Tears
10-3-75 Receipts from unrefunded tickets to
and Tears concert 9-17-75
10-3-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman
10-6-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman

1166.61
concert
Blood,Sweat
register 75
register 74

228,80
4.00
21.84
24.65
279.29
633.43

Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75
Campus Improvement Fund
Balance as of 10-1-75
915,20
10-3-75 Receipts from Blood,Sweat and TEars concert
10-3-75 Receipts from unrefunded tickets to Blood, Sweat
16.00
and Tears concert 9-17-75
10-3-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman register 75
87 .36
10-6-75 Receipts from royalties on Freshman,register 74 98,58
Receipts to 10-8-75
Balance as of 10-8-75
~spectfy.Y,y,

.

/-;i;{ _.//

,1<.J:;;v.rh//R (/.//4~~£/
Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

3427,39

1117,14
4544.53

SGA REFERENDUM
October 8, 1975
REFERENDUM:

I support an increase in the Student Government Association
Special Events fee from $10 to $15 per student (full-time
undergraduate) per semester,

BAIRD

VOTE
YES
NO

Machine No.

.. ADUC

33742

33740

TOTAL
33801

41

151

78

270

30

87

45

162

Total number voting on
Referendum

432

I certify the above refe,endum results to be correct and true,

J.}dJ,:.r..,

~

Debbie Poore, Co-Chairman
SGA Legislative Action Committee
A total of 683 votes were cast on the machines on October 8, 1975. Of that total,
599 voted for the Homecoming Queen and/or the Referendum. 84 (the difference between
the 599 votes for Homecoming Queen and the total number that voted on the machines)
people voted only on the Referendum.
63.3% of the total voting voted on the Referendum,
Referendum voted YES, 37.5% voted NO.

62.5% of those voting on the

19,4% (84 out of 432) of those voting on the Referendum voted only on the Referendum.

RESULTS
1975 HOMECOMING QUEEN PRIMARY ELECTION
October 2, 1975
FINAL BALLOT
1975 HOMECOMING QUEEN ELECTION
October 8, 1975

Virginia "Bozo 11 Abrunzo

Susan Allen
Cynthia Bush Fran Co 11 ins
Mary Elizabeth Combs
Cinda Crawford
Pam Cupp,
Beth Fullerton
Terry Henson
Denise Huddleston
Glenna "Dinky" Renfro

HOMECOMING QUEEN PRIMARY ELECTION
October 2, 197 5
ADUC

BAIRD
NAME

TOTAL

MACHINE /f,
33742

33740

33801

Virginia "Bozo'> Abrunzo

A-1 .

20

64

52

136 ;,

17

49

42

108 "!r.

6

32

15

53

14

25

60

99

9

9

14

32

20

12

10

42

29

45

27

101

16

39

26

81

17

36

65

118 ;,

4

11

13

28

5

7

5

17

13

17

8

38

13

55

34

102 ;,

Susan Allen
A-2
L, Rueal Baston
A-3
Bernice Battle A-4

Brenda Blair
A-5
Jennifer Blanton
A-6
Gloria Bowling
'

Teresa Brown
A-8
Cynthia' Bush A-9
Maria Callihan

A-10
Brenda Catron
A-11
Cathie Chimento
A-12
Fran Collins
A-13

.,

Mary Elizabeth Combs
A-14

56

67

57

5

8

5

180 ,~

Renee .Conrad
A-15

18

..

_,.

BAIRD
NAME

MACHINE {fo

33742

ADUC

33740

TOTAL

33801

Wanda Copley

A-16

,

Cinda Crawford

A-17

7

7

4

20

57

40

117 ,,

26

71

53

150 ,,

8

18

6

::.32

8

11

14

33

12

40

18

70

23

67

53

143 ,,

15

44

22

81

7

15

8

30

10

18

13

41

4

8

9

21

8

12

8

28

6

31

54

91

4

15

11

30

21

53

34

108 ,,

21

28

16

65

9

10

8

27

8

9

8

25

Pam Cupp

A-18
Pam Dunn

A-19
Cathy Floyd

A-20
Peggy Leigh Fritz

A-21
A-22
A-23

Beth Fullerton

Ellen Givhan

Emily Susan Griffith

A-24

18

Debbie Gutermuth

A-25
Patricia Hale

A-26
Pamela Hall

A-27
Candise Harwell -

A-28
Teresa Hayton

A-29
Terry Henson

A-30
Chris Herklotz

A-31
Lois Higdon

B-1
Teresa Hoppe

B-2

BAIRD
NAME

TarAL

ADUC

MACHINE 1F
33742

33740

33801

Denise Huddleston
B-3

19

51

41

1111,

4

9

7

20

13

17

10

40

37

31

26

94

14

43

. 26

83

23

41

33

97

10

20

14

44

21

43

30

94

6

13

10

29

41

31

14

86

14

34

17

15

37

18

70

16

52

31

99

11

27

15

53

44

61

38

143

9

30

14

53

7

12

14

.33

?O

",.

,~

nn

Jane Kinnaird
B-4

Susan Lester
B-5
Tricia Link
B-6
Jean Matthews

B-7
Mary Lynn McElmurray
B-8
Beverly Mercer
B-9
Mary Meyers
B-10
Barbara Moersdorf
B-11
B-12

Cathy Nichols
Brenda Noble

B-13

65

Kay Norberg
B-14

Debbie Poore
B-15
Julie Ramsey
B-16
Glenna Renfro

B-17
Rhonda Gail Salisbury
B-18
Ponzell Shaver
B-19
Barbara A, Shear
B-2 0

,,

BAIRD
MACHINE if

NAME

B-23
B-24
B-25

TOTAL

33742

33740

33801

54

30

17

101

9

49

28

86

5

7

4
10 ''1/75

16

Margaret Sigmon

B-21
B-22

ADUC

Lynn Spilman
1.

Jamie Staker

-

-- ..

w I T H l REW
0

1

0

1

18

29

16

63

20

35

30

85

10

17

15

42

8

13

16

37

12

18

18

48

51

15

16

82

154

298

278

730

Rhonda Vanover
Louise Venettozzi

B-26
B-27
B-28
B-29

Noreen Walker
Mary Wassum
Violet Webster
Jeanne Yates

B-30
NUMBER VOTING

I certify the above election results to·be correct and true,

Kevin Porter, Co-Chairman
SGA Legislative Action Committee
*These names will appear on the Final Homecoming Queen Election Ballot,

April 18, 1975

•

A comparison of the referendum votes on the SGA Special Events Fee Increase
in 1971 and 1975,

No. voting on referendum
Total No, voting

No. voting "yes"
No, voting on referendum

z~~

1

1975

1971
= 63. 54%

~;~

= 67.19%

Voted on issue

618
915 = 67.19%

409
639

= 64.00%

Voted "yes". on issue

Minutes
Student Life Committee Meeting
_,April 22, 1971
Dean Wilson called the Student. Life Committee meeting to order, 13 members
were present, Those absent were: Dean Riggl.e, Mr. Mack, Mr, Strider, Mr,
Smith,
Mr. Anderson moved for approval of the minutes of the April 19, 1971 meeting
with the follot~ing correction: "Article VI, Section 3B -· The word "the"
should be inserted before "Clerk"," Mr, Dougherty seconded, The Committe·e
approved,
. Miss Maggard moved for approval ·of the minutes of the April 20, 1971 meeting
as presented, Mr, Anderson seconded, The Committee approved,
Dean Wilson opened the floor for discussion on the propos·ed Student Council
Constitution, Mr, Hawkey moved that the proposed Student Council Constitution be approved by the Student Life Committee and that the Constitution
become effective upon a simple majority vote of students voting in a campuswide referendum and upon approval by the Board of Regents, Miss Maggard
se~onded, The Committee unanimously approved the Student Council Constitution. At the time of the vote, there were six students and fiv~ staff
and faculty members present, Mr, Hawkey informed the Committee that the
proposed Constitution as approved by the Student Life Committee was going
to print for publication in the Trail Blazer Tuesday, A.pril 27, 1971, and
that a campus-wide referendum would be held on the Cons~tution, Thursday,
April 29, 1971,
.
I
Dean Wilson opened the floor for discussion of the proposed raise in S;,ecial
:,vents Fae from $5,00 a semester to $10,00 a semester, Mr, Hawkey report:id
the results of the April 13 referendum on the Special Events Fee,
Yes - 618
No - 297
He further reported that of the 1440 people who voted in the general election,
915 chose to vote on the referendum.
Mrs, Mahaney moved that the Student Life Committee recommend to the Board of
Regents that the Bpecial Events pee be raised to $10.00 for the fall semester
1971 and that· the fee b, administered as outlined in the present guidelines
for the special El'Cnts ]7ee. Miss Maggard seconded, The Committee approved.
Nt·, Hawkey moved that Dean Wilson forward the Student Life Committee I s recom·
mendation to the Buaru of Regents with all the background material and info:cmation attached. Mrs, Northcutt seconded, The Committee approved.
Mrs, Northcutt moved for adjournment,
adjourned,

Mr, Anderson seconded,

i2~~Ccit

The Committee

l;.[utC~

Ronard L~--Walke, Secretary

I,

M E MOR A N D UM

TO :

Dean Crager
//

REC EIVE D
STUDENT 11:=-F /\IR S
I

i

FROM:

R. Wils on I

RE :

Student. Committees

I

I have just talked to Dean John R. Duncan regard ing the fac ul t y members
who have been nominated for membership on the Univers i ty Committees f or
1975- 76 . He adv ises me that the Nominating Committ ee has already made
its report to him for him t o submit to the fac ulty fo r its approval , and
he is waiting f or the nominati ons of students f r om the Student Government
Association for presentation a t t he same time .
~

He also called to my attention that th~ old committee on " U_:;,dergraduate
Committee on I nstruction" and the old ~ raduat e Council" have been combined into a new committee called the Univers i t y Curr ic ulum Cpmrnj ttee . The
Student Government Association will need to nominate one student from each
of the six schoo ls to serve on the University Curr icul um Commi ttee , and
they need not nominat e any stude nt members to t he old "Undergr a dua t e Curricu lur..
on Instruction" or the old " Grad uate Counci l . "
He also adv ises me that he was waiting on t he s tudent nominations f or
presenta t i on to the gener a l f ac ulty f or approval .

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
Oct. 15, 1975
The meeting was called to order by President Tim Wilson. The roll was
called and a quorum was present.
There was a motion to dispense with
the reading of the minutes--it was seconded and paseed.
I.

Committee Reports
Executive
a.

President Tim Wilson announced there was an infonnal hearing
held by the student court last week. Wilson said the court
made false accusations against the administration, therefore
Wilson asked the court members to resign. He received
resignations from ell of them.
Jeff Watson resigned · from Congress and Student Life.

b.

Vieo-president Joo Stanley said the committees were having better
attendance this week except for the Agenda Committee. There were

no members present ot this committee's meeting.
c.

Secretary Pam Cupp announced overall attendance had been pretty
good this semester.

d.

Treasurer Don Whiteheadgave the balances for the funds-Administrative--$ 5,321.13
Special Events-- 20,734.73
Campus ImprovementS,645.33
Scholarship----908 . 63

e.

Reporter Mary Meyers said the show would be tonite at 9pm
and Liz Everman and Colleen Porter will appear.

f.

Program Director Liz Everman said students working more than
25 hrs/wk can apply this semester for credit and receive 4 hours
credit next semester.

Standing Committees (SGA)
a.

Campus Improvement COlmllittee discussed Thompson lights and have
proposal in about garbage cans at intramural field.

b.

Legislative Action--There was a poor voter turnout for Who's Who.
In reference to the entertainment fee increase referendum, only
432 people voted which is approximately 8-9% of the people
eligible to vote on this. Out of these 432, 270 voted yes, and 162
voted no . In percentages, tht1t leaves 62.5'%, voted for the
referendum and 37.5% of the people voted no.

c.

Special Events Counnittee--has been working on the Christmas
entertainment which is tentatively planned for the week before
exams. Barry Manilow will be here on Nov. 13 and Linda
Ronstadt will not be coming to horebead.

d. Student Consensus committee rewriting the opea house survey

OLD BUSINESS.
NONE

::NEW BUSINEs·s ir~:..J ... (, •·:· J.r.D 1 •};:::-·._·-;,:
_dj_:-..r ~)-· .-::~.-t:ii~ ,~_~ 1:.•.i..: .: 1•1 • ·.:-~.· ::,:·:..,d 1:

U:...:.1:.r:--,·;

i.1•.7 "!:);:;;~. _:):;
••:n;::nie:

''.•·:.;

:::.:::•' ~. _. •r

~:I:!,

.1.::. 1:,·!1:~

t~

t~c,":

1 ··•\:

l._ _The Campus -Improvement·,Committee proposed :to auo·t· $375hfor
· ·sfx large garbage cans at ·the intramural field. The motion

passed'. '

2.

.l.- :. '•(f; ,;:,,

There was a motion to open the floor for
It was seconded and passed.

·-.'.1ni; 4

lc.:.r.;-·,~, . .'·

:·. .:-:;·:· ·:,.:.;1:··,

r.::1:;-,;!...••·'~"lL

: :· .1 }

.Lf,l:..!".): l

further motions~:-,

fnt1-l ..·\.t

-'·3·, .c·It:was·cmoved ,aridVaccepted:Jto.,appoint.Carole ,Arnold and: John
:.- ,., '---SWlirthoiit ias.·opefr-·house·'cOllll!litteezco~c':hairmen;·. _._. ~!

4.

,·,·.~J.1::?:r::··:·.:.::

.··1, .. ;:--::·.~ -:.:-:! --~:-;.•• .. 1•J,.-: ;·.ru.J::- orIJ

·..,_1;!\0-.

··:.f.i~:

•~!

Debbie Poore proposed: Be•--:it -resolved, •that,· the' SCA_. voices its
support in \i:iu~·-':action--taken-::by ,pres iden t 1,'J,'im••Wilaon, o: ,, : ,
concerning ·the StudentCourt resignations. Motion.passed .

.. :.-i''·"\< ;;:,~--' .:

•.:.1:.-1:-.1: r-t.i.l.>J:_.,·:·;

H! ~ [;"~•..

•t;-~1!·.. ;(:: .:...... (. .L-·,:,f<,-~··~:·•-···:;;_;

.....

'''.,,,, ·_5,;··:claude•:i!1ewsiime''asked.-.:lf a:• new·,']~-\- 'Rep'wi·ll.-be elec,ted••'"·
Tim Wilson··sa:id :this· would ·ber:referrednto· Legisltitive•;r·
, Action committee.
·'
r:i '.::i"Y'": :. -:::•i ;-~:'. ' C,,:1r:~·· Lit:· Ll,;v~. .r.~, .'::0:;.;1;; .:~·~:t, ':•111.,,,: r.,'~ 1'.',
::':Jn~ . • '
6, Vemon Stanforth proposed we aUot $3_0'for ... a progriim·-book for
the Blue and Gold Marching Band Contest. There was much discussion
. ·as:: to :whe'tber-'.ot·'no·ti I tlie ,-'SCA -11hould c!teep' •:allotinjfmoney for
ads such as these. Debbie .foote '.offere,;l' a' frieridly-liinendment -.
Changi~g the amount from $30 to-$i0."'Theccfriendly:ariiendment WIIS
accepted and the· motion· passecff • ;-:.; _;.? ·' .u,i;;• ,•.-· :,-,,_;,,;·· :: _,,: ·:· ·,
C,'\/

. r1 ... f;:•

7.

··- -

--•q 1.1.,::1L

•· !:· ,:

There was a motion to bring the house back to order.
It was
~- ;SeCond8dcand~-PaSSede· :,, .. ;., ei:: ~- ·_;·~ ~::;:rJ 1::): 1 '-::r1:: ·:~1:.·." ;~_,:--· -~=
·,1,{,.~f,:t,!\

~Ui• .,;)..::•;···1 :::-· 1 · ..

•~,fl :".'t',•-}~--·•.: :·• ~

DISCUSSIQN
·:·,,s,fodent •Consensus "Committee ·Members··stop· ·by. 'after-~meeting;i ;, ''
, ·-~- :·, r•·;:.::~--~ .-:::•:, '. ~, ~ :::
Jon Stanley asked.that. the chai,:men of the open house committee stay
:.,-'i','~
·-:··.:li ·, ,._. ,••.:~;;::~.
after the meeting,

: J ,'

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Oct. 15, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 10-8-75
10-9-75 Morehead State University - printing
10-9-75 National Entertainment Conference
10-9-75 Conference· o'ffice - r111oms for the NEC Conference
10-10-75 McDonald Snyder - setting of voting machines
10-14-75 Morehead State University - supplies
Disbursals to 10-15-75
Balance as of 10-15-75

5618.53
19.90
100.00
120.00
50.00
7.50
297.40
5321.13

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 10-8-75
15924.87
10-10-75 Dairy Cheer - soft drinks for concert 10-9-75
.
17.14
10-10-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - light men for concert 10-9-75
40,00
10-10-75 KAntucky State Treasurer - gate workers for concert 10-9-75 72.00
10-10-75 Kentu~ky State Treasurer - Stage crew for concert 10-9-75
99.00
10-10-75 Dyr,runic Superiors - voided !meek
2500.00
10-10-75 C::ich receipts - Sept. 1 75
2538.00
Voided check
Receipts
Dj_ebu.:sals to 10-15-'15
Bal.mce as of 10-15-7.5

2500.00
2538.00
228.14
20734.73

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT FUND
Balance as of 10-8-Tl
10-10-75 Receipts from Spinners concert

4544.53
1100.80

Balance as of 10-15-75

5645.33

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Balance as of 10-8-75
10-10-75 Receipts from Spinners Concert

633.43
275.20

Balance as of 10-15-75

908.63

U/4.fv~

p.~spec.t,FJ,ly,, .
,t.)(p7 t(f/,d//2, ,)./, '
Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

.
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WHEREAS, There is a need for proper sanitation facilities and
there is none at the tennis courts and Intramural field,
BE IT PROPOSED, that the Student Government Association allot
$375.00 for six (6) garbage cans.
Submitted by
Campus Improvements Committee

I.
II.
III.

r:v.

v.
VI.

VII,
VIII.
IX,

Call to Order
Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Committee Reports
n. Executive
b. Standing
Old Business
New Business
a. Campus Improvement Proposal
Discussion
Announcements
Adjournment

MEMORANDUM
TO:

ALL THE FACULTY

FROM: Faculty Organization Committee
RE:

Committee Nominations l \·.]5-76

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
1975-77

R. TucJ:er
s. Luckey
c. Thompson
R. Jones
M. Pryor
v. Howard
F. Burns
I

UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM
COU!!CIL
R. Newton
J. Bendixen
L. Quinn
c. ~:est
Ed. Miller
R. Needham
w. Bigham
R. Dobler
A. Lake

G. .Johnston
D. Flatt
A. Wheeler
TEACHER EDUCATION
L. Krute
J. Smiley
K. Thompson
Don Miller
H.K.Thonas
R. Falls
w. Clark
HONORS PROGRAH
J. Ray

G. Brockway
s. Taylor
F. Hangrur.1
w. Barber
R. Gould

LIB&'\RY
c. Bcmnett
H. Northcutt
B. Patton
R. Barnes
D. Cutts
S,' Sprague

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
E, Nass
L. Kennan

R. Hal'i":mon s
Holt

c.

R1',DIATION SAFETY
D. Brumagen
G. Del!oss
R. Brengelrnan

ADl!ISSIONS
J. Brur.1agcn
E, Hinson
11. Brown
G. Hays
c. Jones
G. Frazier
c. My&rs

SjJilon

G,
J.
P.
G.
Ro
G.

Blair
Copeland
Raines

B.

FACU!,TY · RBSEARCH

c.

v.

I-Iarpc-r

Falls
Cox

Stokes

Mattingly

D. Karvatka
F. Ton Ayers

STUDENT APPEALS
G. Ousl0y
E, Tapp
L. Brown
D. Adar.is
J, Howell

D. Kephart
s. Taylor
M. McCord
J. I•1isiewicz
B, Gurley
R, Lindahl

R. Burns

T, Pass
E, Hicks
H, Chang
STUDm1T LI~E
B•. Nordholn
R. Ca!!!p
R. Monah~n
Mo Strider
D. Moore

UNIVERSITY IN-SERVICE
P. Tyree
B. Porter ··
E. Hartin
C. Stambaugh
R, .Peters
E. Kirk
B: Hamilton
K. Huffman
R. Piel

P. Whitston

Do Uuse

G.T. Young
L. Crosthwaite
FACULTY GRIEVA~!CES
N. Roberts

F. Patton
r,. Conyers
T. Mo!:'rison
Ed Lucke
a. Murphy
D. Hollo,,.ra:l

J.
G,
N.
P.

Chaney
11olen
Hahane}·
Leroy

&

ETHICS

UNI VERS ITY STANDING COMMI TTEES
i\THL:CTIC COMNIT7EE

STUDENT LIFE

lwru\

Roger ~JeaVer ~e>,J
Gregg Frank
Larr y Oney
Liz Ever:nan
J:0f£rey Hat~on
~
nc

~

HONORS PROGR,'\M

,t..,-,- IJ 5,.

S~Ye OUI!yJH

(;{ ~

Don \"l'hitehead
1
Ti>t:t ~- ilson

~~

T () N 'S ~Ay\~
~ ~ -\"" €.

\\, .:\.I.

°"

Si:a:r.oL Goldsberry
Rick Cmrington

'

LIBRARY C011MI TTE

~
r..NVvi

.\f\C,

John Harrison
Vince Cotton
tJancy '!'rent

,,\t\

\.~~

'1) ~

;,!)MISSIOHS

t11

Louise Venetoz z i
Chris !lai d

STUDENT APPE:.LS

CONCERT l\'ND LEC:TUP.E: SERIES

a l tcr Minning

l '=>••·~d.~ J c,v A - ~ ~ R~)

Jon Snith
1
Jeff Preston (P1e.S-lC>\ 1 ;f

4 ) \.. ) ,_,..., )

~~s ~
w,t ~~ \"" J;, ,clA-YII

~~ ~ '"'

~ Q..'( -\-

\ ~

e

5 A

~¼~ \)-A-<\~e. wA..\ s~

t1urty D.::.r ian
li.cbccca Dodson

: .,· ;/,,,,

-~,

"

,.

October 22, 1975

ME H O

J.,

A .N D U 11

TO:

Dr. Margeret llcaalip, Chairmm:,
Corr.mittee en Faculty Organization

FROM:

Bufor<l Ci:ager -fi::.,
Dc-~n of S tu<len ts

RE:

Student l,ppe8ls Coi.nmittcc

Attached you will fin·J the nr.1nies of 15 .studtm:.:s thnt ycu r.u1y
iwnt to consider in selecting the three c.tudcnts for the Student
/-.ppcals Committee. These arc 1 eccurmen<lations only, and in no
uay should you or your committee feel that yon are obligcted
to select any of thes~ 15 :3 tudcntr, for this comMittce.
'.the nm:mal practice h.'..ls been to s!!lect studen~s of both sexes
and that one of the three st:u,.lcnts be a bl.Jck student. The
black students on the attached list ere indicated by a check
mark by their m1roc.

1£ you ncc<l any additional inf·ormation cor?.ccrning the member.nhip on thi.s cor..-imittea or information concerning any of these::·
stuclcnts that. heve been recommended for the cou.c1ittee, please
call oe at 783~3215,

jlo
cc:

Vice•l'reside,it Roger ·L. Wilson
Vice-President John R, Duncan

Att.:ichmeat:

Name: ~ush, Cynthia Teresa
Classification: Junior
School: Social Sciences
Phone Number: 783-L,435
or
Mailing Address: 602 Mignon Tower

Name: McAlister, James Allen
Cl.ass ification: Sophomore
School: Humanities
Phone Number: 784-8074
or
Mailing Address: #1 Perkins Hall

Name: Chaney, Anthony William_
Classification: Senior
School: Education
Phone Number:
or
Mailing Address: Trailer it7
James Trailer Court

Name: Melvin, Janet Adele
Classification: Junior
School: Applied Sciences & Tech
Phone Number: 783-4146
or
Mailing Address: 803 Mignon Tower

·v

Name: Frazier, James Robert
Classification: Sophomore
School: Humanities
Phone Number: 783-3978
or
Mailing Address: 315 Cartmell
Name: Friedrich, Terry Lee
Classification: Senior
School: Science and Math
Socia 1 Sciences
Phone Number: 783-3492
or
Mailing Address: 610 Cartmell
Name: Grace, Roger Leroy
Classification: Senior
School: Social Sciences
Humanities
Phone Number: 784-8028
or
Mailing Address: 609 Hill Cour i:
Name.: Hammond, Franklin H., Jr;
Classification: Graduate
School:
Phone Number: 784-8584
or
Mailing Address: #10 Peratt Hall
Name: Jordan, Albert Wilhelm
Classifica_tion: Graduate
School: Humanities
Phone Number: 784-6033
or
Mailing Address: UP0 221

,.,.

Name: Long, Theresa Elaine
Classification: Junior
School: Education
Phone Number:· 783-3400
or
Mailing Address: 801 Nunn

Name: Newsome, Claude E.
Classification: Sophomore
School: Business & Economics
Phone Number: 783-3005
or
Mailing Address: 702 Alumni Tower
Name: Russell, Gail Wright
Classification: Junior
School: Applied Sciences & Tech
Phone Number: 784-7135
or
Mailing Address: 123\ Flemingsburg Rd.
Name: Sigmon, Margaret Louise
Classification: Senior
School: Humanities
Phone Number: 783-3620
or
Mailing Address: 403 Nunn

.

,.,.

Name: Spotts, Debra Jo
Classification: Sophomore
School: Education
Phone Number: 783-4448
or
Mailing Address: · 603 Mignon Tower
Name: Watson, Nina Darlene
Classification: Junior
School: Business & Economics
Science & Math
Phone Number: 783-4336
or
Mailing Address: 1002 Mignon Tower

,

M E M O R K:N D U M
TO:

Dean Buford Crager

FROM:

Tim Wilson, SGA Presiden.t

DATE:

October 24, 1975

This is your copy of the·SGA Student Appointments to the University
Curriculum Connnittee. Two names have been added to replace Steve Hohmann
and Jeff Watson, who have resigned from Student Life. Thank you •

..
Appointments
University Curriculum Connnittee
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Ron Harel - Humanities
Beverly A. Mercer - Science and Mathematics
Bax Arnett - Social Science
Claude Newsome - Business and Economics
Mike McBrayer - Applied Sciences and Technology
Gary White - Education

Student Life
1.

2.

Jon StanJey _
Ka the Rou"ch

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
ON
UNIVERSITY STANDING COMMITTEES
STUDENT LIFE (10)
One of 10 s tudent
members is the President
of Student Government
Association

Roger weaver '( u.> 1J..,vc.1\
Gregg Frank
Larry Oney
Liz Everma n
Jeffrey

Baxanna Arnett
HONORS PROGRAM (3)
John Harrison
Vi nce CottoR '1
Nancy Trent

wa tsoo

L~e
s.teve Holman
Ste ue flougan G--<-.~ l;( ✓r"'j
Jon Stanley
Don Whitehead
5"old S -\;a J) e..;5

\'\H ~

,/

GRADUATE COUNCIL (2)

c,-._..d,,,

ADMISSIONS (2)
Louise Venettozzi
Chris Haid
CONCERT

&

LECTURE SERIES (2)

LIBRARY COMMITTEE (4)
Mar t :; Btt'l'i:O R

Walter Minn ing
ATHLETIC COMMITTEE (2 )
. (l( Ca,,,~~
~ a y~
.)
Sharon Goldsberry
UNDERGRADµ/.cuRRICULUM (5)

Ge<);(.

Les t er
y.eorge Osei

U Y\', "e. '<

r; -1::. y

C.. , v., ievl u""'

,4 ~,)-~ - IYl,ke... Mc:. B,~y-e rB 4-£. - C (.-ude. N e...u 5 1>v>ie

£ cf. .

-

-(rl!.r-y WI, ,~<;._

14 .,.W\' - RU',\ Hil n' -e 1I
.s-+- M -

~.s . -

aev e r-lf FL f;\ ey,e ,-

11-..-t

f\ YY\e,i. /;

Reb ecca Dodson
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL (2)

\>

President of SGA - , ~ W • \ 5.,......,.
Senior Member of SGA t(\,~(S

l

t I',_:, j sf AI E
. ~i l VEHSIT Y

M EMORANDUM

---------J

TO:

,

/'),.µ ,.__•

FROM:

Tim Wilson, SGA President

DATE:

October 2, 1975

S4

FH Lil~

:.f· CEIVEO
~FhlR S
I

•• -

•

This is your copy of the SGA Student Appointments to University Senate waiting final approval. Thank you .

Applied Sciences

&

Technology

Socia l Sciences

Dayton Me rritt
UPO 2258

1.

Walter Minning
UPO 123

Business and Economics

2.

Sidney Jane Bailey
203 Mignon Ha 11
783- 4190

1.

1.

2.

Gregg Frank
522 Alumni
783- 4424 .
Donald Ray Whitehead
521 Alumni
783 - 4423

Education
1.

Louise Venettozzi
311 Nunn
783- 38 15

2.

Martha Sparlonan
309 Nunn
783 - 3615

Humanities
1.

2.

Donald Keith Kazee
407 Cartmell
783 - 3443

Sci ence & Mathematics
1.

Diane Runyon
212 Mignon Hall
783- 4463

2.

Kevin Porte r
811 Alumn i
783- 3095

Graduate
1.

Cindy Pete r s
UPO 827
784- 6225

2.

Cathy Gabbard
603 Nunn
783- 3834

UNIVERSITY STANDING COMMITTEES

Athletic Committee

Student Life
1.

Roger Weaver
UPO 2129
784-8195

1.

Sharon Go ld sberry
905 Nunn
783-3670

2.

Gregg Frank
522 Alumni
783-4424

2.

Rick Covington
UPO 338

Honors Program
3.

4.

5.

6.

Larry Oney
UPO 554
784-8096

1.

John Harrison
206 Wilson
783-3939

Liz Everman
306 Nunn
783-3905

2.

Vince Cotton
104 Cartmell
783-3348

Jeffrey Watson
UPO 63
784-8817

3.

Nancy Trent
306 Nunn
783-3905

Larry Levine
933 Knapp
784-6074

Admissions

7.

Steve Hohman
622 Alumn i
783-4493

8.

Steve Dungan
933 Knapp
784-6074

9.

Don Whitehead
521 Alumni
783- 4423

1.

Louise Venetozzi
311 Nunn
783-3815

2.

Chris Haid
1516 Cartme 11
783-3921

Concert and Lecture Series

\0 .

,~tv\

\-v,\~ o,..J

' r-res.

1.

Marty Darian

2.

Rebecca Dodson
1002 Mignon Tower
783-4336

Library Committee
1.

Walter Minning
UPO 123

Student Appeals
1.

Jon Smith
1513 Cartmell
783-3677

2.

Jeff Preston
3 Gregory Trailer Park
784-6050

October 20, 1975

Mr; Steve Henry, President
Associated Student Government
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY
Dear Steve:·
We of the Student Government Association at Morehead State University
were optimistic. towards the efforts and possible advancements that could
...be achieved through the S,G,A,K, However, as .I stated to you at the
.. meeting that was held at your institution, we at Morehead will not be
participating in the endorsement of a candidate in the Governor's race,
and that we wiU not be involved in any aspect of lobbying. I feel
personally that Morehead 1 s involvement in such activiti6o would not be
beneficial to our organization.
The membership of the S ,G.A .K., as I understood it, would have to have
, Congressional. approval from their respective bodies before carrying out
·the proposals of the state organization, Our absence at the last meeting
of the S .G.A,K. was due to the fact· that the Student Government Associa-·
tion, at Morehead voted to "tab.le indefinitely" a bill relating to its
affiliation with the S.G.A.K. Therefore, we i,ill not be participating
in any further prog~ams or operations of the S,G,A,K,
Steve, I was very upset by an article·that I found in the Thursday,
October 9, 1975, edition of the Kentucky Kernel, In that UK article,
refe·rence was 'made to the fact that Horehead was .enthusiastically
behind legislation to lower the _;legal drinking age to 18 and bringing
alcoholic beverages to the cJmpiJses. Wrong! , Try again, UK, I've
enclosed ? ~opy of the clipping, This is just .a recommendation, but if
the S.G;A.K. is to function, then better and more accurate news accounts
will have to be made, We are· dry county •. _ In this instan.ce,articles
and lobbying concerning ,the drinking .issue in •Kentucky do noc apoly to .
· this university;
·.
· . ·
·
·
· •· ., ·. '
·

a

'

I

•

•

Please fon,ard information concerning our membership in the"S,G,A.K, to
the remainder of the member schools., If I can be of further assistance,
please conta'ct me at (606) '·783-2298 or write UPO 1331 in care of the
Student Government Association,
·
·
•'

Sincerely,

Tim Wilson, ·President
Student Government Association

•.
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By TERRY McWILLIAMS
Ker'nel Staff Writer

The Student Cente~ Boa~d CSCB I will soon ask the
Legislative Research Commission CLRCI to study
proposals to allow beer sales on campus.
SCB has worked th!s semester to permit the sale of ·
beer in the Student' Center.
_
SCB President Georgeann Rosenberg said at their
n,eeLing Tuesday_ that LRC will be asked to investigate
three areas of the beer issue:
-organization of the wording for a bill:
-interpretation of present statutes regarding. ,
alcohol. sales and advertising: and
-<lefinition of Alcoholic Beverage Control CABCJ '
regulations for obtaining a beer license .
. SCB member Mark ~hellgren. who has researched·
the beer issue, said Wednesday LRC is not required to '
fulfill SCB:s request since the student group is not a
•
state offic,al or agency. He said he would ask a
"friendly legislator", whom he would not name, to
request lh e study if LRC denies the SCB request.
l'hellgren said SCB hopes to ultimately have a bill
sponsored in the 1976 state legislature to void statutes
which presently prohibit Student Center h~er sale.
Hos~nberg said such a bill would probably
spcc1f1cally apply lo UK. She said if anv other state
school~ were included. a bill would be str~ngly opposed
hy legislators from "~ry" counties in ,,._·hich niost
('onlinu<-d on pagt' :J'

( ,,

.,

'

•

$<f:fJJ IJ@ @iD:r ll~CC IJ@ D[fi]~@~'!Jo®@'!J@
J@@~fj[05 ll fj ~v @* .cf:@ UL!D_ C0 M ~ I'w@ ® [l' ~ @ll ® ~
Tonlinu,•d from pagr I
coU~ges art• lncal•·n

··It's gomg to
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,1

political

isi:,uc when we wke i•. to the

,

.

legisiature," Chellgren said.
Another issue SCB hopes ,LRC
will study is laws regarcjing interpreta lion of "publi~ places"
and restrictions on liquor sales
and advertising witl1in 400 feet of
a church or school.
BusineSSes such as La Rosa's
and Convenient Food Mart could
have their beer licenses taken
away because they are closer
than 400 feet from campus,
Rosenberg said. No action
against them has been taken

because no complaints have been age to .18 and permitting campus
beer sale.
filed, she added.
"We need all the schools we can
Since the Student Center is on
University property a bill would get to promote the issue," said
have to void sections of a law Stith, who is also Student
prohibiting campus beer sale, she Governm.ent vice president.
"There are 53 possible schools
said.
If bill reaches the legislature. and rd like io see 20 involved at
it might not come out of com- the least.''
mittee, Rosenberg said. "UK
l beer oil campus> is a very, very ,...,.Stith said student government
touchy situation. When you talk / officials at Western Kentucky
about UI{, you are really hitting University, Morehead and
hoine, because. we are considered Mun-ay are ''really enthusiastic''
• the university representing the about changing the laws.
state."
-i<entucky student government
SCB member Glenn Stith is representatives will meet here in
planning with other state schools November to discuss further
to lobby for lowering the drinking organi,.a tion of lobbying efforts.

a

l

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Oct, 22, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 10-15-75
10-16-75 Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll
10-20-75 Blue and Gold Band Contest - ad in program
10-20-75 Dennis Alters - rembursement for gas on NEC trip
10-20-75 Morehead State University - NEC food allowance
10-21-75 Morehead State University - supplies

5321.13
285.60
10.00
12.11
25.00
2.98
335.69
4985.44

Disbursals to 10-22-75
Balance as of 10-22-75

'

Special Events Fund
Balance as of 10-15-75

20734.73

INACTIVE
Balance. as of 10-22-75

20734. 73

Campus Improvement Fund
Balance as of 10-15-75

5645.33

Inactive
5645.33

Balance as of 10-22-75
Scholarship Fund
Balance as of 10-15-75

908.63

INACTIVE
908.63

Balance as Of 10-22-75

1~
lb,1,'-½!/i< •l,\} vl✓V--1.,,~·&
Respectfr~o/1

Donald R. Whiteheao
SGA Treasurer

'

P ROP OS AL

.

l

WHEREAS .

the S.G. A. has access to only one functional typewriter,

WHEREAS

much of the mnterial submitted to Congress is in written
form,

WHEREAS .

the S.G .A. has t hree (3) qualified secretaries and only one (1)
typewriter,

BE IT PROPOSED . the S.G.A. c::~~se another typewriter, the cost not to
exceed $250.00.
~ t.-d..-- ·.... ~~.
Submitted by,
Pam Cupp
Jon Stanley

I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Committee Reports
a. Executive
b. Standing
Old Business
New Business
a. Propoeal·· for purchasing typewriter
Discussion
Announcements
4&jout"Qlllent

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
October 29, 1975
The meeting was called to order at 4:36pm by President Tim Wilson.
The roll ·was called and a quorum was present. There was a motion
to dispense with the reading of the minutes.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
President Tim Wilson announced that at the end of committee reports
Debbie Poore will give the Parliamentarians report.
Vice-president Jon Stanley said the committees were meeting pretty good with
the exception of a couple,
Treasurer Don Whitehead gave the·balances for the ~eek.
Administrative Fund-------------$ 4,981.26
Special Events Fund~------------ 14,739.23
Campus Improvement'Fund--------- 5,645.33
Scholarship Fund------------~--908.63
Reporter Mary Meyers said the publicity for the Barefoot Jerry
concert is•out, and'dorm pres should pick up signs
tonite aftercmeeting. Tim and Jon.will be on the radio
·tonite.

Program Director Liz Everman will be able to place 15-20 people
in jobs at McDonalds. •
'
.
Parliamentarian Debbie Poore said she met 'with Dr. Quisei'iberry and
he will meet with any interested Congress members at 4 pm
next Wednesday in the West Room of the ADUC on parliamentary
procedure; the proper procedure for ending debate is:
Tinr asks:

are you ready for the question?
if there is any objection to the-question, debate
continues
if not, we vote on the main motion

Any RECOGNIZED member may move to "vote immediately on
the motion". It requires a second and a 2/3 positive
vote.

One can move to limit debate, to a certain amount of time,
say 10 minutes. Must be seconded and pass by 2/3.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Agenda--The committee met yesterday and there are 3 bills on.the
agenda.
Campus Improvement--They are sending letters to. 3 companies on
garbage cans & checking into the idea of oil cans.
Open Ho_use--said they are at a standstill
survey.

waiting for the open house

Special Evcnts--Pam Cupp said that Barefoot Jerry and Star Spangled Washboa'rd
Band will.be here Monday Nov;, 3, We will submit a
list in new business for groups to t:ak~- the place of Barry
Manilow who cancelled for Nov, 13.
Student Concsensus--Colleen,Porter said .the survey had been written and
approved, It will be administered soon',,
NEW BUSINESS
1,

The Entertainment proposal _listing_ the, groups-we are going to try and
get for the 'Nov. 18 date. The first 3 choices--1ZC and the
Sunshine Band and Kansa~; Harry Chapin; Jimmy Buffet.
Motion passes.

2.

The second, proposal dealt with defining the jurisdiction of Student
Court, a, Debbie P(?_o_re says that by-laws of the court would be better,
b, Dean Crager says·_ student _court does· not have problems in
seeing th~~r jurisdiction, but in defining it,
c, The vote on.these.stated policies will.be in Congress,
no"t Campus, Improvement, .
·MOTl:ON PASSES

3,

The third proposal would let the President of SGA appoint people
to any Congress, positi<m ~n which the representative
resigned. This.would include first semester resignations.
As the constitutionstates now, first semester resignations,
the position must be elected. Larry Oney said th_i_s_ puts a lot of
power in the president, Claude said it would be better if the
consituency could vote, .Pam Cupp said this amendment would get
a represent:3tive into office faster,

THE MEEJ::WG WAS ADJOURNED.
AGENDA Call to Order
Roll Call
Minutes
Committee Reports
Old llusiness
New Business -Discuss ion
Announcements
Adjournment

SC!,

October 29, 1975
PROPOSAL ,f/1
Whereas, Barry Manilow will not appear on November 13,
Whereas, we have sufficient funds left in the Special Events fund for another
concert,
Be it proposed that we book one of the following groups for November 18~and
that the offers be made in the order listed here.
Entertainment Committee
KC & Sunshine Band - Kansas
Harry Chapin
Jimmy Buffet
Rare Earth
New Riders of the Purple Sage
Ozark Mountain Daredevils
Don McLean
Sugar Loaf
Papa John Czjat
Jesse Colin Young
Canned Heat
Amazing Rhythm Aces
Shawn Phillips Styx
Hugh Masakala
Ted Nugent and Amboy Dukes
David Bromberg
Argent
Kenny Rankin
Ronnie Laws

~~~i~
~

?-FiroPOSAL ,f/2
Whereas, of lately there has been much controversy concerning the present
definition in the constitution regarding Student Court jurisdiction,
Whereas, the existing definition in the constitution under Article VI, section 1,
entitled the Student Court, is vague,
Be it proposed that the Legislative Action Committee work, with the appropriate
administrative authorities, to arrive at a concrete definition of
s..tudcut eca1 t jat1Sd1Ctlou, i.a tlzc .Eecm cf m: rmndnuprt: t,zt:he-Con-

0

.) .
~

,,,

1tthotion. • SG.-A,

ttM~... ~.\-~.

\ ~ ~\f\ ~
\ ~ PROPOSAL fF3

Ii'.,\ ':"c..''i es ~ s. ~,\--le..c;(
~

~ -"1\.A..R...

Submitted by :Jon Stanley

Whereas, there is a need for rapid refilling of vacancies in Congress in order
to assure proper representation of-individual constituencies,
Whereas, S.G,A. is constricted as a model paralleling state and national government and it is the policy of the Kentucky atate Goven11111utto re-appoint
vacant seats,
Whereas, the cost of each SGA election is approximately $150 for voting
- machines plus--the·.cost~of;:advertisement·,--,,~---- - - ~ . --- - --- - -:
Be it proposed that the Consititution be amended under article V, section 4,
entitled Vacancies, striking all words in the first sentence after
the word "Congress" until beginning again in the second sentence with
the phrase "a new representative,"
Tim Wilson, SGA President

...

conm;iittee proposal will c<im~'.. ;p. f~r a ·November 3rd concert with Barefoot
Jerry and Star Spangled Washoboard Band.
STUDENT.~NSENSU~--They ~re wor~ing o~ an open house propo~al •..
NEW BUSINESS
Proposal #1-•Be·it proposed the SGA purchase another typewriter, the cost
not to exceed $250, The bill was
submitted...by .Jon-Stanley
'
..
.
and Pam Cupp,
The motion passed,
Dean Crager said that
the_univ~rsity has a provision that we can't buy used .. equipment. with state funds:
. .
• ···.
. .. .
'_.(,-

.

'

-~. .

'.

.'·-

,.

Jon Stanley _moiied ·to ch!'~ge' th; orders ~f. th~ day.: . . :: ..
.
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Tim Wilson
moved_·we·_approve:these.appoitnments
•.. It. ' was
.
. ·;• . : ' . .'·, . -,
- '
'
. seconded and passed.
~
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UNIVERSITY
·cuRRICULUM
'COMMITTEE
• •
' •
.
.I
.
•,

.

•

•

• -

''

I~--..,,_;--

Humanities. ·
Ron Harrell'
·science and Math
Bev Mercer
Social Scien-ces
. Bax Arnett
. ,. .. , Claude N~some
.
·Busin~~~-.;:_.
~ •••• · . : .
. I'. . • .
1
· Mike McBraye_r · . .. ApplJed $c',ie~ce & Tec;h . '
' Gary White · ·
· · Education·
.
!

ENTERTAINMEN'r
COMMITTEE
-.
•

- ' .. :_ .l

~

Rex Rhinehart
Bill Kegley

:. .: _1 " -

',-

STUDENT LIFE
Jon'staniey
Kathe Rouch

' ..
• i

we

the

'

.,

'

'

~.

. . ..

..

·'

.

:. '

Pam Cupp proposed
·get'
Star Spangled Washboard Band and Barefoot
'Jerry on November 3rd for·.a sum of' $6500-7000. · ·It' was _seconded and
passed'.
·. ·"

.

Th~re
was a motiot1 to -~bring the hoU:~e back to order. ~ ~-.
·,. . .
Claude.Newsome ~aid _if_ we went. by Sturgis.w~ ~ould wpr~ faster and more
ef_fectively. Debb~e Poore said . she wil1 talk ·to ·nr •. ·Quisenberry
about whether: or not . t_he body is allowed to cap, qu~st;inn.

-

•·

.

'

.

'",..___

··There was a motion to,
adjourn
the meeting.
.
.
. ,

,..

.

.

Second and pass.

.SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
: October'22; ·1975
'

..

.-

-

•,

The meeting was 'called to order by ·Pre~ident Tim Wilsori; ··, Th~' foll
was called by Pam Cupp and a quorum was present. There was.a mqtion
to.dispense with.the reading of the minutes. It was seconded and"
pass~d.
·
:,;~,• ["(

-:..

COMMITTEE. REPORTS'
... .. ,, : ; : '
~

~

.

.

.

..

.

.

'

.·

'

:

.

\.

,·

President~•Tim"Wilsoti announced we would meet in the West Room for
about 2-3 weeks, He also aimounce·d: there .._;ere Student
Court pos'itions open and anyone interested in applying
should. c!)lne by tlie SGA office .• In :reference to the SGAK
(we tabled indefinitely the bill to join this organization)
,., ·
,, .. " there was 'an artic°le in University of Keritu~ky's· schcioi' ·'
paper, the Kentucky Kemel., saying Morehead .endorsed the
lowering of the legal drinking age,' Tim wrote a letter
to the paper, refuting this and adding this did not applJ
to us since we are in a "dcy" county.
·.
.
.
.'
Vice-President--Jon Stanley announced h!a!. was posting _committeei-'charts
to aid the. ch~irmen. and, men\~ers, _of the co~U:tees 'in determining when ·the' meetings .are ·.and who the members of the
different committees are. ·
·.
·
Treasurer--Don Whitehead gave the balances for ~he diffe~imt f;_.~d~
Administrative--$ 4,985.44
Special Events-- 20,734.73
.'
Campus Improvement5,645.33
Scholarship
908.63
AGENDA COMMITTEE•-One proposal was submitted,· conceming_purchasing
a
.
. . ' '.
typewriter for the SGA office.
Campus Improvement-•There was. a price discrepancies on .garbage cans· ..
· · We assumed the price w.as· $60 apiece, but 'later .found .Qut they
: werii' $1'20 'apiece. . Claude said they would further check .
into other prices, Alters said it would be better to get
old 55 gallon oil ·drums and convert them into garbage cans.
The committee· discussed' purchasing shrubs. 'to- put by Radar.
·Legislative·A";;/ti~~- Kevin• Porter thinked ~he P?ll wor~ers. Claude ..
·
· ewsome wanted a list of SGA by-laws. Debbie Poore said
the SGA didn't have any by-laws. Dean James said that
we don' c reiease the Who's Who in American Colleges.and Uni. varsities election. That is :released.by the ·company.
··,

Open Hous

.

• •

.

.

'

'

!

.

.

-John said ·they are still in the re-grouping stage since Jeff
Watson took much of the infoi"l!lation with him.

Special Events••Pam Cupp spoke on the NEC conference in Bowling Green
Ohio. The basic set up was workshops in the moming and
showcases in the aftemoon and evening. A showcase is a
20 minute ';concert" with 10 minute intermissions in
between each act. The Star Spangled Washboard Band was
one of the groups that showcased. In New Business the S.E.

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Oct, 29, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND

4985.44
4.18

Balance as of 10-22-75
10•28-75 Morehead State University• supplies

4.18
4981.26

Disbursals to 10-29-75
Balance as of 10-29•75
SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Belance as of 10-22-75
10-28-75 National Printing Products Co.-Tickets and posters
10-28-75 Paul Johnson - Star Spangled Washboard Band 11-3-75
10-28-75 Barefoot Jerry• Concert 11-3-75
10-28-75 Concert Audio - Sound for concert on 11·3-75

20734.73
95.50
2000,00
3000.00
900.00
5995.50
14739.23

Disbursals to 10•29-75
Balance as of 10-29-75
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT FUND

5645.33

Balance as of l0-22-75
INACTIVE
Valance as of 10-29-75

5645.33

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
908,63

Balance as of 10-22-75
INACTIVE
Balance as of 10-29-75

908.63
Respect!u}\ly_,

~.,Jfd/ (' uJ

n '

,_

K-:UJ3:rt.u

Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer
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PRESIDENT

UPO Boit 1331
Morehead State University
Morehciad, t<entucky 40351

Telephone
(606) 783-2298

October 29, 1975

TimWihon

VICE-PRESIDENT
Jon Stanley

SECRETARY
P1m Cupp
TREASURER

Don WhitohHd

REPORTER
Mary Meyor.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Liz E"'rman

The Editor
The Kentucky Kernel
114 Journalism Building
University of Kentucky
Lexington, K):
40506
Dear Editor:
In an article that appeared in The Kentucky Kernel on October 9,
1975, it was stated that "student government officials at .Western
Kentucky University, Morehead and Murray are 'really enthusiastic'
about changing the laws" regarding the sale of beer on campus and
regarding a lobby for lowering the drinking age to 18 ..
The Student Government Association at Morehead State University
has not endorsed any such action. I believe that our attendance
at an informational meeting about the.Student Government Association of Kentucky may have given some people an·incorrect impression
about our purposes in attending·that meeting. The.SGA at Morehead
has voted to "table indefinitely" a bill rel,ating to its affiliation
with the SGAK.
Respectfully,

Tim .Wilson, President
Student Government Association
er

.
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Call to Order

IL Roll Call
III.
IV.

v.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.•

Reading of MinutEis
Committee . Reports
.' ·, ·
a. · Executive
b. Standing
Old Business
New Business
a. Entertainment Proposal
b. Bill on Student Court Jurisdiction
c. Amendment to the Constitution
Discussion
' ·
Announcements
Adjournment

--~

-

...

- -

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
November· 5, 1975
The meeting was called to order at 4:35 p.m. by President Tim
Wilson. The roll was called and a-quorum was present. There was a
motion to dispense with the reading of the minutes.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
President Tim Wilson announced that next week appointments will be made
to Student Court and that applications are still being taken •
. Vice President Jon Stanley talked about the lack of bills this year,
(26 last year and 14 this year), and he feels SGA is not functioning.
Treasurer Don Whitehead gave the balances for the week.
Administrative fund. •
• ••• $ 4,668.66
Special Events Fund. •
• • 14,490.73
Campus Improvement Fund.
• •• 5,725.73
Scholarship Fund. • • •
• •
930.23
Reporter Mary Meyers announced that the signs for Jr. Rep election have
been ordered. C.I. & O.H. connnittees featured on radio tonight.
Parliamentarian Debbie Poore said that Dr. Quisenberry will be here next
Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. - East Room.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Agenda - Larry - quorum present; nothing on agenda
Campus Improvement - Met today at 3:30. University is going to put a
light at Thompson. They will buy ·shrubs through the University.
They are checking on playground equipment. They are checking
on 2 redwood bridges (at Alumni parking lot and at married
housing to the picnic tables)
Calendar board arrived today, would university pay for cans
Legislative Action - Signups for Nov. 10 extended to Nov. 14
Nov. 19 - Jr. rep.
Meeting on student court jurisdiction during week; no referendum at this election
Open House
Special Events Nov. 18
Harry Chapin $6,500
Dec. 2
Mini Concert - Maiden Voyage
Barefoot Jerry was l hour late at the concert
Larry wanted to know if we had to let "them go on
Dean James replied "Probably not"
Student Consensus - Have been talking to the dorms; and a poll will be
conducted Monday at 7:30 p.m.
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
A motion was made to open the floor for new business
Dennis Alters said Maiden Voyage will cost $1,500.
The meeting was adjoumedl! ! ! ! tlo,.J \.\I~,~ - f.-:-,,.,..J.l'-\ A - ~ ~
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SGA FINANClAL STATEMENT
Nov. 5,1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND

11-3-75
11-3-75
11-3-75
11-3-75

Balance as of 10-29-75
Morehead State University - printing
Morehead State University - phone call
Morehead State University - supplies
Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll

4981.:26
21.25
2.99
2.76
285.60

Disbursals to 11-5-75
Balance as of 11-5-75

312.60
4668.66

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 10-29-75
11-4-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - ligilt crew concert 11-3-75
11-4-75
Kentucky State Treasurer• stage crew concert 11-3-75
11-4-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - gate workers

14739.23
40.00
138.50
70.00

Disbursals to 11-5-75
Balance as of 11-5-75

248.50
J,4490. 73

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT FUND

11-4-75
ll-~-75

Balance as of 10-29-75
Receipts from Barefoot Jerry concert
Ferguson Electronics Company - fuses for light board

5645.33
86.40
6.00

Balance as of 11-5-75

5725,73

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
11-4-75

Balance as of 10-29-75
Receipts from Barefoot Jerry concert

908.63
21.60

Balmice as of 11-5-75

930.23

· Respectfully,
1 1 jl r, .
(\

1.._,,.'if"-

;~.).{).-nda:JI I ( v.J IJ.Af..J(_
Donald R, Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

,.,

i:x::;
.

WHEREAS,

the entertainment committee feels that students at
MSU want big name bands,

WHEREAS,

we have an-limited amount of financial resources,

WHEREAS,

students are not completely satisfied with the entertainment
presented now,

BE IT PROPOSED, that we have two major concerts next semester
with the balance of the entertainment taken up by
coffeehouses, mini-concerts and dances.
Submitted by,
The Entertainment Committee
APPOlllTMENTS TO 'lllE STUDENT COURT

/'t,..

Chief Justice

Denise Huddleston

Associate Justices

Walter Minning
David Allen Platt
Peggy Brown
Mark Turpin

3-3670

I,

I,

~~ ~
'~ Attorney General
Chief Defense
Clerk of Court

I.
II.
III.
IV.

v.

VI.

vu:.
VIII.

IX.

c- !. t. \
6eYReil

Ron Harrel

3-3859
3-4161
3-4398
784-8825

Tom Parrott

3-3037

Steve Booth

3-3662

.,,,

i',I

·',.

lj

Call to Order
Roll Call
Minutes
Committee Reports
Old Business
New Business
a. Entertainment proposal
b. Student Court Appointments
Discussion
Announcements
Adjournment

i

,I

OPEN HOUSE SURVEY

Name:
Sex:
Classification:
1) Do you participate in open house (visit other dorms or have guests in)?
2)

Do you approve of the present open house system?

3)

Would you like the hours extended and the number of open houses increased?

4)

Would you be willing to pay $1,00 per semester for the extended hours and
increased number of open houses?
.,
'
Comme~ts:

5)

._,

COMMITTEES

Campus Improvement

?rogram Direction
::

*l. C. E. Newsome
2, Louise Venettozzi
3, Mark Sok
4. Chrylena Turner
5. Pat Peterson
6. John Johnson
7. Mark Yenney
'" 8. Becky Dodson

*

1.
2.
3.

4.

Liz Everman
Alben Wisecup
Gary Padget
Tio Johnson

Open House
*l.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Jeff Watson
Caro1 Arnold
John Swarthout
Jeffrey Wayne Burden
Vickie Ardella Doby

Special Events

II I

'"t

II

Ill

*l. Pam Cupp
2. Dennis Alters
3. Vincent J. Cotton
4. Rosemary Belcher
5. Meredith Underwood
6. -.Debra' Moore
7. Russ Bums
8. Chuck McClure
9. Marty Darian

•~~-. C:, J. I.e en Porter

:.h::-i s Lester
~rnon Stanforth
.i :.:11n Woodrow
5 . .-'.::., Les t er
G, A~~i th R. Justice
2.

3•
4.

''I

-p · -- :'l<:'f->'111~

* l. - Larry Oney

2.
3.
4.

Geor ge Osei
J ~p McAlister
Kl l ha rine Floyd

*l.

D0.bbie Poore

* 2.

Kcvin Porter

3.

Ellen Givhan

4. B. J. Netherly
5.

Chism Ginn

* CHAIRMAN
II I

MEMBER NOT ON CONGRESS

:. ,,..

.'
\..

UPO Box 1331
Morehead State Universit y
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

,

-

Telephone

(606) 783-2298

rRESIDENT
T ,rn \\11,on

VICE PRESIDENT
Jon St1nley

November 7, 1975

Sl:C!IETARY

r,rn Cupp
TREASURFR
Don Whitehead

MEMORANDUM

REPORTER
Mary Mey1rs
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Li, EV'trm1n

TO:

Dormitory Directors and Presidents

FROM :

Ms . Colleen Porter, Chairperson /?
SGA Student Consensus Committee V

RE :

Open House Survey

.Q,

The Student Consensus Committee of the SGA will be conducting
a door to door survey in all of the residence hal ls (excl uding
married housing) on Monday, November 10, 1975, from 7:30 p .m.
until approximately 10 : 00 p . m.
er

OPEN HOUSE SURVEY

S.G.A,
Student Consensus Connn.
1. What is your opinion. of the current open house system?
_ _ I Approve
___ I think there should be more open houses

_

I think there should be fewer open houses

2. Which do you feel would be the most appropriate time for open houses?

_ _ 6 to 10 pm
_ _ 7 to 11 pm
_ _ 8 to 12 pm

3.

Would you be in favor of afternoon open houses?

_ _ all afternoon open houses
_ _ some afternoon open houses
_

. 4.

no afternoon open houses

How many hours do you think open houses should last?
two hours
four hours

--- six hours
5.

Which open house system would you prefer?

--- current rotating system (the one we"re using now)
- - established days
·6.

every Tuesday and Thursday)

What days would you prefer?
_

Sunday

--· Holiday
_
7.

( example:

___W.ednesday

_ _Friday

___Thursday

---'Saturday

Tuesday

"I support-.,cn increase in the Student Government Association Special
Evento fee from $10 to $15 per student. (full-time undergraduate)
per oemester.7
____; yes.

=--··no.
8,

An increase in the number of open houses or an extension of hours would
mean en increase in fee. Would you be willing to pay the additioanl cost?
_ ___,yes
no

---

,,

_______

~·{

,..

r (-

::t:~tnt

__,..,.

... -------~·---•·---···-·--·
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' l\_1$ )$ nJCiartin1m
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UPO Box 1331
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 4035~

(606)T7e~i~;~:
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PRESIDENT
Tim \\'ilson
VICE-PRESIDENT

J-:in Stanley

November 7, 1975

SEC,'lETARY
Pam Cupp

TREASUR1=R
Don Whitehud
REPORTER
MGry Meyer1

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

LizE'11tm!n

MEMORANDUM
---------TO:

Dormitory Directors and Presidents

FROM:

Ms.

RE:

Open House Survey

Colleen Porter, Chairperson/? .~,
SGA student Consensus CommitteeV

The Student Consensus Committee of the SGA will be conducting
a door to door survey in all of the residence halls (excluding
married housing) on Monday, November 10, 1975, from 7:30 p.m.
until app~oximately 10:00 p.m.
er

S, G.A.
Student Consensus Comm,
1. What is your opinion. of the current open house system?
OPEN HOUSE SURVEY

_ _ I Approve

_ _ I think there should be more open houses
I think there should be fewer open houses
2. Which do you feel would be the most appropriate time for open houses?
6 to 10 pm
_ _ 7 to 11 pm
_

3.

8 to 12 pm

Would you be in favor of afternoon open houses?

_

all afternoon open houses

___ some afternoon open houses
_ _ no afternoon open houses
. 4.

How many hours do you think open houses should last?

two hours

--- four hours
- - six hours
5.

Which open house system would you prefer?
___ current rotating system (the one we"re using now)
_ _ established days

6.

( example:

every Tuesday and Thursday)

What days would you prefer?
_ _ Sunday

___,Wednesday

_ _Friday

_ _· Mod.day

___Thursday

_ ___,Saturday

_ _ Tuesday
7.

"I suppo-rt-.,s_n increase in the Student Govenunent Association Special
Events fee from $10 to $15 per student. (full-time unde-rgraduate)
per aemester,?

___; yes.

8,

An increase in the number of open houses or an extension of hours would

mean en increase in fee.
_ __,,yes

Would you be willing to pay the addit:ioanl cost?
no

---

I

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
Nov. 12, 1975

The meeting was called to order at 5:37 pm. The roll was called and
a quorum was present. There was a motion to dispense with the reading of
the minutes •
. OFFICER REPORTS
President Tim Wilson said the SI gnboard came in and is installed
behind the other one. The court appointment~ have been made and
the scholarship committee has been appointed. The Student Life
committee met two weeks ago.
Vice-president Jon Stanley criticized the editorial in the Trailblazer.
All COllllllittees met except for open house connnittee.
Treasurer Don Whitehead gave the balances.
Administrative •••••••••••••.• $ 4,622.23
Special Events •••••••••••••.• 14,47.§.2~ l'\-,'\'\S.'l~
Campus Improvement ••••••••••• 4,739.46
Sch6larship..................
930. 23
Reporter Mary Meyers said she had been working on the promotion for.
Harry Chapin.
Tim Wilson was a guest on the radio. There was
a provisi_on for people to call in and ask questions.
Program Director Liz Everman is working on proposal for community
service commission.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Agenda COllllllittee--Met yesterday and one proposal is ·on the agenda.
Campus Improvement--They met Wednesdayand discussed the garbage cans.
They said they felt the movie projector didn't come under Campus
Improvement. Discussion followed about the garbage cans,
Legislative Action--Said they will talk about court jurisdiction with
Dean Crager after the court is approved. There will be an election next
week for junior reps,
Program Direction--Burger Queen is hiring a manager, preferably a part-time
student, Mc Donalds and Hecks are interviewing this week,
Special Events--Met Monday and have one proposal. Maiden Voyage and Harry
Chapin contracts were sent out. Working on big name concert because
of limited availability of gym.
Student Consensus--conducted a poll Monday and are still tabulating.
not have the final results,
These are the predicted results:
79%--should have more open houses
59%--afternoon open houses
59%--4 pours
68%--set days
70%--Fridays
54%--Saturday

Do

SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT

l1\1~\'\S

ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 11-5-75
11-6-7.5 Atkinson Florist - roses for homecoming
11-6-75 Dean's Jewelry - Revere Bowl for homecoming Queen

4668.66
17.33
29.10

Disbursals to 11-12-75
Balance as of 11-12-75

46.43
46'.l.". 23

'i
1 .

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 11-5-75
·11-10-75 Keith M. Huffman - piano tuning ·for concert on 11-3-75

'>

14490.73
15.00

.

Disbursals to 11-12-75
Balance as of 11-12-75

15.00
14475.73

IMPROVEMENT FUND
Balance as of 11-5-75
11-7-75 A.C. Davenport & Son Co. - bulletin
11-7-75 Point Express - freight on bulletin board

CAMPUS

5725.73
961. 00
25.27

Disbursals to 11-12-75
Balance as of 11-12-75

986.27
4739.46

SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Balance as of 11-5-75

930,23

INACTIVE
930.23

~

iJ;Nr<.wlU~
Donald R. 'Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

•

M E MO R A N D U M
TO:

Mr. Buford Crager, Dean
of Students

FROM:

W.T. Rosenbe rg , Director ~
Telecommuni cati ons Services

RE:

16 mm Arc Li gh Projector

DATE:

November 17, 1975

No-j I / 2 21 P~ ~975

Earli er in the fa ll I obtained, through an addendum budget request,
a 16 mm arc light projector . While this projector is ideal for large
groups and/or conferences using un iversity facilities, one of my main
reasons for acquiring such a unit was to upgrade the qual i ty of movies
shown i n Button Auditorium, which have become one of t he most common
forms of student entertai nment.
My original req uest called for two (2) arc li ght projectors, as t hese
units cannot be used in conjunction with a conventional projector
because of the contrasting light output . A conventi onal projector
puts out approxi ma tel y 400 screen lumens while the arc l ight puts out
2000 open shutter screen lumens . The arc light projectors are designed
for such facilities as Button where it i s necessary to proj ect from
such a distance and still give a bright s harp picture . I was fortunate
in obtaining a s ingl e projector through spec i al fu nds, but this unit
is not helping to alleviate the problem we have in Button , and I am
told that there will be no additi onal funds availabl e in t he near future.
A couple of years ago the Student Government purchased a new screen for
Button that was able to accommodate cinemascope, and during t he same
period purc hased lenses that would provi de this same capabi lity to our
existing projectors. These spec ial l enses can be used on the arc light
projectors, providing true theater type viewing for our students. We
also have a capability, with the new arc light projector to provide
much better sound reproduction t han in the past.
We are on the brink of a quality theater type operation, if we are
able to obta i n one (1) additional arc l i ght projector. This is the
purpose of my memo t o you. I understand that it may be possible to
cons i der such an expenditure through the student government's campus
i mprovement fund . I would like to ask that thi s projector be considered by the sel ecti on committee as it stands to upgrade both t he campus
facility and serv i ce to the student body at large.
One additional item that must be expl ained i s t he cost of t he operation
of such units. The arc light projector uses a Marc 300 l ight source
which is good for 25 hours and lists for $46.00 . Throug h state purchase
contract I can obtain t hese lamps for approximately 50% of that cost.
I do not have an operating budget that would al l ow for the continued
use of these l amps for non-i nstructional purposes. It would be neces sary

Mr. Buford Crager
Page 2
for us to assess an operating fee to the student orgainzations sponsoring
movies. This fee would be approximately $1.00 an hour, which I am sure
would not be any problem to any of the groups, as they would stand to
draw larger numbers of viewers because of the better overall operation
these projectors would provide. This cost would be in addition to the
projectionist's fees currently in effect.
The cost of the additional recommended unit would be between $1400 and
$1500. Thank you for any support given this request.

\
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1199
OPEN HOUSE SURVEY

1.

* (18,31%)
(79,1.5%)
( 2,.52%)
2,

S,G,A,
Student Consensus CODllll,
What is your opinion of the current open house system?
218

I Approve 18• 18%

942 . I think there should be.more open houses 78,.56%
2,.50%
~ I think there should be fewer open houses

: 9 no responses
Which do you feel would be the most appropriate time for open houses?

(2.5,27%)

297

6 to 10 pm 24, 77%

(34, 72%)

408

7 to 11 pm 34 , 02%

(40,00%)

470

8 to 12 pm 39, 2 0%

3,

~

,75%

24 no responses - 2, 00%

Would you be in favor of afternoon open houses?

(12,96%) . · ~ all afternoon open houses l2,S4%
(.59,09%)
(27,94%)
. 4.

( 3,41%)

702

some afternoon open houses .58 ,.55%

How many hours do you think open houses should last?

40

two hours 3,34%

(3.5,67%)

418 four hours 34,86%

(60, 92%)

714 six hours

5.

11 no responses - ,91%

~ no afternoon open houses 2 7,69%

.59,.55%

27 no responses - 2,2.5%

Which open house system tmuld you prefer?

(28,90% )

337 current rotat'ing system (the one we"re using now)

(71,1~)

8?9 established days

·,
6.

( example:

28,11%

69,14%
every Tuesday and Thursday)
33 no responses - 2,75%

What days would you prefer?

( 9,99%) ~ Sunday (1.5,38%) 425 Wednesday(21,28%)

Friday _588

( 9 ,l9%) ~ Modd,;iy (14,80%)....!!:Q2_Thursday (18,682!L_saturday .516
%·
21 no responses - 1 , 75
257 responded inco=ectly- 21,44%
( l0,68&) ~-Tuesday
·
921 responded correctly- 76,81%
7. "I oupport-.,-.n increase in the Student Government Association Special
Eventc fee from $10 to $15 per student. (full-time undergraduate)
per someater.7
(6.5,291-)

64.64%

(34, 71%) - ~ no · 34,36%

12 no responses - 1,00%
8, An increase in the number of open houses or an extension of hours would
mean an increase iu fee, Would you be willing to j8Y the addit:ioanl cost?
387 no 32 •28
(69,01%) 786 yes 6.5,.5.5%
(32. 99%)
26 no res1xmses - 2.1~
* (. ~~rcentaa:cs in narentheses are bc'\Sed on total number of

!

Men's Residence -Halls

I

Total 485

OPEN HOUSE SURVEY
1.
( 9,81%)

47

(89,35%0-

42 8

(

S.G.A,

Student Consensus
·
What is your opinion of the current Open hou_se system?

6

I Approve 9 • 9%

88,24%

I think there should be.more open houses

_ _,.4'- I think there should be-fewer open houses

,83%)

2.
(16,77%)

80

6 no responses -

1,23%

6 to 10 pm 16,49%

_J,Q2__1 to 11 p~ 34,84%

(47,79%)

228 8 to 12 pm 47,01%

(16,67%)

,82%

Which do you feel would be the most appropriate time for open houses?

(35,43%~

3,

comm.

8 no responses -

1,65%

Would you be in favor of afternoon open houses?

_§Q_ all afternoon open houses

16, 4 9%

(.52. 91%)

254 some afternoon open houses ·,52,37%

(30.41%)

146 no afternoon open hous~s

30,10%

'., 5 no responses - 1,03%

4. How many hours do you think open houses should last?
(

,84%)

,82%

__4.;.. two hours

(27,37%)

130 four hours 26,80%

(71,79%)

341 six hours

5.

10 no responses -

70,31%

Which open house system would you prefer?

(20, 90%)

~ current rotating system (the one we"re using now)

(

---3,Q,- established days

79

,l0%)

6.

( example:

What days would you prefer?

20,21%

every Tuesday and Thursday) 76,4~
16 no responses - 3,30%

( 7,09%)

~ Sunday(15,95%) 189 Wednesday (19,66%)

Friday

(10,21%)

_;i,;,.,i..: Mortd:.i.y(17,38%) 206 Thursday (17,22%)

Saturday 204

(l2 ,49fo,)

---J.48_

7.

( 66 , 81%)

2,ci6%

233

4 1;10 res100nses , 82%
86 responded incorr.ectiy
17 74~
395 responded correctly~-- - a1;44~
"I ouppoi:t-)IUI increase in the Student Government Association Special
Evento £co from $10 to $15 per student, (full-time undergraduate)
per oemeator:I
Tuoodoy

~ yea_ 65,98%

(33, 19fo) ___159 no · 32 • 78%

6 no responses - 1,24%

8. 1 An increase in the number of open houses or an extension of hours would
mean an increase in fee. Would you be willing to pay the 11.ddit:ioanl cost?
106 no (21,86%)
(77,68%)
369 yes 76,08%
(22,32%)

Women's Residence Halls

""
1.

I

Total 714
OPEN HOUSE SURVEY

S, G,A.
Student Consensus Comm,
What is your opinion of the current open house system?

(24,05%)

. 171 1 Approve

(72.29%)

--,SJ.1L_ I think there should be.more open houses

( 3,66%)

-2.6....

2.

217

6 to 10 pm

30, 39%

...2.32... 7 to 11 pm 33,47%

(34, 67%)

3.

I think there shoµld be fewer open houses

3 no responses Whi.ch do you feel would be the most appropriate time for open houses?

(31,'08%)
(34,24%)

23,94%

242

8 to 12 pm

33,89%

16 no responses -

2,24%

6 no responses -

,84%

Would you be in favor of aftemoon open houses?
74 all aftemoon open houses

(10,45%)

10,36%

, %) _448 some eftemoon open houses 62,74%
63 27
26,0.5%
( , %) _.186 no aftemoon open houses
26 27
. 4. How many hours do you think open houses should last?

(

_ %) _29__ two hours
5 16

(

(41:31%) 288
(53,51%)

5.

:rzL

5,o 4%

four hours 40,33%
six hours

17 no responses~

52, 24%

2,38%

Which open house system would you prefer?

(

2L
9 current rotating system (the one. we"re using now)
• %) _
34 28

(

, %)
65 72
(i.

2,

-45&- established days

( example:

What days ,muld you prefer?

33.47%

every Tuesday and Thursday) 64,14%
17 no responses~

2,38%

l

(l2,l~%) 192

Sunday (l4,9 6%)

2'36 Wednesday (22,50%)

Friday 355

(19, 77%) Saturday 312
-l? ho responses - 2,38%
( , 32%)..J.47- Tuesday
171 responded incorrectly - 23,95%
9
526 responded correctly
- 73,67%
7. "I oupport-.!lll increase in the Student Govemment Association Special
Evento fee from $10 to $15 per student, (full-time undergraduate)
per oemeeter,7

( 8,43%) +~ Mot1d11y (12,86%)

(64,26%) 455 - yes

63, 72%

(35, 73'1:)

35,43%

J

253 .• no ·

--=--

203 Thursday

6 no responses -

An increase in the number of open houses or an extension of hours would
mean an increase in fee, Would you be willing to pay the additioanl cost?
(40,25%)
281 no 39,35%
(59,74%) 1~17 yes 58,40%
16 no resnonses -

.. 84%
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PROPOSAL #1
Whereas, there is a need for proper sanitation facilities and there are
none at the tennis courts and intramural fields,
Whereas, garbage cans from Beckley-Cardy are:
3 ca.ns @$96. 95 ea,
LO% freiight
3 co.ncrete slabs @$6, 05 ea.
TOTAL

$290. 85
29. 08
I 8. 15
$338,08

Be it proposed, that SGA allot $375 for the purchasing of garbage cans,
and any mo.ney left over will be returned to the .fund.
Respectfully submitted by
Campus Improvement Committee

************************• *• **• **• **

PROPOSAL #2

Whereas, audio-visual and projection equipment in Button Auditorium
are inadequate,
Whereas, another 16mm Mark 300 projector is needed,
Be it proposed, that the SGA allot $1500 from the Campus Improveme.nt
Fund to cover purchase of such projection equipment.
Respectfully submitted
Campus Improvement Committee

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * .-. * * * *. * *. *.

PROPOSAL #3

~Se.A
\, li-\t\S

\\ ~

*

Wnereas, the snow fence on the side of Rader Hall is an eyesore,
Whereas, shrubbery would help beautify the campus of MSU,
Be it proposed, that SGA allot $130 for 20 shrubs to be purchased and
installed at that site.
Respectfully submitted by
Campus Improvement Committee

**** *** ************ ******* ** **** **

PROPOSAL #4

Whereas, the attendance at open. house during the 6 to 7 hour is half that
of any other open house ;hour,
Whereas, 74. 72% of the students a:t1,swering the,Qpen House Survey indicated
· the,-copen,h9u~_hours-;should _be cl).anged_to a later hour,

-~-----·~=

-

--a-.

-_- . . . .

--·~_:·--------------;..."'::"-_.:...:.___~_,...

Therefore, be it resolved that the hours of ppen house be changed from
( 6:00 p. m. to 10:00 p. m.). to( 7:00 p. m, to 11:00 p. m,)
Submitted by
Student Consensus Committee
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November 21, 1975
PRESIDENT
TimWibon

VICE-PRESIDENT
Jon Stanley
SECRETARY
P3m Cupp

TREASURER
Don Whitehvad
REPORTER

Mr. Michael w. Duggins
student Association
Ea.stern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY
40475
Dear Mike:

Mary Meyars

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Liz Enrmm

Regarding the minutes of the SGAK meeting held on Sunday, November 2,
1975, please allow me to make the following comments. The information
in the minutes stating that "the President of Morehead State University misinterpreted" the article published in the University of
Kentucky newspaper is incorrect. To my knowledge,. the President of
Morehead State University has not seen the article.
The reasons the Student Government Association at Morehead State
voted to "table indefinitely" a bill relating to its affiliation
with the SGAK is not related to the article.· in_ the UK newspaper
which was dated October 9, 1975. The Student Government Association
at Morehead discussed the matter and voted to "table indefinitely"its relationship to the SGAK on September 24, 1975. Please note
that I have enclosed a copy of the (1) UK article, (2) my-letter to
Steve Henry.of October 20, 1975, (3) the letter to the editor of
the Kentucky Kernel, (4) a copy.of the letter that was published
in the Kentucky Kernel on November 5, ·1975 •.It is important to us here at Morehead State that the real facts
regarding the SGAK and:our position to it be known. Please share
this information at the next meeting of the SGAK. If you have
any questions regarding the above mentioned mat~er, please feel
free to contact me,
Respectfully,

Tim Wilson, President
Student Government Association
er
Enclosure
xc:

student body presidents of selected Kentucky Universities
Bellermine, Berea, Transylvania, Cumberland, UK, ·U of L, Murray,
Kentucky State, Northern, Pikeville, Midway, Georgetown, Western

SGA FINAHCIAL STATEMENT
Nov, 19, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of 11-12-75
11-14-75
Kentucky State Treasurer
11-18-75
Morehead State Unl~et~ity- printing

4622.23
285.60
19.80

Disbursals to 11-19-75
Balance as of 11-1 -75

305.40
4266.83

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of 11-12-75
11-13-75
Cash receipts Oct, 1975
11-13-75
Reimbursement of fees - William Kramer
~l-14-75
Variety Artists International Inc.
~l-17-75
Receipts from Miles J. Lourie - Reimbursement on Manilow
11-17-75
National Printing Products Co, - Tickets and posters Chapin
11-18-75
Variety Artists International Inc. - concert 11-18-75
11-18-75
Variety Artists International Inc. - concert 11-18-75
11-18-75
Modem Sound EquiP!llent Co. - concert 11-18-75
11-19-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - gate workers concert 11-18-75
tl-19-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - light crew concert 11-18-75
F-19-75
Kentucky State Treasurer - stage crew concert 11-18-75
Disbursals to 11-19-75
Balance as of 11-19-75

14475,73
. 787.00
10.00
7900.00
so. 75
66.00
-7900.00
6500. 00
150,00
64.00
40,00
30.00
6022. 25
8453,48 ·

CAMPUS IMPROVEkENT

11-19-75

Balance as of 11-12-75
Receipts from Harry Chapin

4739.46
316,80

Balance as of 11-19-75

5056,26

i
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Balance as of 11-12-75
11-19-75
Receipts from Harry Chapin

930. 23
79.20

Balance as of 11-19-75

1009.43

ZJ;;;JPR.vJ~
Donald R. Whitehead
SGA Treasurer

,

~

said he f~lt this information should be turned over to the Open House
connnittee to present the bills.
Larry asked whether it was
a representative survey. Colleen said that they were very careful to make sure
it was.

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

).

There was a motion by the Entertainment Connnittee to have two major
concerts next semester. The bill passed,
.
Appointments to the Student Court were made by Tim Wilson.
There was a motion to divide the question--motion failed. Tim Wilson
explained the qualificatiais of each, 'lbe appointments were approved.
The scholarship appointments were announced and passed.
Larry Oney moved that we donate $SQ to the SAE fund-raising drive to
provide a electric wheelchair for an immobilized patient at Daniel
Boone Convalescent Rome. Motion seconded and passed.
Larry Oney moved that all the money collected from the fountain in the
student center be donated to the United Way. Motion passed.
Debbie Poore proposed we run the book exchange this year.
It was
amended that this proposal not be run by the Campus Improvement Committee,
but by a committee made up of SGA members at large. The motion passed.
$50 was alloted for this committee to work with, A committee was appointed
for the book exchange. Dean Crager spoke about the effectiveness of the
committee.
Dean James announced Maiden Voyage will give 2 shows for $1700.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Improvement meet after SGA meeting over.
Attend Harry Chapin.
Meeting adjourned.

I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
IX.
X.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Connnittee Report&
Old Business
New Business--4 bills
Discussion
Announcements
Adjournment

HilREIIEAD S1A,TE
UHIVERS\11

November 25, 1975

RECEIVED

STU □ nn AFFhlRS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Vice President John R. Duncan

FROM:

Faculty Organization Committee

RE:

·student Members of the Student Appeals Committee

The following students have been nominated to serve on tpe 1975-1976
Student Appeals Committee.
Cynthia Teresa Bush
Junior. School: Social Sciences
Albert Wilhelm Jordan
Graduate. School: Humanities
Nina Darlene Watson
Junior.
School: Business
Sciences

bf

&
&

Economics
Mathematics

M1lREH EAD STATE
UNIVERSITY

lo

JAH

lJ ~ 4) AH 19'1~

November 25 , 1975

RECEIVED
ST UD ENT /l~F AIRS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Vice President John R. Duncan

FROM :

Faculty Organization Committee

RE:

Student Members of the Student App eals Committee

The following students have been nominated to serve on tre 1975-1976
Student Appeals Committ ee.
Cynthia Teresa Bush
Junior . School: Soc ial Sciences
Albert Wilhelm Jordan i)(,})\Jm.o,St :iJ J. 8
Graduate. School: Humanities Ll,\1)~~\
Nina Darlene Watson f'Y'), I 00 d'--l 3 3 (t
Junior.
School: Business & Economics
Sciences & Mathematics

bf
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SGA ANNOUNCES
the
CHRISTMAS CALENDER OF EVENTS

DECEMBER 2-4: Mr.

Beane"s University Choir and Chamber singers will
give mini-concerts at noon in ADUC

•

DECEMBER 2:

SGA Mini-concert--Space Wish by Maiden Voyage
Button Auditorium--shows at 7:30 and 9:30
Free with ID

DECEMBER 3:

Decorating the tree in front of the library--7pm
Christmas Dinner Special
MENU

(A.D.U.C.)
CHOICE OF:

Turkey & Dressing/Granberry Sauce
Baked Ham

CHOICE OF 2 VEGETABLES:

•

Whipped Potatoes/Giblet Gravy
Green Beans
Whole Kernel Corn
Candied sweet Potatoes

CHOICE OF:

Cranberry Gelatin Salad Mold
Tossed Salad

CftOICE OF:

Pumpkin Pie
Mince Meat Pie

2 Homemade rolls/ 2 butters
Regular Drink
MENU

(Alumni Tower)
CHOICE OF:

•

Country Fried Steak
Fried Chicken

CHOICE OF 2 VEGETABLES :

Green Beans
Whole Kernel Corn
Mashed Potatoes

CHOICE OF: Assorted Desserts
2 rolls/ 2 butters
~
Regular Drink
December

•

8-12:

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS
Santa Claus will be in ADUC on the second floor
on Monday thru Friday
SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALLllf

. ;

h'.

.

:·. ,•

•

SGA CONGRESS MINUTES
December 3, 1975

The meeting·was called to order at. 4:33pm by President Tim
Wilson. A quorum was present. There was a motion to dispense
with the reading of the minutes. It was seconded and passed ••
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Executive
President--received a card from the SAE's thanking SGA for the $50
contribution for the Leonard Gibson fund
--we will meet at 4:30pm next semester
Vice-president--all committees, get your reports in
Treasurer--read the balances
Adminstrative Fund--$4100.23
Special Events
6750.49
Campus Improvement 5056.26
Scholarship Fund
1009.43
Reporter--radio show tonight--Debbie Poore will be on it
Program Direction--will sent letters to employers for work
over Christmas
Community Service Commission-will write letters to
serve on this commission
Special Committees-Special Events--have proposal to submit on mini-concerts and
coffeehouses
Student Consensus--meets tomorrow
Book Exchange--will run book exchange next week
Scholarship--will meet Sunday at 5 pm
NEW BUSINESS
Proposal #1--Be it proposed the SGA appropriate not more than
$10,000 for the following coffeehouses and mini-concerts
Shotgun
Liverpool
Clark Terry
John Bassette
Larry Groce
Professor George T. Young
Motion passes.

The Laffertys
Barry Drake
Mike Reid Band
Buffo
Oliver & Jericho Harp

Proposal #2--to have an issues and answers forum Wednesday January 7
from 10am to 4 pm, . passe_s
Meeting adjoumed.
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SGA FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Dec, 3, 1975

ADMINISTRATIVE JiUND·

Balance as of 11-19-75
12-1-75

4266,83

Kentucky State Treasurer - payroll
Balance as of 12-1-75

4100.23

Special Events Fund
Balance as of 11-19-75
l'.1.-20-75
12-1-75

166,60

8453,48

Dairy Cheer• refreshments for Hal!'ry Chapin
Joe Sohm - mini~concert on- 12-2-75

!,99
17Q_0,00

Disbursals to 12 3•75
Balance as of 12-3-75

1702.99
6750,49

4

Campus Improvement Fund
Balance as of llwl9-75

5056,26

INACTIVE

Balance as of 12•3-75

5056.26

Scholarship Fund
Balance as of 11-19-75

·-· .43
1009

INACTIVE

1009.43

Respectfully,

iktaUR.~
Donald R, Whitehead

.

Whereas, the SGA is o.nly going to schedule two (2) major concerts next .
semester,
Whereas, it would be to the students benefit to have additional entertainment,
Whereas, through mini-concerts and coffeehouses we can offer
variety of entertainment,

a wide

Be it proposed the SGA appropriate not more than $10, 000 for the following
coffeehouses and mini-concerts·
Shctgun
Liverpool
Clark Terry*
John Bassette
Larry Groce
Professor George T. Young (with old movies\
The Laffertys
Barry Drake
Mike Reid Band '
:!Buffo
Oliver & Jericho Harp
Call to Order
II. Roll Call
III. Reading of Minutes
IV. Committee Reports
V. Old Business
VI. New Business ---SGA Special Events proposal
VII. Annoucements
VIII. Discuss ion

I.

OLD BUSINESS
ti~·-:

i'f•;:,,,;;r,-.

1·':'

The prior motion allotting $375 for 6 garbage cans was rescinded •

d r/

.,; 1 .1:\.·.\{•1

r)tfJ..:,~

·;:irr•;:,...i

.i·i:~~
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·.!.-1.: ·. •::,.

Proposal #1-.~ to allot $375. :fpr,3 ,gar,bage, ca~s, Ji-ke·: the b,\)le_ a'.lld whi~e0 ,
. '
ones on campus.
.
Discue,sion followed aslldng abo1,1t~-~~,e--P.os,st~\l\ty.,of. on.~,
relocating the garbage cans presently on campus.
r;: .· ' r f, ,:ir,r·n , The-main -qiotiompas!3E!dd:1 B: YE:!3-!l~, · §. nays !;).-8:bflten_t~9n), ·
'); C'"!:.v":1/: ·:.IJv1;1:) h .·,-. L,.,l

.. s,1.Ur:1n1,···; f.r,i~)

ff._J

,i.~.J

!'

Proposal, #,2 ,;,~ ,·.,to .allot. ,$,15 00., .fr.o,Il?, tb-"'<Ci,nppus _IFTipr,~vement c_ommi.ttee
.11 ,•10 :•:!, ,,-;·
JC,·,,-,.::::r • ,!:;flind,to _ipurchasei gi._noth~r,;1/>~~:,M?,:r~ 300 projector.
·
·'•c<>·:It•was.•stated, this.would-be .beneficial to the students.
Don Whitehead said the students would be paying for
, ·.[r ,:·; -~~)? ~•JC, '[l,V the moy_:ie,.;tw.ic_e,.;-;-fo_r.,,th~ p:roject,or,,amj. t~e1S,\l~,fp,:r tp,e
-~'.' .,),);;.,.tnovie (paid at the door_t.o_,va:ri9_\ls.-sj.qdent organizational
0
.~,·••
:i! :': Pam Cupp stated the SG.(l., ma,Y _:'!t; ,:;-9,~etime decide
·)S . ,)i, 'k to offer free movie_s,.to,_tb,_,e _-sj;uci~n~_~,-:,and this would then
t.''~-.f.1~·or benefit us too.
;1L!r •(~:i~11~J:,;:
,Motion passes.
~ ;,!',:J,(:··,:-:; ;:c. Fr c:i ·1( n .--r fi'r",! 1 J i1.rdnt1!1 I "f(1:l-jr\'[ f-:-Jr.;:-: a·,~:v.,1-.· ·,c. :·t,/ 'l,,~ h":"f•.1'.j
. ·,,,,,,,·,Proposal:#3;,; .... ,to•.a.ll,ot $i3.0:;fl'.1r:20,,s.h:r!!.l?.f\ t,o, i,-,~p\a,c.~ the fence at
:rRadar Ha LL.
·1•"':1 ~;:-,..[,= ·t .... Mo~iO.n p.as~;es-.··;.: ~..,:,·-':"! n.".!1i'1•., :i: ·,:i, T •;.c1::i!.)":..J·
,n 1 -~:1,c·i~:
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:TJ'·J•.,fc;·~r1 .~_ ,:. -~~ .. ~-1 ·-.;\J.,Lr"1~·-H·_1

.,-:Proposal lf,t..·... ,: the student:consensus ·committee moved ·t.o;,change.J.he,.
open house hours from 6-.JOpm to 7-.Jlpm, Motion
z

There was:a· .'motiori -made,byfDon Whiteh,f:<1-d,,.tp _permit,m_q~i.o.n!i.fto: b,e.. cc,:1,<:
made from the floor .. . It was secor,cieft ,and.}?~~ secl, •.. Whitehead then '
moved to allot $1000 .£or 5 SGA scholarships ·o.f $200 each •. Motion is
Ii eco'.~~,~~ :a;~:,~~-ss~ ~.i/_:,_;'._,

,~/'.:;: , ; ~ ··,~,'.-,'~- ,;:::'.:· ':". ,':! ... ,: ,' ,\- .. , i: j; 1 ,.,

,'. ; ; . , . :

, ,

f

1
_Jqn Stanley moves we accept Claude Ne;v:s_ome '!-_s;h,ead of the Open House
Committee and Mark S.ok and Louise-Venettozzi as head of the Campus
Improvement, committee,·:· ; Motion, is.'. s_eco:nded ,~.nl1.- Ras s.el'!.c,,:, ·, , ... ., ., (:·: -. , , r•

_

.:~r

·-~·:,J :~;;_1,iz:rL;r':::,

•t?

Satruday is the last football game--BEAT EASTERN!!!!!!!!
··.!'!} . .,;, . .:·J••i1iirn
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.";~,n·•dt. .·•·1:--· •~r,":

,;.r. q;' · _,;,1 ,

-,.,, .·:-,n>iT~-,;;i',· P/_,r J:·:· ... q?

.B lue~.Go ld Ba:sketba:lLgame;..,:;Mon!l,ay, ,nit'a'_-.-,I¥Cr..and 1P,anrjE, l_le.tiic s cho Lars hips
·· Come from this. ·
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Student Government Association
November 19, l976
·'. '-

. ·,·~!•"•
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Th:e meeting was called to order at 4:36 pm. The roll was called,
and a quorum was present. The minutes were amended to state,· : 1 •1; .:··;'!·
the baHince in the Special Events Fund to be )4, 475. 73. It was then

m'.Q~~d

to' -~U~~·. 1 ·the :fu.iil.Utes:, as· -c·or·r~cte"d.::: \' t;;• r"• I J 1·
.~!.J~i .-,r.

CQMMITTEE REPORTS"'•!.•- '' ; '·cc
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Joti Sfanl'ey'. s'aia'a.lH,tanding-

commiti:ii,es met, as well
as one ·special committee. Jon said Claude Newsome
· .•,·; ;i •:,,:•-c
·t•
will' l:ie·acFt!ie:open House:comniittee; iwhil'e :l':1:ark •, ·
Sol<''and"Douise 1 Veh'ettoz·ii• •will-:head'the ~a-mpds7'1Tlprovemen·
,,:;'. ,_,._;,, ': -., '''~oitimitte·e,-•\.vitli'tlie appr·oval-.of<Co.ngress.
,.,, ;~::. ,:.r 1: .t1 ;)Jr;;·:·.•:- .! J.-, ...o;. ·~:i: r:J· ~~.-,__.,;~.ii ·1 ·Tf -1,·.·l
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· \ " ' : , ; ._,; · ,

'T~eas\1rer· Dori Wliifoheaci 'annodiiced the"•batance,,in th'e various SGA fu.nds.
, ,,c .. i.l .,_, .. ' · ,·,:,!·,Aaniinish'ative-:·>b ·, ; ,, Li·,,,, ·c i "·-$4266. 84
.-,~- :, r.
"·'- ·.....· Spec1a
.... , .l E"
· t' s..::::.
., . ·:;:,
' · ' · ..' ·:~1:i r.r~r·,- :· .-·
,- 8453 ,, 48
'·' ' ...
ven
,. :-·i. 1'' ·.• ,-, ~,,'·• Lr•uca.hipus'-Improvernent 111 , . ·:t · 2··>- ,,; 5056. 26
Scholarship
.c.,, ,:,1 JiJ , : 1009.43
Reporter Mary Meyers said Walter Minning, chairman of the Book Exchange
i"[' c,·;:,c:: ~-•lJ wnl,bec o.ri tli~: ra'di6;toftight '.to speak·.on-tlie: l:iook-/"XChapge-•

. (: r,n:. "J!: ,.__

Program Director Liz Everman said she·•n·Eieds ,different ideas .for
·
community service p~ojects.
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Agenda Committee--has four bills on the Agenda,tonite

Campus-:Impi:'oi/ement'"-'-Met 'today;1 and ·-have.'3·,._proposals:c:oming,up: , -, :,'·,
.,,.,;.;.1-•i-'""i·r
····-~-- .·h·t;:•:-.:.:~.~ .·,•!].•.~: I '
, l!'i
,. ~'•C"; •1i'
- ·r
t
.r ••• ,, I ,L ,. or-a vote·-td.tug
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Legislative Action--In the junior representative election·--:.-7..;people'signed
· '
·. " up:to run, and only 21 people voted. Ted Griffith
1
•:.k::J'·J.~ ,.(.( • C' . . <~ ~,, w·
..~a·s-'the" w··,•nn··
"e··r· •::-; .,;"ii j ...) ·:c,,~)--•'
:"'•)· ~~rr~
.
J
• • ··v·
••
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• ,I, •) 1
•• n• .,.
••• • 1• ·)
·> r,.r.,::~·,·:_a;. ~~;!.j :-J• ;,·;,'- .J \.,· i"-_·,:•·J.\...,,1,·;V :-·1.Jr ,: h::t.1} :~11~ ~}:::>/ ;.i·\:, ._~_:in •·er<;
Open House--Met1 moiid'ay nite kitid,tooRed ove·r!'Jeff Watson·and·.Dean.·,;,,,:-,Stephenson's material.
11 11 ( '.. ::,: ~:. ··:·;:1.:: T. ·-:;;:; .. ,··11'',\ q, ,';;?1;!
; ' , ; . l ·t ,;; : ;, ;·-~· ,::
ppecial Events--Have worked up a schedule .for coffeehouses a.nd mini-concerts
(,,_, !!'.:"l ,_. '. ,: .,,~, -' _,-_ ... to' He•:i:i·rfe'red·:;i:ext··serrtest'er:;- J:/,WiH Pl'..op'ose· a:' lis't of ,them after
Thanksgiving.
· ,; n.,--,; : ,, .- ,,
~

~

Student Consensus--Went over the survey on the present open house system.
Book Exchange Committee--Tliefwill'tu·ife a card system instead of using
books. They will meet Monday at 4pm.
1··."j : :) r--,:.' ·1

l'ftOFOt!rlD CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ~ ~ I

To Be Added As Article V, Section 1, Paragraph F

(

ALL CLASS REPRESENTATIVES, MARRIED STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES, AND COMMUTER
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE A MEMBER OF A STANDING COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS;
EACH REPRESENTATIVE HAVING HIS PREFERENCE OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE TO
WHICH HE BELONGS. THIS SELECTION WILL BE MADE WITHIN TWO WEEKS FOLLOWING_
THE CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION. EACH MEMBER WILL LIST HIS PREFERENCES FIRST, :..
SECOND, AND THIRD, AND SHALL THEN BE ASSIGNED TO COMMITTEE BY THE PRESIDENT: WITH THE APPROVAL OF CONGRESS. DORi.'!ITORY PRESIDENTS MAY VOLUNTEER
FOR COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS, BUT ARE EXCLUDED FROM ANY MANDATORY PARTICIPATipN.
.

'
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-f'ROPOSED

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT~

_:q; '-

THAT THE AUTHORITY FOR PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE BE CHANGED FROM THE LATEST·
EDITION OF ROBERT'S RULES OF ORDER TO THE LATEST EDITION OF STURGIS RULES
OF ORDER THROUGHOUT THE CONSTITUTION.
';
''

1° Ml Ill Fl\VSR SP PR9P9SE!l eSN:'lTirfi'fTSNilL AMENDMENT #3

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr. Elmer Anderson

FROM:

Dean Buford Crager

DATE:

December. 15, 1975

RE:

Student Government Scholarships for Executive Officers

1

\)C:.,

The Student Government Executive Council members are to receive the
following amounts for Spring Semester Fees:
Timothy Jay Wilson
Jonathan L. Stanley
· Pamela Kay Cupp
Donald R. Whitehead
Mary June Meyers
Elizabeth Ann Everman

..

.
clj
cc:

Dean Roger L, Wilson
Dean Clyde I, James
Mr, Ival Bryant
Mr, Tim Wilson

$100
$100
$100
$ 50
$ 50
$ 50

(SGA)
(SGA)
(SGA)
(SGA)
(SGA)
(SGA)

+ $200

(University) = ;,;300
= $100
= $100
;
$ 50
$ 50
= $ 50
;

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Elmer D. Anderson
Director of Student Financial Aids

FROM:

Buford Crager -ric
Dean of Students

DATE:

December 19, 1975

RE:

Student Government Association Scholarships - Spring 1976

~

The Student Government Association of Morehead State University has
selected the following individuals as recipients of $200 scholarships
for the Spring Semester of 1976:
Melinda Ann Chance
Gregg Alan Frank
Anne D. Knapp
Julie Christine McGee
Kathryn Lynn Wright

-

$200
$200
$200
$200
$200

Two hundred dollars should be applied toward the fees of the above
students for the Spring Semester of 1976,
clj
cc:

Dean Roger L, Wilson
Dean Clyde I, James
Mr. Ival Bryant
Mr. Tim Wilson
Mr. Don Whitehead

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
ACCOUNT BALANCES
DECEMBER 19, 1975

Administrative Fund

$3,786.67

Campus Improvement Fund

5,205. 71*

Special Events Fund

3,327 .49>~*

Scholarship Fund

1,046.79***

TOTAL

$13,366.66

* Of this amount, $2,005.00 is encumbered for the purchase of
trash recepticles, movie projector, and shrubs. This would
lea11e~an·.:.uilencmmbered amount in the Campus Improvement Fund
of $3,200.71.
** $3,750.00 in next semester's expenses have already been paid
from the Special Events Fund. The remaining amount in the
contract with the Theatre Program has been paid and the amount
for the Jazz Music Clinic for the appearance of Clark Terry
has also been paid.
Of this amount, $1,000.00 is encumbered for five (5) two hundred (200) dollar scholarships for the Spring Semester of 1976.
This leaves a balance in the Scholarship Fund of $46. 79.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
SPRING ELECTIONS, 1975
I.

The Election Committee shall be composed of the following:
David Morgan, Chairman
Debbie Frank, Vice Chairman
Billy Click
Freddie Dulin
B. J. Nethery
Claude Newsome
Nancy Trent

II.

The calendar for the election shall be as follows:
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

Sign-ups
Wednecday, March 26 , 1975, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., SGA office
Thursday, March 27, 1975, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., SGA office
MC'nd.:iy, M.:u:ch 31, 1975 , 9:00 a.m. to 12: 00 noon, SGA office
MP.ct:~g with candidates
MonJey, ME'l'.'c!:i 31, 1975, 5:00 p.m., East Room, ADUC
CaT-pe::.gni.n~ B~gins
TuP.odAy, April 1, 1975, 12 :01 a.m.
Prir;ri..:iry F:lec i: irm
Wedn':!sday , April 9, 1975, 9:30 a.rn. to 4:30 p.m.
ADUC, Ba:i.rd, and Mignon To·wer
Gene~a l Electi0~
Thursday, April 17, 1975, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn.
AD~C, B2ird, and Mignon T0wer
In t~e event an election is needP.d to select a rerresentative to
the w.rn Boar.d of R.eg':!nts, the following schedule st.all be utilized:
1. Sign-up9
WPdnnsday, A?ril 23, 1975, ~:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.m., SGA office
71-.ur cday, A:?ril 24, l '.?:'~, '.): ()0 a.~o. to 4: 00 p.m., SCA office
2.

3.
4.

H~etins , ,ith c-ani1 ~.r:l.ate3
~~hu:-:sc,-.y , t.r,Til 24 , 1~75, 5: 01) r,,n., E..'13t Roo;:n, ADUC
c. ..~;si~nin~; b-ag inn

Fridsy, April 25, 1975, 12:Ol a.m.
r;J e cticn
T~rnrsday, Hay 1, 1975, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
ADUC, Baird, and Mignon Tower

III,

Election Rules
A,

Any student desiring to run for Student Government Executive Committee
must declare his candidacy during the times set up by SGA, This may be
done by filling out a filing form located in the Student Government
Office. If a student does not declare his candidacy before the designated deadline he will be ineligible to run for office,

B.

Student Government officers must be elected by the full-time undergraduate and graduate student body at Morehead State University.

c.

Any candidate for the Executive Committee must meet the qualifications
set forth in the Student Government Association Constitution,

D,

In order for a student to vote in the election, he must be a full-time
student at Morehead State University and must present his valid student
ID card at the polls,

E.

The polls will be open during the hours designated (see schedule of times)
at ADUC, Baird, and Mignon Tower.

F,

There will be no campaigning within =ifty feet of the polls.

G.

All political advertising should be put on bulletin boards which are
designated for general use and/or other areas designated by the Student
Government, !l,2 campaign material will be allowed on automobiles, trash
cans, utility poles, buildings, doors, trees, or other places deemed
inappropriate by the committee, Campaign signs may be displayed on a
candidate's car during the campaign, and signs may be displayed on the
autos of the candidate's supporters during approved rallies. No campaign literature is to be placed on any door w·ithin the residence halls
at any time, Window space in a dormitory room may be used during the
campaign period and one day following the election by the occupants of
the room, with the understanding that said occupants be responsible
for this privilege.

H.

Campaign rallies ~,ill be held only with the permission of the Election
Committee and the Office of Student Affairs.

I,

Campaigning will not be permitted before Tuesday, April 1, 1975, at
12:01 a,m.

J.

Any candidate's campaign material may be removed or destroyed only by
the candidate himself, his campaign chairman, or a designated representative.

K.

Any person caught voting or attempting to vote more than once will be
brought before the Student Court.

L.

There shall be no campaigning (other than Item G) inside ADUC, Baird,
or Mignon Tower on electio~ day.

M,

All campaign material after the Primary Election must be_removed by
that candidate one day fol.loning the election, unless the candidate
is in the General E:lectio~.

N,

All campaign,material after the General Election must be removed by
that candidate one day following the election,

o.

A person accused of violating an election regulation shall have a
hearing before the Election Committee. The Student Court may hear an
appeal if it deems an appeal hearing necessary.

P,

Each candidate must list a campaign chairman and the telephone number
of the campaign chairman,

Q.

Political activities such as meetings, rallies, parades, conferences,
speeches, information booths necessitating physical arrangements should
be scheduled through the Dean of Students' Office,

R,

No activities such as conferences and parades should interfere with
the regular academic schedule of the University.

s.

All campaign literature distributed through the University Post Office
mail boxes must carry appropriate postage or be properly addressed with
the name and appropriate box number as well as name of sender, No
stuffing of the mail boxes in the University Post Office or the mail
boxes in the residence halls will be permitted,

T.

Campaign literature may be distributed in the residence halls with the
approval of the Director of Student Housing,

U,

Distribution of campaign literature in married student housing must be
approved by the Director of Student Housing,

V,

Political banners are to be displayed only during approved rallies or
parades,

W,

No sound systems are to be used without permission of the Dean of Studeotr,

X,

Any campaign speech or formal discussion to be held in a residence hall
must be scheduled through the Director of Student Housing. This type
of activity must be confined-to the lobby,

Y,

The name of the person (candidate or campaign chairman) responsible for
preparing the campaign material must appear on the material,

--

(Example:

Z,

Paid for and/or prepared by John Doe, Candidate; or
P~id for and/or prepared by Susie Smith, Campaign Chairman
for John Doe.)

A candidate is responsible for all campaign materials and activities
relating to his candidacy; therefore, he should approve all activities
related to his candidacy that are conducted by his campaign chairman
or supporters,

AA,

No candidate may name, or in any way refer to his opponent in
any campaign literature unless physical proof (such as documents,
papers, signatures, etc,) of all statements made in the litera•
ture can be produced to the Elections Committee at its request.

BB,

Any candidate or the supporters of any candidate found in violation
of one or more of the above rules by the Elections Committee will
be subject to the following penalties:
l,

Suspension from campaigning the day of the election for the
initial violation,

2,

If a second infraction occurs the candidate found guilty in
the distribution of such illegal campaign literature by himself
or through his supporters will be disqualified by having his
name removed from the ballot.

Approved by Student Government Association
Morehead State University
March 19, 1975

'
CHECK THE ONE OF
YOUR PREFERENCE:

LJ

STANDING COMMITTEE:
:

AGENDA

[] LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Administer all campus elections involving the Student Government Assoc • .~
Rewrite bill rejected by Agenda Comm.
Handles Job Placement (responsible for
locating local jobs for the students)
and community service commission

PROGRAM DIRECTION

,- , STUDENT

-·

l OPEN

r

CONSENSUS

HOUSE

! SPECIAL

EVENTS

Prepares the agenda each week for the
meetings. Places bill in specific
order as it will appear on the floor

:

Responsible for polling and compiling
information regarding student opinion
on related issues

:

Responsible for determining campus needs
both tangible and intangible; and
suggesting to SGA projects to be undertakeo·

:

Responsible for investigating and
compiling information regarding intervisitation, to aid SGA in directing
its policy on the subject; and to
suggest any changes that might be
necessary
Responsible for student entertainment
and all related events

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR FIRST, SECOND , AND 11TIRD aIOICF.S BY PLACING
A NUMBEB. IN THE BOXES OF YOUR CHOICE

